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Abstract
Live Virtual Machine (VM) migration aims to move a VM between hosts without
interruption to the services running in the VM. It is a cornerstone technology for cloud
management and is critical for decreasing the operating cost of cloud providers and
improving service quality. Many efforts have been made to improve the performance
of live VM migration and a variety of achievements have been gained. But some key
problems still require solutions or improvements. In addition, with the development and
evolution of cloud computing, more and more applications are running in a data center,
and some new cloud computing paradigms (e.g., Mobile Edge Computing (MEC))
are being developed as well. This brings more new problems and meanwhile new
optimization opportunities for live VM migration. The goal of this dissertation is to
identify and qualify the performance bottleneck, and then optimizes the performance
of live VM migration in different deployment scenarios. Firstly, a comprehensive review
of VM migration and optimization technologies is conducted. Then, according to the
lessons learned from the review, a series of optimizations are proposed to solve different
problems with live VM migration.
For the migration in a Local Area Network (LAN) or within a data center, we build
corresponding performance models, and design a new performance control algorithm
which takes users’ requirements into consideration. This algorithm also solves the
convergence problem with pre-copy migration.
For the migration over a Wide Area Network (WAN) or across data centers, several
mechanisms are proposed to improve the migration performance of VM storage data
which is the bottleneck for across-data-center VM migration. Specifically, a three-layer
VM image structure and a central base image repository are designed to increase
data sharing between VMs and data centers. Based on these two structures, several
optimization strategies are proposed for data deduplication and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file
sharing to further improve VM storage data migration performance.
For the migration in MEC, several algorithms are designed to mitigate the problems
with user mobility-induced VM migration. According to the presented migration en-
vironments, user mobility is divided into two categories. Based on this classification,
two algorithms are designed to improve migration performance, two mechanisms are
designed to reduce the service degradation resulting from VM migration and two algo-
v
rithms are designed to lower the network overhead of constant VM migration due to
user mobility.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the support of virtualization technologies, a physical server can be divided into
several isolated execution environments by deploying a layer (i.e., Virtual Machine
Manager (VMM) or hypervisor) on top of hardware resources or operating system (OS).
The execution environments on a server, i.e., Virtual Machines (VMs), run without
mutual interruption on each other. Each VM has its own OS and applications. At the
beginning, virtualization technologies were not widely used due to a variety of reasons.
For example, they will occupy a portion of hardware resources (such as, Central Pro-
cessing Unit (CPU) and memory) [69]. Furthermore, the poor network bandwidth also
hindered vendors to lease their idle resources to clients. As the related technologies
advance, such as the utilization of Fibre Channel (FC) [37], the performance improve-
ment of an individual server [177], the development of security technology [110],
etc., a new service model—cloud computing [18, 180] emerges on the foundation of
virtualization technologies [27]. In cloud computing, big companies can piecemeal
their spare hardware resources and rent them to customers in a pay-as-you-go manner,
and users can quickly start to work on a VM without the huge expense of hardware
purchase and maintenance.
Because an increasing number of users are choosing cloud data centers to hold their
applications, it has become a very important task to efficiently manage the VMs in a
data center. Users request and use resources from a cloud provider, and leave after their
tasks are finished. Correspondingly, cloud providers will constantly create and destroy
VMs in data centers. Without efficient management, a data center will operate like this:
many servers are running with a small workload, while others are overloaded. Also,
some cloud providers (such as, Amazon and Microsoft) run several data centers around
the world. To provide high-quality services, the collaboration between data centers is
inevitable. For example, it is better to put a VM in a data center which is close to the
user’s current location to reduce the network latency.
All the above problems can be solved by a critical technology—live VM migration.
Live VM migration makes a VM not fixed on the server where it is created anymore. A
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VM can be moved from one server to another, even from one data center to another data
center, without causing interruptions to the applications running in the VM. Many cloud
management operations become feasible with the application of live VM migration,
such as server consolidation [126], zero-downtime hardware maintenance [18], energy
management [12], and traffic management [77] (more details in Section 2.2).
Improving the performance of live VM migration (such as, decreasing the total
migration time and reducing service interruption during migration) has been a hot topic
since live VM migration was proposed because its performance is closely related to the
level of cloud management and the appearance of new applications of cloud computing.
After more than ten years’ development, many achievements have been gained for live
VM migration. However, there are still some problems waiting for solutions or further
improvements. This dissertation focuses on the problems in the following three types of
VM migrations: migration in Local Area Network (LAN) (i.e., migration within a data
center), migration over Wide Area Network (WAN) (i.e., migration across data centers)
and migration in Mobile Edge Computing (MEC).
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Problems with Migration in LAN
Within a data center, live VM migration is an important technology for cloud manage-
ment. For example, VMs in a data center can be consolidated to occupy fewer hosts to
reduce the operating cost. The VMs which frequently communicate with each other can
be migrated to the same host to facilitate the communication efficiency and decrease
the network traffic within a data center.
Due to the good migration environments within a data center (such as high network
bandwidth, shared storage system), the performances of VM migration in LAN have
almost reached the ceiling (e.g., invisible downtime and small total migration time) after
a variety of optimizations. However, there still exist some open issues. 1) Currently, a
migration process is uncontrollable and transparent to cloud managers and users. Once
a migration is started, the only thing we can do is to wait for the message of success or
failure from the migration process. The migration process cannot be tunned to meet
a specific performance. 2) Too much attention has been paid to the improvement of
migration performance while users’ requirements are rarely considered. For example, in
the scenario of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) where a VM is providing one or
several functions of a service chain, the users of this VM have a very high requirement
for migration downtime over total migration time. 3) Pre-copy [29] is extensively used
for VM migration in LAN, but it encounters a migration convergence problem. When
the memory pages of the migrated VM are dirtied faster than the network bandwidth for
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migration, a migration process cannot converge to ensure good migration performances
(e.g., small downtime and small total migration time).
1.1.2 Problems with Migration over WAN
Migrating VMs across data centers improves cloud management to a higher level
and makes the cooperation between cloud providers become possible. For example, the
cloud providers which run several data centers can carry out load balancing between
data centers instead of only within one data center. A private cloud data center can
live migrate some VMs which do not run confidential workloads to a public cloud data
center, when facing a sudden peak workload. Therefore, private cloud providers do not
need to maintain so many servers to align with the possible peak workload.
However, the relatively large size of the storage data (i.e., virtual disk) of a VM
and the small network bandwidth between data centers make storage data migration
become the bottleneck of live VM migration over WAN. Regarding this problem, the
existing solutions can be divided into two categories: 1) A network file sharing system
is deployed between the source and the destination data centers to avoid migrating
storage data. This type of solution leads to a high disk I/O latency. Actually, this
structure results in the double transfer of the storage data of a VM during migration,
from the source data center to the shared storage system and from the shared storage
system to the destination data center, which incurs a large amount of network traffic. 2)
Each data center uses a local storage system and storage data migration performance
is optimized by a variety of techniques, such as data deduplication or snapshotting.
However, each optimization faces a trade-off between the newly-introduced overheads
and the benefits to migration performances. For example, data deduplication leverages
the hash fingerprints of storage data to detect the blocks which are already presented
at the target site to reduce migration time. If the deduplication process cannot find
enough duplicated blocks at the target site, it may prolong the total migration time
since the computation overhead of data deduplication exceeds its contribution to data
transfer. Therefore, a systematic rethink is strongly required on storage data migration
for significant performance improvement.
1.1.3 Problems with Migration in MEC
With the popularity of User Equipment (UE) (such as, smartphones and tablets) and
the evolution of the Internet of Thing (IoT), MEC was proposed to provide low-latency
cloud-computing services at the edge of the network for UEs and a variety of sensors.
The proximity of cloud resources to UEs reduces the coverage area of each cloud data
center. Also, the majority of tasks offloaded to edge cloud data centers have a high
requirement for service latency. These conditions together make MEC very sensitive to
UE mobility (i.e., user mobility). When a UE is roaming between the coverage areas of
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different edge cloud data centers, sometimes its VM has to be migrated along with it to
meet the latency requirement.
For the migration in MEC, we focus on the following problems in this dissertation.
1) Migrating a VM in MEC faces the same environment as the migration over WAN, so
storage data migration is also a big problem for it. However, MEC introduces some
new environment features which can be exploited to design the optimizations for
storage data migration. 2) In addition, the inconsistency between VM migration and UE
mobility (more details in Section 6.2.1) will lead to a big interruption to the running
service. Therefore, a coordination strategy is needed to link UE mobility with VM
migration. 3) Furthermore, user mobility incurs a big network burden to MEC because
VMs are constantly migrated between edge cloud data centers. It is also a vital issue
about how to reduce the network overhead of constant VM migration.
1.2 Contributions
Regarding the aforementioned problems in live VM migration, several strategies
and algorithms are proposed in this dissertation for the migration in different environ-
ments (LAN, WAN and MEC). The contributions of this dissertation are summarized as
follows.
1. To clearly understand the state-of-the-art technologies of live VM migration, a
comprehensive review of the existing solutions is conducted. The lessons learned
from this study are used to guide the designs of the systems and the algorithms in
this dissertation.
2. VM migration in LAN—Performance Control: The performance models of VM
migration in LAN are established, and then a series of relationships between
migration performances and the influence parameters are analyzed based on
Xen platform. It is found that VM migration performances are adjustable by
changing some parameters, such as memory page dirty rate. Based on these
analytical results, a migration control algorithm is designed to tune a migration
process to meet the desired performance. The algorithm not only considers user’s
performance requirements, but also solves the convergence issue of pre-copy
migration.
3. VM migration over WAN—Storage Data Migration: To eliminate the trade-off
of optimization technologies between newly-introduced overheads and achieved
migration performance improvement, rethinks are conducted on VM storage
data migration from a structural perspective. Two optimizations are designed
to improve VM storage data migration performance. 1): A three-layer image
structure is proposed to improve data sharing between VMs. The storage data of a
VM is physically separated and stored in three layers: an Operating System (OS)
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layer, a Working Environment (WE) layer and a User Data (UD) layer. Based on
this structure, data deduplication is correspondingly optimized to mitigate its
side effects in improving VM migration performances. 2): A central repository is
employed to deploy and store base images (template images) for different data
centers to improve data reuse between data centers. In further, two technologies
(data deduplication and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file sharing) are utilized to improve
storage data migration performance.
4. VM migration in MEC—User Mobility-induced VM Migration: To make the
best of the migration environments, UE mobility is broadly classified into two
categories: certain moving trajectory and uncertain moving trajectory. Based
on this classification, two optimizations are proposed to improve VM migration
performance in MEC. 1): Two migration algorithms are designed to improve VM
storage data migration performance by using the new environment features of
MEC. 2): Several algorithms are proposed to make a migration plan for each VM
to reduce the network overhead resulting from constantly migrating it along with
user mobility.
1.3 Dissertation Structure
The contents of this dissertation are organized as follows:
• Chapter 1 introduces the motivations behind our study and the contributions of
this dissertation regarding the targeted problems.
• Chapter 2 gives out the basic knowledge of live VM migration, including its possi-
ble applications, the differences between VM migration and container migration,
performance metrics, etc.
• Chapter 3 presents a comprehensive review of the studies related to our research
topics.
• Chapter 4 shows the performance models for pre-copy migration in LAN environ-
ments, and then a migration performance control algorithm is designed.
• Chapter 5 elaborates on the optimizations for VM storage data migration in WAN
environments.
• Chapter 6 proposes several algorithms to improve VM migration performances in
MEC environments.
• Chapter 7 summarizes the work in this dissertation and give an outlook of future
research topics based on the contents of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we present the background knowledge of this dissertation. Firstly, some
basic concepts of hardware virtualization and cloud data center are introduced. Then,
the possible use cases of live VM migration, how to live migrate a VM, the new paradigm
of cloud computing—MEC and a taxonomy of migration schemes are elaborated. At last,
the performance metrics for evaluating a migration strategy, the differences between
VM migration and container migration are presented.
2.1 Resource Management of Cloud Data Center
By using virtualization technologies, the hardware resources (CPU, memory, Network
Interface Card (NIC), etc.) of a server can be abstracted and assigned to several VMs.
This is implemented by deploying a layer (Hypervisor/VMM) on the host OS, as shown
in Figure 2.1 1. Each VM is a complete computer (including OS, applications, etc.), and
also has a full view of hardware resources (like running on bare-metal hardware), such
as, CPU, memory, disk and NIC. The VMs co-locating on the same server are unaware
of each other.
How a hypervisor/VMM manages the physical memory and disk space of the underly-
ing server is highly related to the contents of this dissertation, so next we will give more
details of them. There are three levels of memory for each host after virtualization:
host physical memory, guest physical memory and guest virtual memory, as shown in
Figure 2.2. Host physical memory is the memory of the underlying server, also called
machine memory. Guest physical memory is the memory that is visible for the guest
OS of each VM. Guest virtual memory is the memory presented by the guest OS for the
applications running in the VM. The mapping between guest virtual memory and guest
physical memory is done by the guest OS of each VM. The mapping between guest
physical memory and host physical memory and the mapping between guest virtual
1There are several types of virtualizations. We only show one of them to elaborate on the relationship
between the underlying host and VMs.
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Hardware (CPU, Memory, NIC, etc.)
Host operating system
Hypervisor/VMM
VM VM VM VM VM
A server
Figure 2.1: Hardware virtualization.
Host
VM VM
Host physical memory
Guest physical memory
Guest virtual memory
Guest OS
Hypervisor
Figure 2.2: Memory management.
memory and host physical memory are managed by the hypervisor/VMM. The mapping
between guest virtual memory to host physical memory is implemented by a shadow
page table for each VM. It is to remove the virtualization overhead for VM’s normal
memory access.
The hypervisor/VMM will create a virtual disk for each VM to store all its data. A
virtual disk is a large physical file or a set of files. It can be copied, moved and archived,
like other normal files. Multiple virtual disks also can be configured for a VM. There
are many types of virtual disk formats, such as RAW, QCOW2, VMDK, VDI, etc. Each
VM uses a virtual SCSI controller to access its virtual disk(s). Because a virtual disk
encapsulates the disk data of a VM into a file, it is also called disk image. There are two
types of manners to store the disk images of the VMs on a host. One is to store them
in a storage pool (e.g. Network File System (NFS), Network Attached Storage (NAS),
Storage Area Network (SAN), etc.), as shown in Figure 2.3(a). VMs access their disk
images through a high-speed network. The storage pool is shared by many servers and
can be accessed by multiple servers simultaneously. The other one is to store them in
the local disk of the underlying host, as shown in Figure 2.3(b).
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(b) Local disk
Figure 2.3: The storage system structures of cloud data center.
2.2 The Cornerstone of Cloud Management
Based on the introduction in the last section, let’s move to the data center scale.
There are many servers in a data center, and each server is hosting several VMs. Users
apply for resources from a data center and leave after finishing their tasks. The data
center will correspondingly create and destroy VMs for users. It will be a mess without
a proper management strategy for the VMs in a data center. Also, virtualization is only
resource isolation rather than performance isolation, which means that the VMs on a
server will mutually influence on performance. Hence, if all the VMs on a server are
running resource-eager workloads, all of them will experience performance degradation,
even may kill the server. Under this situation, some VMs should be moved to other
servers which are with low loads. These problems are a part of motivations for live VM
migration which allows a VM to be moved between servers without visible interruptions
to the services running in the VM. Many cloud management tasks are carried out based
on live VM migration. In this section, we list out some use cases of live VM migration
for intra- and inter-cloud managements.
• Zero-downtime hardware maintenance [173, 189]. The servers in a data center
may have a high possibility of failure after a long-time running or already failed
several times. These servers can be replaced with new ones by moving out all the
VMs located on them and moving back after replacement. This is applicable for
hardware upgrade as well.
• Load balancing [65, 25]. Overloaded state not only shortens the lifespan of a
server, but also degrades the Quality of Service (QoS). Meanwhile, servers running
with underloaded state result in a waste of energy. Live VM migration ensures
that all servers in a data center run evenly under the premise of without QoS
decrease. Load balancing also can be conducted between several geo-distributed
data centers when live VM migration over WAN is enabled.
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• Server consolidation [198, 67]. VMs are persistently created and destroyed in a
data center. In addition, some of them may be suspended or idle. The VMs will be
in a mess if the servers in a data center are not properly consolidated. In server
consolidation, VMs are live migrated for either energy purpose (using as fewer
servers as possible) or communication purpose (locating the VMs communicating
heavily with each other on the same server to reduce network traffic).
• Across-site management [183]. For the cloud providers with multiple sites,
there are more management options to improve the QoS and lower economical
cost. For example, Follow the sun [173, 183] is a new IT operation strategy which
moves compute resources close to the clients to minimize the network latency.
Conversely, in order to reduce the cooling cost, Google and Microsoft propose
the concept of free cooling, also called follow the moon [169, 161], which moves
VMs and applications to the data center where it is in nighttime or with low
temperature.
• Hybrid cloud [155, 103]. Hybrid cloud is featured with a couple of advantages
[130]: (1) highly cost-effective and elastic; (2) better aligned to the business
demands; (3) keeping private services in local. In the hybrid cloud, users can
offload some tasks to a public cloud when encountering peak workload, i.e. cloud
bursting [115].
• Cloud federation [23, 21]. The inherent deficiencies of an individual data center
are driving cloud providers to cooperate with each other [20], i.e., cloud federation
[139]. There is still a long way to go for cloud federation in industry, but it is
already making benefits in academia. For example, EGI Federated Cloud [43]
connects more than 22 computing sites across Europe and the world to provide
services to academic researchers. With cloud federation, when the volume of
the processed data is huge, we can choose to move computation environment to
where data are located to avoid transferring a big amount of data.
• Breaking vendor lock-in issue [146, 123]. The worry of being locked in by one
vendor is the main obstacle preventing users from choosing cloud computing. The
investigation shows that 62% IT organizations regard moving VMs between data
centers as an invaluable feature when choosing a cloud vendor [115].
• Reaction to user mobility. To avoid violating the Service Level Agreement (SLA),
sometimes cloud providers have to migrate VMs to a cloud data center which is
close to users. This is also strongly required in the mobile edge computing alike
scenarios where each edge cloud data center only covers a small region of users.
When a user moves out from the coverage area of an edge cloud data center, the
corresponding VMs have to be migrated to the edge cloud data center where the
user is currently at.
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Figure 2.4: Live VM migration.
2.3 How to Live Migrate a VM?
From the perspective of migration, a VM can be divided into three parts: running
states (including memory data, CPU states, all external device states, etc.), storage data
(i.e., disk data) and the network connections between the VM and its users. Live VM
migration is to hand over the three parts from the source site to the destination site.
Therefore, it consists of three following tasks, as shown in Figure 2.4.
1. Memory data migration. To avoid interrupting the services running in the
migrated VM, all real-time states of a VM must be migrated to the new host. These
data contain CPU states, memory data, the buffer data of external devices, etc.
Generally, the transfer of the running states is called as memory data migration.
2. Storage data migration. It is to migrate the disk image of a VM to the new
location. This task is needed when the source host and the destination host are
not sharing a storage pool.
3. Network connection continuity. After a VM is moved to a new location, a
strategy is required to redirect the network connections of its users to the new
location.
In this dissertation, we focus on improving the performance of memory data migra-
tion and storage data migration. We will give more details on these two tasks in Section
2.3.1 and 2.3.2, respectively.
2.3.1 Memory Data Migration
According to the VM handover time of a migration process, memory data can be
migrated in three patterns: pre-copy, post-copy, and hybrid-copy. Pre-copy [29, 119]
firstly copies all memory data to the destination server. Because the VM is still running
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on the source host, some memory pages will be dirtied during this period of data
transmission. These dirtied pages will be logged and transferred in an iterative way,
i.e., the pages transferred in current round are the ones dirtied in the previous round.
When the iteration meets the predefined thresholds (called termination conditions), the
VM is shut down on the source server. The remaining data are copied to resume the
VM on the destination server. For example, the termination conditions for stopping the
iteration phase can be set as: (1) the transfer round reaches a predefined value; (2) the
remaining data size is smaller than a predefined value; (3) the ratio between the size of
transferred data and the allocated size of memory space is bigger than a predefined
value, etc. Because VMs running different workloads have different memory dirtying
features, no termination condition is suitable for all VMs. Therefore, several termination
conditions are often combined to design a comprehensive strategy to adapt to as many
VMs as possible. Pre-copy is widely used in the mainstream VMMs/hypervisors, such as
VMware [119], Xen [29], and KVM [87], because of its robustness. During migration,
at least one site (the source site) has all of the data of the migrated VM. When the
migration breaks up at halfway due to some reasons (such as network outage) or the
VM fails to resume on the destination server, the VM can continue to run on the source
server without data loss. The source server releases the data of the migrated VM until it
is successfully resumed on the destination server. However, it faces one main problem.
When the memory pages of the migrated VM are dirtied (called memory dirty rate)
faster than the available network bandwidth for VM migration, the migration process
cannot be convergent. It means that the iterative copying makes no sense to reduce the
remaining data on the source server. This issue is called migration convergence problem,
which will result in a big migration downtime or a big network traffic.
Contrary to pre-copy, post-copy [59, 62] firstly stops the execution of a VM on the
source host. Boot data are scratched and copied to the destination host to resume
the VM. The rest of memory data can be transferred by different manners, such as
on-demand fetching, active pushing, and prepaging [59]. All memory pages are copied
only once in post-copy, so the total migration time is predictable. However, post-copy
has a fatal issue. The latest data of the migrated VM are separated to the source host
and the destination host, therefore, it may lose data or even destroy the migrated VM
when the migration fails at halfway.
Hybrid-copy [66, 86] is a combination of pre-copy and post-copy. It firstly copies
memory data with a limited round of iterations, and then hands over the execution of
the VM to the destination server. The remaining memory pages are copied in a post-copy
manner. Hybrid-copy inherits the strong points from both pre-copy and post-copy. The
limited pre-copying iteration reduces network traffic. The majority of memory pages
are transferred in the pre-copy phase, which decreases the pages remotely accessed by
the destination host, i.e. minimizes the possibility of page faults at the destination site.
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Figure 2.5: The classification of memory data migration patterns.
This is helpful for lowering service degradation. However, it also succeeds the main
disadvantage of post-copy, i.e. weak robustness.
For better understanding different memory data migration patterns, Clark et al. [29]
divide memory data migration into three basic phases:
• Push phase: The migrated VM runs on the source server. Its memory data are
iteratively transferred to the destination server.
• Stop-and-Copy phase: The execution of the VM is halted on the source host. All
or a part of the remaining data on the source host are copied to the destination
site to resume the VM.
• Pull phase: When the VM is running on the destination server and page faults
happen, it remotely fetches these pages from the source server. At the same time,
the remaining pages are proactively sent to the destination host to lower the
possibility of page fault.
Different migration patterns are achieved by taking one or several phases of this division,
as shown in Figure 2.5. Pre-copy takes the push and stop-and-copy phases, while post-
copy takes the stop-and-copy and pull phases. But they transfer different data during the
stop-and-copy phase. Pre-copy transfers all the remaining data at the source host, while
post-copy only transfers the data needed for VM resumption. Hybrid-copy experiences
all of these phases. If only the stop-and-copy phase is taken, it is non-live migration.
2.3.2 Storage Data Migration
When both memory data and storage data of a VM will be migrated, according to
the migration sequence between memory data and storage data, storage data migration
can be also classified into three patterns: pre-copy, post-copy, and hybrid-copy. Pre-copy
migrates storage data before memory data, while post-copy transfers storage data after
memory data. Hybrid-copy migrates storage data and memory data simultaneously. By
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Figure 2.6: The migration sequences between memory data and storage data. The retransmis-
sion of dirtied disk blocks can be implemented in different manners. For example,
the dirtied blocks can be synchronized to the destination site during migration or
transferred at the end of storage data migration in bulk. In these figures ((a), (c),
(d), (g), (i)), only the second option is shown.
combining different memory data and storage data migration patterns, nine migration
patterns are available when both the memory and storage data of a VM will be migrated:
Pre-Pre, Pre-Post, Pre-Hybrid, Post-Pre, Post-Post, Post-Hybrid, Hybrid-Pre, Hybrid-Post
and Hybrid-Hybrid, as shown in Figure 2.6.
The two patterns in each name denote memory data migration pattern and storage
data migration pattern, respectively. For example, Pre-Hybrid migrates memory data in
a pre-copy manner and storage data in a hybrid-copy manner. In other words, memory
and storage data are concurrently transferred, namely hybrid-copy, and memory data
are migrated with the pre-copy pattern. If the VM is running on the source host during
storage data migration, two additional mechanisms are required: (1) the dirtied blocks
will be logged and retransferred to the destination host for data consistency, such as
Pre-Pre and Pre-Hybrid; (2) a strategy is needed to coordinate the write operations
from the migrated VM and the read operations from the migration process.
As discussed in Section 2.3.1, post-copy and hybrid-copy have a weak robustness for
memory data migration, which is also applicable for storage data migration patterns.
Therefore, from migration pattern names, the pattern containing Post or Hybrid is weak
regarding robustness. They may lose data or destroy the migrated VM if the migration
fails at halfway. Only the Pre-Pre pattern can ensure the migrated VM correct under
different situations, and does not need manual intervention even migration outage
happens. Therefore, it is widely used for VM migration over WAN.
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2.4 Mobile Edge Computing
Mobile devices, such as smart phones and tablets, are becoming more and more
important for our daily lives, both work and entertainment. However, the physical
device size constraint limits the computation and energy capacities of a UE. Also, with
the development of the IoT, a huge amount of sensors are constantly generating data,
and some of these data need to be fast processed to response the potential events or
accidents, such as smart city, smart home and intelligent transport system. The long
distance between sensors and a central remote cloud data center makes it impossible to
meet the low-latency requirement.
To provide a high quality of services to mobile devices, some new computing
paradigms were proposed, such as fog computing [15], MEC [45], cloudlet [144],
etc. All of them have the same structure, i.e., cloud resources (such as compute and
storage) are deployed at the network edge to provide low-latency services for UE. MEC
is used to denote all these paradigms in this dissertation. As shown in Figure 2.7, MEC
moves cloud-computing services to the vicinity of UE, called edge cloud data centers.
Edge cloud data centers can be deployed by utilizing the spare hardware resources of
the base stations of the Radio Access Network (RAN). UE partially or fully offloads
computation tasks to these edge cloud data centers for the purposes of energy saving or
computation capacity expansion, i.e., computation offloading [105, 78].
Some basic concepts of MEC are described as follows.
• Base station: where transceivers of the RAN are located.
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• Cell: the signal coverage(service) area of a base station.
• Edge host: the servers deployed in base stations. VMs are running on them, and
the computation tasks offloaded from UE are executed in these VMs.
• Edge cloud data center: the cloud computing platform deployed in each base
station.
• User Equipment(UE): a mobile device which offloads computation tasks to an edge
cloud data center.
• Mobile application: the application which is running on a UE and its computation
tasks are partially or fully offloaded to an edge cloud data center.
Live VM migration in MEC only involves two concepts: cell and edge cloud data center.
Users and UE are moving between cells, while the corresponding VMs are live migrated
between edge cloud data centers.
2.5 A Taxonomy of Migration Schemes
The migrations with different conditions confront different challenges. We classify
migration schemes from three perspectives: migration manner, migration distance, and
migration granularity.
VM migration can be conducted in two manners: non-live migration and live mi-
gration. Live migration is carried out under the precondition of no interruption to
the running services, while non-live migration does not have this limitation. With
non-live migration, a VM is firstly suspended or shut down before migration depending
on whether it will continue the running services after migration or not. If the VM is
suspended, the running states will be encapsulated and transferred to the target site.
During the migration, no open network connection is kept and all connections are
rebuilt after VM resumption. However, memory data migration and network connection
continuity are the two problems which must be solved for live migration to avoid
service interruption. If the source and the destination sites do not share storage system,
storage data migration must be carried out as well. Non-live migration has a significant
interruption to the service running in the migrated VM. This dramatically restricts
its application field since many applications in a cloud data center are running in a
7× 24hours manner. Hence, the majority of researches are focusing on live migration.
According to migration distance, VM migration is divided into two categories: mi-
gration in LAN and migration over WAN. Migrating a VM in LAN means the source and
the destination servers are located in the same data center. With the development of
network technologies, the difference and boundary between Metropolitan Area Net-
work (MAN) and WAN disappear [89]. Migration over WAN in this dissertation refers
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environments in comparison with WAN and MEC environments.
to any migration across data centers. The migration mechanisms for LAN environments
normally has two basic assumptions. (1) Shared storage system, such as SAN and
NAS, is used in a data center. It is accessible from both servers in the migration, which
indicates that storage data migration is unnecessary. (2) The source and the destination
servers are in the same subnet. The migrated VM will keep its network configurations
during the whole migration. Based on these two premises, migrating a VM in LAN only
needs to solve the task of memory data migration, as shown in Figure 2.8(a). However,
migrating a VM in WAN environments does not have these advantages. There is no
shared storage system, and different data centers have different network configurations
as well. Furthermore, the network conditions (such as bandwidth, latency) between
data centers are much worse than those of LAN, as shown in Figure 2.8(b). Therefore,
migrating a VM over WAN not only needs to solve all of the three tasks of live VM
migration, they also become much harder in comparison with the migration in LAN
environments.
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VM migration in MEC not only faces the same problems as the migration over WAN,
the proximity of cloud resources to users in MEC also brings both new challenges and
optimization opportunities, as shown in Figure 2.8(c). For example, an edge cloud data
center in MEC only serves the users in its coverage area. When a user roams between
different edge cloud data centers, the corresponding VM has to be migrated to meet the
low-latency requirement of mobile applications. This type of VM migration is called
user mobility-induced migration (more details in Chapter 6).
Nowadays, many applications in a data center consist of a group of VMs [50, 179].
These VMs are closely related to each other and work together to provide a service. For
example, three-tier is a typical application architecture. It is composed of a presentation
tier, an application tier and a database tier. The number of VMs in each tier can be
scaled up or down according to the change of workloads. It is impossible to only
migrate one of the correlated VMs to another data center because the long network
latency between data centers will severely degrade service performance, even destroy
the service, as shown in Figure 2.8(d). Therefore, according to migration granularity,
VM migration contains single migration and correlated VM migration. Single migration
migrates one VM each time and this VM is running independently, while correlated VM
migration simultaneously moves a bunch of VMs which are communicating with each
other.
2.6 Performance Metrics and Overheads
A good migration strategy not only tries to move a VM from one place to another as
fast as possible, but also needs to minimize its side-effects. The performance metrics for
assessing a migration strategy are summarized as follows.
• Total migration time. This refers to the duration between the time when the
migration is initiated and the time when the migrated VM is resumed on the
destination server and no data remains at the source site.
• Downtime. It is the duration that the migrated VM is out of service. This metric
determines how transparent the migration is to the users of the migrated VM. For
non-live migration, total migration time equals to downtime.
• Total network traffic. This metric means the total data transferred during the
migration. It is a critical measurement when the migrated VM is running a
network-intensive service because it will contend for network bandwidth with the
migration process.
• Service degradation. It indicates how the service running in the migrated VM
is affected by the migration. It can be measured by the changes of throughput,
response time, etc.
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Sometimes network bandwidth utilization is also used to evaluate a migration
strategy. This metric can be gained by combining total migration time with total
network traffic. The smaller the total migration time and the less the total network
traffic are for a specific migration, the higher the network utilization is.
However, VM migration is not an only-gain-no-pain operation. It may bring interfer-
ences to all involved roles in the migration. The side effects of live VM migration can
be divided into three categories: computation overhead, network overhead and space
overhead.
Computation overhead. Normally, the migration daemon is running in the VMMs
of the source and destination hosts (i.e., managed-migration). The migration process
will occupy a portion of CPU cycles and memory spaces. This will lead to interferences
to all VMs on these two hosts. If the migration daemon is running in the migrated
VM (i.e., self-migration) [55, 29], some computation resources of the migrated VM
will be occupied. Besides, some migration optimization technologies also introduce
computation overheads, such as data deduplication, data compression.
Network overhead. VM migration is a network-intensive workload. It will compete
for network resources with the VMs running on the source and destination hosts. In
addition, a migration process reads data from the storage system of the source site and
writes them to that of the destination site, which consumes a portion of I/O bandwidth
as well.
Space overhead. Compared to other resources (such as CPU cycles, network band-
width), storage space is less valuable. Inevitably, some optimization technologies will
implement migration or improve migration performances at the expense of storage
space, such as snapshotting [108].
2.7 VM Migration vs. Container Migration
Container is an unavoidable topic whenever VM is involved due to many common
points between them. Meanwhile, there are many differences between them which
make them coexist in the “virtualization world” [39, 148]. In this section, they will be
differentiated from the migration perspective.
Containers are implemented by OS virtualization, while VMs are implemented by
hardware virtualization. The containers on a host are sharing the underlying OS kernel,
but VMs are complete and totally isolated execution environments (each VM installed
with an OS). This difference makes container migration more close to process migration.
Actually, the commonly used migration technology for containers is checkpoint and
restart (CR) [113] which saves the memory state of a process into files and resume the
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process at the destination host from the checkpoint. A project—CRIU [30], based on
CR, has been implemented for container migration.
A container is much more lightweight than a VM, which inherently leads to a smaller
challenge for migrating a container than a VM. For example, for the containers which
are running stateless services (e.g., RESTful web services), the container can be directly
killed on the source host and created again on the destination host. The duration of
this operation is tolerable and only the currently running requests will be affected.
Container migration will consider some problems which do not bother VM migration.
For example, containers are not only sharing the underlying OS, but also some libraries.
Therefore, during container migration, the destination host must prepare these libraries
for the migrated container. However, the hosts at the destination site are also running
other containers. Therefore, the destination host selection should be an important issue
for container migration. In contrast, a VM can run on any host once they are virtualized
and managed by the same type of VMM.
2.8 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the basic knowledge of live VM migration is introduced. Firstly, the
resource management of cloud data center and live VM migration are elaborated. Then,
the structure of MEC and a taxonomy of different migration schemes are described.
Next, the metrics for evaluating a migration strategy and the side effects of VM migration
are discussed. At last, we present the differences between VM migration and container
migration.
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According to the classification in Section 2.5, we show VM migration schemes and the
tasks of each type of migration in Figure 3.1. We summarize the existing migration
technologies related to the research topics of this dissertation with the following
structure in this chapter.
1. Memory data migration is the main task for live VM migration. Firstly, we review
the technologies and optimizations for memory data migration. Memory data
migration technologies for LAN environments are also suitable for WAN environ-
ments, only facing a slower migration bandwidth, and vice versa. Therefore, we
review all memory data migration technologies together (Section 3.1).
2. Storage data migration is the bottleneck of the migration in WAN environments,
and attracts many attentions from researchers. Like the technologies for memory
data migration, storage data migration technologies for WAN environments are
also applicable for LAN environments. We summarize all of them in Section 3.2.
3. In the new paradigms of cloud computing (e.g., MEC), VM migration is highly
related to user mobility. This type of VM migration will not only solve the same
challenges as WAN migration, but also faces some new issues, so we review the
state-of-the-art technologies for this topic in Section 3.3.
3.1 Memory Data Migration
3.1.1 Pre-copy
Clark et al. [29] implement the pre-copy mechanism on Xen in two manners: man-
aged migration and self migration. Managed migration runs the migration daemon in
the management VM (Dom0), while self migration is conducted by the migrated VM
itself. Self migration is more complex than managed migration in terms of implementa-
tion. Because the migration process is running with other processes on the migrated
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VM in self migration, it must solve the migration consistency issue which is out of
consideration for managed migration. They design a two-stage stop-and-copy phase to
guarantee migration consistency. The first stage stops all processes except the migration
process, and scans the dirtied pages. The second stage transfers all dirtied pages in the
final scan. Due to the implementation complexity and intrusive deployment for each
VM, self migration is rarely used for cloud management.
Pre-copy is also used by VMware to carry out its migration system—VMotion [119],
and integrates it into the VirtualCenter management platform. It sets termination
conditions for the iterative copying as: (1) less than 16MB modified pages left; (2)
1MB size decrease of modified pages between two neighbor rounds. They find that
scanning dirtied memory pages during the iterative copying phase takes 20% network
throughput drops to end users. Their results also show that reserving 30% CPU resource
for migrating an idle 512MB Windows 2000 Server VM over a gigabit link minimizes
the total migration time.
Compression
Memory pages have strong regularities and also contain many zero bytes [181, 44].
To reduce the total network traffic during migration, compression technology is the first
one comes to mind. As shown in Figure 3.2, there are two types of compression manners:
normal compression and delta compression. Normal compression takes advantage of
data regularities to encode information with fewer bits. The ratio between the size
of the representation information and the original data is called compression ratio.
Normal compression contains two interleaved phases: modeling and encoding [118].
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Figure 3.2: The illustration of normal compression and delta compression.
The modeling phase is to find data regularities, and the encoding phase constructs the
representation information. Delta compression reduces data transfer by only sending
the difference between current version and its previous version. The difference is
called delta, while the previous version is called reference. In decompression phase, the
original data are gained by applying a delta to its reference. After each compression
and decompression, the reference is replaced with the new version of data for the next
round of delta compression. Delta compression needs space to store the references and
introduces additional management efforts for it. Although normal compression does
not encounter these disadvantages, it is compute-intensive.
However, compression has to make a trade-off between computational cost and
migration performance benefits. A compression algorithm with a higher compression
ratio will lead to bigger computational cost and compression time. To this end, Jin et al.
[79, 80] propose a Characteristic-Based Compression (CBC) algorithm which adaptively
chooses compression algorithms according to data regularities. The memory pages with
high similarity are compressed by an algorithm with fast compression speed, such as
WKdm [181], while the pages with low similarity are compressed by an algorithm with
high compression ratio, such as LZO [122]. The threshold between low similarity and
high similarity is also adjustable to adapt to a variety of VMs with different memory dirty
rates. Multi-threaded techniques are employed to accelerate the speed of compression
and decompression as well.
Hacking and Hudzia [54] propose to use delta compression to shorten the migration
duration of a VM running large enterprise applications which are featured by large
memory size (can reach tens of GB) and fast memory dirty rate. They introduce a
warmup phase before migration to transfer the original memory data to the destination
server in the background. During migration, delta compression is conducted to reduce
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the network traffic of migration. VMM keeps the previous version of recently dirtied
pages in an Adaptive Replacement Cache (ARC) [111]. Before transferring a dirty page,
if its previous version is stored in the ARC, only the difference (delta) between them is
transferred to the target server, and at the same time the ARC is updated to the current
version. Otherwise, the dirty page is directly sent to the target server.
Based on the work in [54], Svärd et al. [159] use a two-way associative caching
scheme [57] instead of ARC to store the reference pages. This caching scheme is
lightweight (small CPU occupation) and has a constant lookup time. XORed Binary
Run Length Encoding (XBRLE) compression algorithm [128] is used to compress pages.
Their experimental results indicate that their system outperforms the default KVM
migration algorithm regarding both total migration time and downtime.
Data Deduplication
Many previous works [48, 197, 51] show that a big amount of identical memory
pages exist within a VM or between VMs. These duplicate pages can be eliminated to
speedup VM migration. They are partly zero pages and partly result from using the same
libraries or applications. There are three types of similarities existing in VM memory
pages: intra-VM similarity, inter-VM similarity, inter-site similarity. Intra-VM similarity
denotes the duplicate pages within the migrated VM. Inter-VM similarity refers to the
identical pages between different VMs at the same data center. This similarity can be
used to transfer identical pages only once when multiple VMs are migrated concurrently.
Inter-site similarity explores the identical pages between the migrated VM and the VMs
located at the destination data center. SHA-1 [41] and SuperFastHash [64] are the
two commonly used hashing algorithms to locate duplicate pages. In this section, we
review the studies on exploiting intra-VM similarity and inter-site similarity for VM
migration, and these on inter-VM similarity are described in Section 3.1.1 on correlated
VM migration.
Riteau et al. [137, 138] design a migration system—Shrinker, to improve the
performance of migrating memory data over WAN. It utilizes distributed content-based
addressing to avoid transferring duplicate pages between the migrated VM and the
VMs running at the destination site (i.e. inter-site similarity). However, VM memory
pages change over time, so a dynamic indexing approach is needed. Shrinker solves this
problem with two subsystems: (1) a site-wide Distributed Hash Table (DHT) and (2)
a periodic memory indexer. The intra-VM similarity feature is also exploited by them:
only the first byte of zero pages is sent to the destination site.
Nowadays, cloud providers pre-deploy template VM images for fast VM creation.
Zhang et al. [199] find that many redundant memory blocks are located between the
VMs which are cloned from the same VM template by an extensive experiment. To utilize
this feature and decrease the footprint size of the VMs on the same host, Content Based
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Page Share (CBPS) [51] is widely used in virtualization platforms (such as VMware
ESX [175], Xen [112, 88]) to make the VMs on the same physical server share memory
pages [182]. Based on these observations, Zhang et al. design a metadata based
migration system—Mvmotion, which makes the migrated VMs share some redundant
memory pages with the VMs running on the destination host (i.e. inter-site similarity)
by utilizing CBPS technology. The metadata of a VM contain the hashing values and the
block numbers of memory pages. During migration, the metadata of the migrated VM is
sent to the destination data center to find the pages already existing at the destination
host.
Jo et al. [83] accelerate VM migration by utilizing shared disk blocks rather than
memory pages. They observe that many memory pages of a VM are replicas of disk
blocks [127]. They propose to only transfer unique memory pages from the source
server to the destination server. The information of the memory pages which are the
replicas of disk blocks is logged into a list. The destination server gets these memory
pages from the shared storage system instead of from the source server.
Li et al. [94] and Zheng et al. [204] propose a template-based migration mechanism.
If a page appears n times in a data center which is bigger than the preset threshold, it is
called a template page. Similar with [137, 138], the fingerprints of the destination data
center’s template pages are stored in a Distributed Hash Table (DHT). They classify
memory pages into three categories: uniform pages, normal pages, and duplicate pages.
In their migration system, uniform and normal pages are transferred by using the
default migration interface of VMM. Duplicate pages are constructed at the destination
data center by copying its identical template pages.
Zhang et al. [197] observe that at least 30% of non-zero memory pages are identical
or similar, and design a new migration strategy—Migration with Data Deduplication
(MDD) which takes advantage of intra-VM similarity. Both data deduplication and delta
compression are utilized by Wood et al. [183] to accelerate memory data and storage
data migration over WAN. Data deduplication is used to explore the duplicate items for
memory pages and disk blocks, and delta compression aims to reduce the transferred
bites when a page has been copied before.
Many “free” pages (such as zero pages, cache pages) exist in a VM. These pages will
not influence on the correctness after the migrated VM is handed over to the destination
server. Clark et al. [29] do not transfer these pages during the first full-transfer
round by using memory ballooning mechanism [7]. This mechanism is also combined
with QuickAssist Technology (QAT) data compression [131] by Zhang et al. [195] to
accelerate VM migration in the NFV scenario. Akane Koto et al. [90] run a process in
the migrated VM to record the pages which are unnecessary for VM correctness after
migration. These pages will not be transferred during migration and are reproduced
after VM resumption. However, even though these pages are not important for the
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correctness of VM execution, losing and reconstructing these pages will result in a big
service degradation after migration.
RDMA
Many high-speed interconnect technologies, such as InfiniBand [5], Myrinet [13],
provide the functionality of Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA). RDMA allows
memory data to be remotely accessed without the involvement of CPU and cache.
Huang et al. [68] take advantage of this feature of InfiniBand to minimize the side
effects of VM migration and improve migration performance.
Ibrahim et al. [70] also utilize InfiniBand RDMA to migrate the VMs with High
Performance Computing (HPC) applications. They comprehensively investigate the
performance relationships between VM migration and the applications running in the
migrated VM. A series of findings are observed in their experimental results. (1) The
monitoring mechanism of migration process introduces a considerable interruption
to the workloads running in the migrated VM. The more cores the VM runs with, the
bigger the interruption is. They observe that parallelism of the monitoring process is
beneficial to migration performance. (2) The memory pages of HPC applications are
easily dirtied faster than the available migration bandwidth. Hence, normal migration
termination conditions (predefined target downtime and iteration limit) will result
in a sub-optimal migration performance. (3) The Writable Working Set (WWS) (the
set of frequently dirtied memory pages) varies significantly when a VM is running
different workloads. They further evaluate the performance of VM migration when a
dedicated network path (InfiniBand RDMA) is employed for migration. They find that:
(1) Migration downtime depends on the start time of the migration over the application
lifetime. A bigger application dataset or more processors used by the migrated VM leads
to a longer downtime. (2) Even though a dedicated migration path is provided, the
migration still severely impacts on the quality of service. (3) correlated VM migration
will experience a longer downtime than single migration. Based on these observations,
they propose an optimized migration termination strategy for HPC VMs (see Section
3.1.1).
Checkpointing/Recovery and Trace/Replay
Normal pre-copy scheme is sensitive to memory dirty rate and also results in a
big network traffic. Considering this issue, Liu et al. [98, 97] design and implement
a novel migration system—CR/TR-Motion, by utilizing Checkpointing/Recovery and
Trace/Replay (CR/TR) technology. It is based on a full system trace and replay system—
Revirt [40]. They record the execution trace of the migrated VM into log files, and
iteratively transfer log files rather than dirty pages to the destination server where log
files are replayed to recover VM states. This can improve migration performance due
to the fact that log file size (growth rate around 0.04GB to 1.2GB per day) is much
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smaller than the size of dirty memory pages. Furthermore, migration downtime is also
decreased because fewer data is left in the final stop-and-copy phase.
Cully et al. [31] also utilize checkpointing to migrate VM memory data to another
host by copying the whole system state rather than only replaying deterministic inputs.
They repeat the final stage (the stop-and-copy phase) of pre-copy to transfer the latest
memory states to the destination host. To increase the checkpointing speed, two
optimizations are conducted on the default Xen live migration mechanism: reducing the
number of inter-process requests required to suspend and resume the guest domain and
entirely removing xenstore from the suspend/resume process. With these optimizations,
the checkpoint frequency can reach 40 times per second.
Page Reordering
The memory pages of a VM have different access characteristics. Some pages remain
clear during the whole lifetime of the VM, while some are frequently modified. This
characteristic can be used to improve migration performance by reordering the pages
for transfer in each iteration. Svärd et al. [160] design a mechanism—dynamic page
transfer reordering, to lower page retransmission during the iterative copying phase.
They assign a weight for each page according to its update frequency. Pages are
transferred in the order of increasing weight. The most frequently updated pages are
postponed to the final stop-and-copy phase. Similarly, Checconi et al. [26] propose
two page-reordering mechanisms: a Least Recently Used (LRU) based approach and a
frequency-based approach. LRU-based approach prioritizes the transfer of the pages
which are least recently used, while frequency-based approach transfers pages in the
order of increasing access frequency.
Migration Convergence
The main risk for pre-copy is the migration process cannot converge to an optimal
point for the final stop-and-copy phase. This situation happens when the VM dirties
its memory pages faster than the migration bandwidth. A plenty of optimization
strategies are designed to migrate the VM which has a fast memory dirty rate. They
solve the migration convergence problem from two aspects: tuning memory dirty rate
and changing migration termination conditions.
Clark et al. [29] find that some memory pages are dirtied very frequently, i.e., WWS.
It is unnecessary to iteratively copy WWS to the target site during migration. Therefore,
during the iterative copying phase, the dirtied pages transferred in each iteration are
selected like this: only those dirtied in the previous round and not dirtied in the current
round again. The paravirtualization feature of Xen also provides some optimization
opportunities. A monitoring thread is awakened in the migrated VM when migration
begins to stun the rogue processes for migration convergence. It can record the WWS of
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each process in the migrated VM, and limits the maximum page faults for each process.
In further, to make a trade-off between migration convergence and network bandwidth
saving, a dynamic rate-limiting approach is designed by them to control migration
bandwidth. Because memory dirty rate changes over time, setting a static network
bandwidth for migration is not always optimal. A minimum bandwidth limit and a
maximum bandwidth limit are predefined in their approach. Migration starts with the
minimum bandwidth, and increases it with a constant increment each round. When
the bandwidth reaches the maximum value or the remaining data size is smaller than
256KB, the migration enters the stop-and-copy phase. The upper bandwidth limit is
used for the stop-and-copy phase to lower migration downtime.
Jin et al. [81] find that memory dirty rate approximately has a linear relationship
with VM execution speed, based on several practical experiments. Assuming a VM
runs a specific program, the faster the VCPU frequency is, the faster the I/O (especially
write operation) speed is. Therefore, they propose to tune memory dirty rate to a
desirable value to lower migration downtime by tuning VCPU execution frequency. Liu
et al. [100] also control the CPU resources assigned to the migrated VM to improve
migration performance by using the Credit algorithm of Linux kernel. Mashtizadeh et
al. [109] design a similar mechanism—Stun During Page Send (SDPS). It does not tune
the frequency of a whole VCPU, and only injects delays to page writes to lower page
dirtying rate.
Ibrahim et al. [70] aim to migrate the VMs with HPC applications. They propose to
switch the iterative copying to the final stop-and-copy phase when no further reduction
in downtime is achievable. They define three memory update patterns: (1) iterative
copying does not reduce the amount of dirtied pages; (2) the number of dirtied page
decreases for a short duration (such as, synchronization and barrier operations) so
that a small downtime can be achieved; (3) most of transmitted pages are duplicate
pages. For the first pattern, when a stable memory modification rate is detected, the
migration will step into the stop-and-copy phase. For the second pattern, the iterative
copying is stopped when the dirtied pages are transferred within a preset interval.
For the third pattern, the retransmission rate is monitored. When it exceeds 90%, the
migration process moves to the stop-and-copy phase. Atif et al. [6] propose a more rigid
termination strategy. According to their statistics on Xen’s default migration mechanism
for HPC applications, iteratively copying the memory data of HPC applications is only a
waste of time and CPU cycles. Therefore, they only iterate the pre-copy phase twice.
The first iteration copies all memory pages, and the second iteration directly enters into
the final stop-and-copy phase. This is to decrease total migration time and total network
traffic at the expense of service degradation. In CloudNet [183], it firstly detects the
point where the amount of transferred pages is equal or bigger than the dirtied pages.
After this point, it stops the execution of the VM when the number of dirtied pages is
smaller than any previous iteration.
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Correlated VM Migration
In this section, we review the works on optimizing the performances of correlated
VM migration. Deshpande et al. [36] name the migration of multiple co-located active
VMs (on the same server) as live gang migration. They employ both data deduplication
and delta compression to eliminate the duplicate memory pages exist between the
co-located VMs. At the beginning of migration, all memory pages are transferred to
the destination site. Only one copy of identical pages are transferred. The iterative
copying phase only sends the page identifiers of newly-found duplicate pages to the
destination server. They find that even though two pages are different, they may be
partially identical. Therefore, they continue to use delta compression to reduce total
network traffic. All duplicate pages are acting as reference pages, and unique pages (no
duplicate) are compared with them to generate deltas. When the delta size of a page is
smaller than a threshold, the delta is transferred to the destination site, otherwise, the
entire page is transferred.
Deshpande et al. [35, 34] further propose a new migration mechanism—gang
migration using global (cluster-wide) deduplication (GMGD), by expanding the migration
approach for the VMs on a single host [36] to a server rack which holds many hosts.
The GMGD works as: (1) all duplicate pages between the VMs on a rack are identified
before migration, (2) only one copy of these duplicate pages are transferred to each
target rack, (3) at the target racks, once a server received a duplicate page, it populates
this page to other servers in the same rack which need this page instead of fetching
it from the source rack. Data deduplication is also applied between the VMs on the
source rack and the target rack.
Live VM migration not only imports interferences to both the source server and
the destination server, but also to the VMs running on these two servers. Xu et al.
[185] extensively analyze migration interference and co-location interference during
and after migration. Migration interference refers to the service degradation of the
VMs located on the source and the destination servers during migration, while co-
location interference denotes the performance losses of the VMs on the destination
server after new VMs are migrated in. They created performance models for these two
interferences. Based on these models, they propose an interference-aware migration
strategy—iAware, to minimize both migration interference and co-location interference.
For each migration, iAware firstly chooses the migrated VM(s) with the least migration
interference, and then chooses the target host(s) by estimating the co-location inter-
ference. iAware is lightweight and can be used as a complementary manner for other
migration strategies.
Bari et al. [8] try to solve the similar problem but without the selection phase
of the migrated VMs and the target servers. They aim at the migration sequence
problem to minimize total migration time and downtime when the initial and target VM
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placements are given. The key insight of their algorithm is to separate the migrated VMs
into Resource Independent Groups (RIGs). The VMs in the same RIG will be migrated
between distinct machines. In other words, at any time a server is only running one
migration process to reduce the network contention and service interruption to other
VMs running on it. Therefore, the VMs in the same RIG can be migrated simultaneously,
and RIGs are migrated sequentially. For each RIG, the VM which has the shortest
migration time will be firstly migrated.
Multi-tier applications are ubiquitous in cloud data centers. The VMs in a multi-
tier application are normally communication-dependent. Some works try to optimize
the migration for multiple correlated VMs from different perspectives. Wang et al.
[176] make efforts on choosing an optimal migration sequence and a proper migration
bandwidth for correlated VM migration. The migration sequence is derived by collecting
a variety of information, such as network topology and traffic matrix of the data center,
memory sizes and memory dirty rates of VMs. Sarker and Tang [143] design a dynamic
bandwidth adaptation strategy to minimize the total migration time for a given number
of VMs. The total migration time is controlled by adaptively choosing sequential and
parallel migration and changing migration bandwidth.
Liu et al. [96] design an adaptive network bandwidth allocation algorithm to reduce
the service interruption of live migrating multi-tier application over WAN. They migrate
the correlated VMs concurrently and design a synchronization algorithm to make
different migration processes finish at an approximate time. Their migration system
consists of a central arbitrator and a migration daemon running in the Dom0 of Xen.
The arbitrator dynamically tunes the network bandwidth for each migration process by
collecting information from the migration daemon. Moreover, a wait-and-copy phase is
introduced to synchronize different migration processes to start the final stop-and-copy
phase at the same time.
In order to fully utilize network bandwidth to transfer as many VMs as possible in a
given period of time, such as for the disaster recovery scenario, Kang et al. [85, 84]
propose a feedback-based migration system. It adaptively changes the number of VMs
in a migration by drawing experiences from the TCP’s congestion control algorithm
[73]. A controller starts the migration from a slow start (SS) phase where a small
number of VMs (called VM window) are migrated in parallel, and increases the size of
VM window gradually. When network congestion is detected, the migration enters a
congestion avoidance (CA) phase where the VM window is reduced accordingly.
Ye et al. [188] propose to reserve resources (CPU cycles and memory space) for
migration. At the target host, several empty VMs with 100% CPU utilization and
certain memory spaces are created before VM migration. When the migration starts,
these reserved VMs are shut down to leave resources to the migrated VMs. They find
that parallel migration is better than sequential migration when enough resources
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are available for migration, otherwise, parallel migration is worse. Based on their
experimental results, several optimizations are designed. For example, they firstly
migrate the VM with small memory size to increase migration efficiency. However, the
resource reservation operation increases the migration interference to the destination
server.
Others
Besides the common problems discussed above, some migrations conditions require
special migration strategies. Liu et al. [99] struggle for the VMM heterogeneity problem,
i.e. implementing VM migration between different VMMs. To smooth the heterogeneity
of different VMMs, they design a common migration protocol and a common virtual
machine abstraction method. The commands and data sent by the source VMM are
transformed into intermediate formats which are then intercepted into the formats
of the VMM at the target site. Based on this proposal, they implement VM migration
between KVM and Xen.
Nathan el al. [117] comprehensively compare the performances of non-adaptive
migration and adaptive migration with different parameter values, such as VM size and
page dirtying rate. Non-adaptive migration technique migrates a VM at the maximum
available bandwidth, while adaptive migration technique changes the migration band-
width according to memory dirty rate. They find that non-adaptive migration is better
than adaptive migration in most scenarios regarding migration performances (such as
total migration time, downtime, total network traffic). However, adaptive migration
utilizes fewer resources (CPU, network bandwidth) than non-adaptive migration. Based
on these benefits of adaptive and non-adaptive migrations, they propose a novel mi-
gration technique—Improved Live Migration (ILM). The key idea behind ILM is to use
non-adaptive migration but with limited resources (network bandwidth and Dom0 CPU
cycles) for migration.
Raghunath et al. [135] make efforts to lower the overhead of VM migration by
choosing an appropriate migration triggering point. This is implemented by combining
predicted future workloads and migration parameters. The migration-triggering system
consists of two components: one is a centralized controller which runs as a resource
usage collector, and one is running in the Dom0 of every physical machine. Whenever
the central controller detects hotspot problem, it coordinates VM migration tasks
according to the resource usage statistics (the utilizations of CPU, memory and network
bandwidth) gathered from all individual servers. Baruchi et al. [9] also try to find an
appropriate migration triggering point by exploring application resource consumption
features. The execution history data of the applications on a VM are analysed with Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT) which is used to identify cyclic patterns in natural events
to estimate the cycle size of the applications. Within each cycle, they then find the
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moment which is suitable for starting VM migration with the prediction of migration
cost.
Xia et al. [184] firstly use linear programming to formulate the path selection and
bandwidth assignment problem when multiple VMs will be migrated from different
source hosts to different destination hosts in the NFV scenario. Two approaches are
proposed to solve this problem: critical edge pre-allocating approach and backtracking
approach. The critical edge pre-allocating approach assign bandwidth to each migration
process according to the available bandwidth of the edge all migration will pass through.
The backtracking approach is a greedy strategy which initially assigns the network
bandwidth according to the memory size of the migrated VM and decreases it when
network congestion happens.
3.1.2 Post-copy
Post-copy firstly hands over the VM to the destination site. Therefore, the optimiza-
tions for it mainly focus on reducing the possibility of page fault after VM handover.
In other words, they are to avoid remotely accessing memory pages from the source
site when the VM is resumed on the destination host. Hines et al. [59, 58] holistically
describe the process of post-copy. To reduce the page faults at the destination site
and total migration time, they design four optimization mechanisms to accelerate the
transfer of memory pages: demand-paging, active pushing, prepaging, and dynamic
self-ballooning (DSB). With demand-paging, when page faults happen after the VM
is running on the target server, it fetches these pages from the source server over the
network. This access manner will result in a big service degradation. To reduce the
possibility of page fault, memory pages are proactively copied by using active pushing
and prepaging. Active pushing continuously copies memory pages to the target host in
the background. Prepaging is based on the spatial and temporal localities of memory
access. Every time when the source host receives a page fault from the destination host,
it not only transfers this page, but also the pages surrounding it, to the destination site.
DSB aims to avoid transferring free memory pages of the VM. To increase the robustness
of post-copy, a periodic incremental checkpointing is suggested to synchronize the
updated states back to the source host in case of migration failure. However, this not
only neutralizes the advantages of post-copy (such as, transferring all pages only once)
in comparison with pre-copy , but also introduces new overheads to the destination
server.
Sahni and Varma [142] first iteratively scan the page table to identify the WWS of
the migrated VM. The WWS is sent with the running states for VM resumption to the
destination host to reduce the possibility of page faults. On-demand fetching, active
pushing, prepaging and compression are combined to quickly cut down the dependency
on the source host.
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Resource overcommitment used to be an attractive point for cloud providers. How-
ever, Hirofuchi [62, 63] find that it is rarely utilized by cloud providers in practice.
One reason is that pre-copy is widely adopted by VMMs for VM migration. To imple-
ment resource overcommitment, the idle and unused VMs in a data center must be
consolidated on as fewer servers as possible to spare resources to accommodate more
VMs. To achieve a high QoS, these VM must be quickly changed to a new location
when they becomes active or are consuming more resources. However, pre-copy cannot
meet this requirement due to its long handover time. Hirofuchi et al. propose to utilize
post-copy for the instantaneous relocation of VMs for the overcommitment purpose.
Two optimizations are used to lower page failures at the destination site: prepaging
and active pushing. In prepaging, the neighbor 128 pages are copied for a page fault.
Their mechanism can relocate a heavily-loaded VM within one second.
To avoid the migration convergence problem of pre-copy, Shribman et al. [151]
propose to employ post-copy to migrate the VM with a high memory dirty rate. They
design several optimizations to lower the service degradation resulting from remotely
accessing memory pages: RDMA, Pre-paging and Linux Memory Management Unit
(MMU) Integration. MMU Integration uses OS management tool to only pause the
threads in the destination host which are waiting for memory pages from the source
server and continue to run other threads.
3.1.3 Hybrid copy
Different hybrid-copy strategies can be gained by combining pre-copy with post-copy
in different manners. Hu et al. [66] firstly transfer all memory data to the destination
server. During this period, the newly dirtied pages are logged in a bitmap. Then the
bitmap and the running states are sent to the destination server to resume the VM. The
dirtied pages are on-demand fetched from the source server according to the bitmap.
They further utilize delta compression to lower network traffic during the transfer of
dirtied memory pages.
Kim et al. [86] list out the weaknesses of both pre-copy and post-copy migration
schemes. To this end, they design a novel migration mechanism—guide-copy. It works
like: firstly, the running states of the VM are copied to the destination server to resume
the VM there; at the same time, the VM continues to run on the source host, and the
memory access patterns are recorded; then, the memory pages are transferred to the
destination server according to the memory access pattern to reduce page faults of the
destination server; when the source server experiences a non-memory-intensive period,
the execution of the VM on the source server is terminated; now the migration becomes
a typical post-copy scheme. The VM context on the source host is called guide context,
and that on the destination host is called migrated context. The guided context is used
to guide the page transfer. However, their method has two problems. (1) When the
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execution on the source server is slower than that on the destination server due to
some reasons or the network gets stuck, the memory access patterns will not alleviate
the page faults of the destination server. (2) During migration, the migrated VM is
simultaneously running on both the source server and the target server, which results
in a big resource waste.
Deshpande et al. [32] propose a traffic-sensitive technique to migrate co-located VMs.
They believe that when the migration traffic has the same direction with the traffics
of the applications running in the VM, they will contend for the network bandwidth.
When their directions are opposite, there is no competition. Therefore, pre-copy will
contend for network bandwidth with the applications on the source host which have
outbound network traffic, while post-copy competes for network bandwidth with the
applications on the destination host which have inbound network traffic. Based on these
observations, their migration mechanism combines pre-copy with post-copy to lower
the overall network contention for correlated VM migration. Some of the co-located
VMs are migrated by pre-copy, whereas some are migrated by post-copy.
The WWS of a VM is much smaller than the full memory fingerprint. By utilizing
this feature, Deshpande et al. [33] further propose to move non-WWS memory pages
to a portable per-VM swap device before migration. Only the WWS pages are migrated
through the direct TCP connection in pre-copy manner, while the non-WWS pages are
remotely fetched from the swap device by the destination host on demand.
3.1.4 Summary of Memory Data Migration Technologies
The migration technologies for memory data are summarized in Table 3.1. The
majority of optimizations are designed for pre-copy mechanism due to its robustness.
Additionally, almost all optimization technologies are implemented on Xen or KVM
because of the open-source feature. We also conclude the benefits and overheads
of different optimizations according to the criterion discussed in Section 2.6. Total
migration time, downtime, total network traffic and service degradation are denoted
by T , D, N and I, respectively. The computation overhead, network overhead and
space overhead of live VM migration are denoted by c, n and s, respectively. This
denotation is applicable for the rest of this chapter. From the table, we can see that total
migration time is the main consideration of migration performance. The improvements
for other three metrics are evenly distributed. Different optimization strategies also
introduce various overheads to the source or the destination hosts. Some optimizations
introduce computation overhead, such as compression, data deduplication, CR/TR,
page reordering, etc. Some bring in network overheads, such as distributed data dedu-
plication, feedback-based migration, heterogeneous migration. Additional spaces are
also required by some strategies, such as storing the reference data of delta compression
and the hash tables of data deduplication.
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Table 3.1: The summary of memory data migration technologies.
Pa Reference G Tec. VMM
Metrics Overheads
T D N I c n s
Pr
[29] S BA,PWWS Xen X X X X
[119] S - VMw X
[195] S FE,NC KVM X X X X
[79, 80] S NC Xen X X X X
[54, 159] S DC KVM X X X X X
[137, 94, 204] S
DD
KVM X X X X X
[197, 199, 83] S Xen X X X
[35, 34] C KVM X X X
[183] S
DD,DC
Xen X X X X
[36] C KVM X X X X
[68, 70] S RDMA Xen X X X
[98, 97] S CR/TR - X X X X X
[31] S CRe Xen X X
[160, 26] S PR KVM X X X X X
[29, 81, 100] S
MC
Xen X X X X
[109] S VMw X X X
[70] S KVM X X X X X
[96, 185] C IR,BA Xen X X X
[8, 176, 143] C MS - X X X X
[85, 84] C FB KVM X X
[188] C RR Xen X X X X
[152] C AN - X X X
[99] S HM
KVM
Xen
X X
[117] S RM Xen X X X
[135, 9] S TP Xen X X X X X X
[107] S TS,BA VMw X X X
Po
[59, 58] S - Xen X X X X
[142] S PWWS KVM X X
[62, 63] S RO KVM X X X X
[151] S MC KVM X X X
Hy
[66] S DC Xen X X X X X
[86] S GC KVM X X X
[32] C NA KVM X X X
[33] S PSD KVM X X X X
Abbreviations: Pa: migration pattern. Pr: pre-copy. Po: post-copy. Hy: hybrid-copy. VMw: VMware.
G: migration granularity (S: single, C: Correlated). Tec.: techniques. FE: free page elimination. CRe:
checkpointing and replication. PR: page reordering. MC: migration convergence. IR: interference reduction.
BA: bandwidth allocation. TS: target selection. PS: path selection. MS: migration sequence. FB: feedback-
based. RR: resource reservation. DD: data deduplication. DC: delta compression. NC: normal compression.
AN: application and network aware. HM: heterogeneous migration. RM: resource management. TP:
triggering point. PWWS: postponing WWS transfer. RO: resource overcommitment. GC: guide-copy. NA:
network contention alleviation. PSD: using portable swap devices.
As shown in Figure 3.3, for a better summary of memory data migration optimization
mechanisms, we classify them along different points of the migration path: the migrated
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VM
VMM
 Compression
 Data deduplication
 CR/TR
 Ballooning
 Soft page elimination
VM
 Application aware
 WWS detection
 Termination condition
 Migration convergence
 Bandwidth allocation
 Dynamic rate-limiting
 Multi-threading
 Page reordering
 Page clustering
 Network contention 
release
 Interference reduction
 MMU integration
 Page sharing (CBPS)
 Active pushing
 Prepaging
 Heterogeneous migration
 Migration triggering point
Hardware
 Interference reduction
VM
VMM
VM
Hardware
 On-demand fetching
 RDMA  RDMA
Optimizations at the source site
Optimizations at the destination site
 Disk block fetching
Shared storage system
Figure 3.3: The optimizations at different points of memory migration path.
VM(s), other co-located VMs, I/O operation, VMM, hardware, network link, storage
system. The optimizations for the migrated VM(s) are to reduce the original data size,
such as compression [79, 80, 54], data deduplication [137, 199, 197], CR/TR [98,
97], ballooning [29, 59, 58, 66], free page elimination [29, 90], etc. For post-copy
and hybrid-copy, the technology on this level is on-demand fetching. Some efforts
aim to lower the impact of migration on the migrated VM and other VMs on the
source and the destination hosts [79, 80, 185]. To decrease the data transferred
in the iterative copying phase and make migration convergent, the I/O features of
the migrated VM are analyzed and utilized by some migration mechanisms, such as,
application-aware migration [185, 81, 6, 70], WWS detection [29, 160, 142], different
termination conditions [2, 170, 183], migration convergence strategies [81, 6, 70].
The improvements on the VMM level contain active pushing, prepaging, heterogeneous
migration [99], migration triggering point [135], MMU integration [151], and page
sharing [199, 94, 204]. The RDMA functionality of interconnects can be also used
for VM migration [68]. Many efforts are made to increase the utilization of network
bandwidth, such as bandwidth allocation strategies for correlated VM migration [185,
8], dynamic rate-limiting [29, 70], multi-threading [94], page reordering [160, 26],
page clustering [68], network contention alleviation [32]. The destination server also
can directly fetch the clear memory pages (replicas of disk blocks) from the shared
storage system to reduce the data transferred from the source site [83].
3.2 Storage Data Migration
Storage data migration has both similarities and differences with memory data
migration. Both of them are to transfer data between two sites, so some memory data
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migration mechanisms are also suitable for storage data migration, such as data dedu-
plication. Storage data migration also faces different challenges. (1) Low migration
bandwidth. Storage data migration normally happens between two data centers where
the network bandwidth is much smaller than the interconnect of a data center. (2)
Big data size. The size of the virtual disk of a VM ranges from several to hundreds of
gigabytes. (3) Memory data have a closer relationship with the QoS of the migrated
VM than storage data. With these conditions, some special optimization technolo-
gies different from those for memory data migration are proposed for storage data
migration.
3.2.1 VMware Strategies
VMware Inc. [174] is the most productive enterprise about virtualization and cloud
management technologies. Snapshotting, Dirty Block Tracking (DBT) and IO Mirroring
are successively proposed for VMware ESX to migrate the storage data of a VM [108].
VM snapshotting works as: when a snapshot is taken for the storage data of a VM,
the snapshot becomes read-only and all new writes are redirected to a new file. Based
on this characteristic of VM snapshotting, snapshots are iteratively created and copied
to the destination data center. DBT is similar with pre-copy memory data migration
mechanism. Firstly the entire disk data are copied to the destination site by a full
transfer phase, concurrently a bitmap is created to track the dirtied blocks. After
finishing a transfer round, the dirtied blocks are transferred again. Until the amount
of dirtied blocks becomes stable or a threshold is reached, the VM is suspended and
the rest of dirtied blocks are copied to the destination site. Different from snapshotting,
DBT operates in a smaller granularity, block level rather than snapshot level, which
provides more optimization possibilities. For example, to lower the efforts of block
tracking, only the blocks already copied to the destination site will be tracked, named
incremental DBT. IO Mirroring mirrors all new writes from the migrated VM to the
destination data center while the original storage data is copied in bulk. The copying
process is based on VMKernel data mover (DM) [93].
They further integrate IO Mirroring with pre-copy memory migration mechanism
and implement a live migration system—XvMotion [109]. A variety of optimizations are
designed to improve storage data migration performance. Multiple TCP connections
are created to accelerate data transfer, and a write barrier is used to ensure data
consistency. To lower the impact of IO Mirroring on the running service, the writes are
asynchronously instead of synchronously mirrored to the target site. XvMotion also
supports to migrate a VM with multiple virtual disks which are separated on different
volumes. To smooth the performance disparities of different volumes, it limits each
disk to queue a maximum of 16 MB data into the shared transfer buffer. VMware also
implements storage data migration by utilizing Cisco SAN extension technology [173].
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They extend the storage system to be shared by the source and the destination data
centers. The FCIP I/O Acceleration of Cisco switches is enabled to decrease the time of
accessing storage system through data center interconnect.
3.2.2 Replication
Replication consists of two concurrent parts: bulk transfer and I/O redirection. It is
similar with IO Mirroring. Bulk transfer moves the original disk of the migrated VM,
while I/O redirection asynchronously or synchronously sends the new writes from the
migrated VM to the destination site. Both synchronous and asynchronous replications
face advantages and disadvantages [136, 141]. Synchronous replication guarantees
data consistency between the source and the destination sites, without the risk of losing
data. Therefore, it is applicable for migrating the VM which is running applications
with a high-security requirement, such as financial system. However, it cannot benefit
from write coalescing to lower network traffic, even though a block is dirtied very
frequently. Also, it leads to a bad service performance due to the long disk write
latency. In contrast, asynchronous replication marks write operations as complete
without the necessity of waiting for the responses from the destination site, therefore,
it does not impact on application performance. It provides more optimization spaces
for the synchronization of newly-dirtied blocks. For example, the frequently-dirtied
blocks can be sent to the destination site periodically to decrease the data transferred
over network. Different write operations can be also batched and pipelined to shorten
synchronization time. Nevertheless, asynchronous replication may lose data (these
have not been synchronized to the destination site) when the source server fails during
migration.
By balancing the benefits and weaknesses of asynchronous and synchronous replica-
tion, Ramakrishnan et al. [136] propose to asynchronously replicate new writes during
transferring the original disk data and change to synchronous replication after finishing
the transfer, to avoid long I/O latency due to the bandwidth contention between the
copying and the synchronization processes. The replication functionality is also imple-
mented in some software (such as DRBD [38], HAST [56]) for high availability. Directly
using the software to migrate storage data is also an option. For example, Wood et
al. [183] employ DRBD to implement storage data migration in a similar manner as
[136].
Liu et al. [98, 97] utilize Copy-On-Write (COW) technology to store the disk data
of a VM in two layers: base image and COW image. The root file system of a VM are
stored in the base image which remains read-only, and a COW image is used to store
new data from the running VM. They asynchronously copy the base image to the target
server before an anticipated migration, and the COW image is transferred with other
data (memory, VCPU states) during VM migration. However, they assume the size of
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Figure 3.4: The bit-shifting problem with file chunking.
COW image is considerably smaller than the basic image which is not the case in current
data centers anymore. Therefore, a huge COW image will lead to a long migration time.
Bradford et al. [19] only utilize asynchronous replication to migrate storage data. The
new writes during migration are intercepted into deltas which are recorded in a queue.
After finishing the bulk transfer of the original disk, these deltas are copied and applied
to the disk image at the destination site. When the growth speed of deltas is bigger
than the network bandwidth, write throttling is taken to slow down the VM execution
speed.
3.2.3 Data Deduplication
Similar with memory data, there are also many duplicate blocks between different
VM images [187, 74, 51]. Therefore, storage data migration can be accelerated by
data deduplication as well. Data deduplication firstly cuts a VM image into blocks,
and calculates a fingerprint for each block. The fingerprints are utilized to locate
duplicate blocks within an image or between different images. These duplicate blocks
are eliminated or transferred only once to reduce data transfer time. Each memory page
is an identification unit in data deduplication for memory data migration. However, for
storage data, data deduplication faces how to cut a big file into small pieces. There
are two options: fixed-size chunking or variable-size chunking. Fixed-size chunking is
simple and has a small computation overhead, but it suffers from bit-shifting problem.
As shown in Figure 3.4(a), inserting one or several bits at the beginning of a block, all
of the following blocks will be changed. Variable-size chunking [134] is not bothered
by this problem. However, it is compute-intensive, which limits its benefits to migration
performance improvement. Hence, fixed-size chunking is more popular for storage data
migration [161, 82, 74]. Same as memory data migration, SHA-1 and SuperFastHash
are still the two popular fingerprint-calculating algorithms [194, 204, 3, 199, 197].
As depicted in Section 3.1.1, data deduplication for storage data migration also
can utilize three types of similarities: intra-image similarity, inter-image similarity, and
inter-site similarity. Intra-image similarity denotes the duplication situation within
the image of the migrated VM. Inter-image similarity is the duplicate blocks located
between the images within a data center, while inter-site similarity is the duplication
condition between the images at the source site and these at the destination site.
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Different migration mechanisms exploit different types of similarities to facilitate VM
storage data migration according to migration conditions. Bose et al. [17, 16] propose
to decrease migration time at the expense of storage space. They keep several replicas of
a VM image at different cloud data centers, and choose one replica as the primary copy.
The changes from the primary copy are propagated to other replicas periodically. The
selection of data center takes long-term average computation cost and end-user latency
requirements into consideration. The Content Based Redundancy (CBR) technique
with Rabin fingerprints [134] is employed to decrease the data transferred over the
network during propagating changes. With this image distribution structure, they
name the movement of VM storage data in their system (CloudSpider) as hiberwake
(short for hibernate-awake) to differentiate from normal VM migration. In normal
migration, all storage data must be transferred from the source site to the target site,
while in the hiberwake only the new changes of storage data need to be copied to the
target site. However, it is also accompanied with a big management cost and a big
space consumption. The periodical change updates import additional network traffic as
well.
Sometimes, we need to frequently migrate a VM between two or several fixed
locations. For example, a personal VM system is commutatively used between home
and office [156]. In such scenarios, many disk blocks are reusable. Takahashi et al.
[161] combine data deduplication with DBT mechanism to speed up the migration
between two fixed places. When a VM will be migrated back to a location where its
previous version of disk data are located, only the newly dirtied blocks are transferred.
3.2.4 Software-based Approach
Some works carry out storage data migration by directly utilizing existing solutions or
a software implementation. Hirofuchi et al. [61, 60] migrate VM storage data based on
a block-level I/O protocol—Network Block Device (NBD) [101]. Their migration system
consists of two NBD storage servers through which the source and the destination
hosts access storage data, respectively. Virtual disks of a VM are block device files
(e.g. /dev/nbd0) on a host OS. At the beginning of migration, the memory data of
the migrated VM are firstly transferred to the destination server, and then the storage
data are migrated in a post-copy manner through the NBD connection between the two
storage servers. Disk blocks are directly fetched from the NBD storage server at the
source site, which lowers the interruption to the source host and other VMs on this host.
On-demand fetching and background copying are combined to accelerate storage data
transfer.
Tang [165] designs a new virtual machine image format–Fast Virtual Disk (FVD),
which supports a series of functionalities, such as Copy-On-Read (COR), adaptive
prefetching, Copy-On-Write (COW), internal snapshot. Some of the functionalities
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are beneficial to VM migration. For example, COR and adaptive prefetching can be
combined to gradually copy the virtual disk in the background to the target host in a
post-copy manner. COR transfers data blocks on demand, and adaptive prefetching
transfers data during resource idle time. Adaptive prefetching even can be paused and
its transfer rate is adjustable as well.
3.2.5 I/O-aware Migration
Storage data migration encounters the same problem as memory data migration.
If storage data are migrated in post-copy pattern, the I/O feature of the migrated VM
determines the frequency of remotely accessing disk blocks. If pre-copy is employed,
the dirtying rate of disk blocks is critical for migration performance. Some migration
mechanisms take the I/O features of the migrated VM into consideration for a better
control of migration process. Zheng et al. [203] design a scheduling algorithm for
storage data migration. Instead of transferring storage data from the beginning to the
end of a disk, their algorithm considers the I/O characteristics of the workloads running
in the migrated VM to arrange the migration sequence of disk blocks. It records a short
history of the disk I/O operations to predict the future I/O characteristics in terms of
temporal locality, spatial locality, and popularity (read/write frequency). According to
their experiments, these I/O characteristics are predictable. The migration technology
can be used to optimize different migration schemes (pre-copy, post-copy, and hybrid-
copy) and has a strong adaptability for different workloads. It is beneficial to reduce
the data iteratively transferred in the pre-copy migration pattern, to decrease the blocks
remotely accessed in the post-copy migration pattern, and to improve both of these two
aspects in the hybrid-copy migration pattern.
Similarly, Nicolae and Cappello [121] mainly aim at improving the storage data
migration performance of I/O-intensive VMs. By utilizing the spatial and temporal
localities of disk access, they propose a hybrid active push/prioritized prefetch strategy.
They monitor and record how many times a block has been written, and only the blocks
which have been written more than a preset threshold are marked as dirty. During VM
migration, they avoid transferring these frequently written blocks and fetch them in
decreasing order of access frequency from the destination site after VM handover.
3.2.6 Correlated VM Migration
Many VMs in a data center are correlated with several others rather than running
independently [196, 11, 35]. Migrating one of them to another data center will lead to
a severe service degradation due to the big network latency between data centers which
decreases the communication performance between these VMs. Therefore, besides the
three challenges of VM migration, correlated VM migration faces some new problems,
such as migration sequence and the interruption to the inter-VM communication.
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Al-Kiswany et al. [3] call the VM images belonging to the same application as
a VMFlock. They design a migration system—VMFlockMS, to migrate a VMFlock.
VMFlockMS consists of three components: VM Profiler, VM Migration Appliance, and
VM Launch Pad. VM Profiler logs the blocks which are necessary for VM boot. These
blocks are prioritized to transfer to the destination site. VM Migration Appliance utilizes
distributed data deduplication and transfer approach to migrate storage data. Several
nodes are used to parallelize data deduplication and transfer. Each node deduplicates
and transfers the blocks with hashes in a specified range. Both inter-image and inter-site
similarities are exploited. VM Launch Pad resumes the VMs once all blocks logged by
the VM Profiler are received. The remaining data is migrated in post-copy manner.
A lack of progress management brings many issues to correlated VM migration. For
example, how long will each migration process take?, how is the trade-off between
application performance degradation and migration time?, how do correlated VM
migration processes avoid splitting application components across data centers?, etc.
In order to lower the impacts of migrating multiple correlated VMs over WAN on
application performance, Zheng et al. [202] design a migration progress management
system—Pacer. They firstly design models to predict the dirtying rates of memory and
storage data and total migration time. On the basis of these models, Pacer manages
migration by controlling the migration time of each migration process and coordinating
them to finish at a close time to alleviate the component-split issue.
For the same problem, Zheng et al. [201] propose a communication-impact-driven
coordination algorithm to decrease the service interference of VM migration. They
formulate multi-tier application migration as a problem of minimizing performance
impact. They implement a migration system—COMMA, which consists of a central
controller and a local process in each VM’s hypervisor. It migrates VMs in two steps. In
the first step, it coordinates the migration of all VM’s storage data to make them finish
at the same time. In the second step, they put VMs into different valid groups. The sum
of the dirtying rates of the VMs in a valid group is smaller than the available network
bandwidth. Then inter-group scheduling and intra-group scheduling are combined
to lower the impact of migration on the communications between the migrated VMs
and improve the network utilization, respectively. Regarding the migration sequence
problem, Cerroni [23, 24] compares sequential and parallel migration strategies when a
group of VMs will be migrated in cloud federation. The results illustrate that sequential
migration has fewer influence on network performance and parallel migration results
in a smaller downtime.
3.2.7 Others
Apart from the general issues with storage data migration, many researchers try
to solve some problems in special situations. Luo et al. [104] propose a Three-Phase
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Migration (TPM) algorithm which is composed of pre-copy, freeze-and-copy, and post-
copy. In the pre-copy phase, storage data and memory data are iteratively transferred to
the destination site. The dirty information of storage data is recorded in a block-bitmap.
In the freeze-and-copy phase, the VM is suspended and the dirtied memory data and
the block-bitmap are sent to the destination server. In the post-copy phase, the VM
is resumed on the target server, and the modified storage data blocks are moved in a
pull and push manner according to the block-bitmap. They also use write throttling
for the I/O intensive workloads to ensure migration convergence. After the VM is
moved to the target server, a new block-bitmap is created to record the new changes
of disk data. Because in some scenarios (such as hardware maintenance) the VM will
be migrated back to the original server, they further propose an Incremental Migration
(IM) scheme. When the VM is being migrated back to the original server, only the
blocks are dirtied in the destination server are synchronized to the source site according
to the new block-bitmap.
Nowadays, Solid State Drive (SSD) is widely used in data centers. They have faster
I/O speed than mechanical Hard Disk Drive (HDD). Zhou et al. [206] try to solve the
I/O speed disparity problem when migrating VM images between SSD and HDD. They
design three migration strategies for different situations: (1) Low Redundancy (LR)
mechanism. Because all disk data of the migrated VM will be eventually moved to
the destination site, LR mechanism directly writes data to the destination host during
migration. (2) Source-based Low Redundancy (SLR) mechanism. It is based on LR
mechanism, but it keeps the I/O operations to the to-be-copied region at the source
site while issues write operations to the copied region to the destination site. (3)
Asynchronous I/O Mirroring (AIO) mechanism. It is derived from IO Mirroring [109].
The original IO Mirroring writes data to both the source and the destination sites, but
AIO marks the write operation as complete when the faster disk accomplishes the write
operation and the slower disk conducts the write operation in the background. The first
and third strategies are for the migration from a slow disk (HDD) to a fast disk (SSD),
while the second is for the migration from a fast disk (SSD) to a slow disk (HDD).
Normal migration approaches only transfer the memory and storage data of the
migrated VM to the target site, but without moving the host-side cache data. There-
fore, the VM will suffer from a big performance degradation after resumption on the
destination server. Lu et al. [102] design a cache warm-up mechanism–Successor, to
recover the cache data at the destination host during VM migration. They parallelize
the warm-up process with the migration process. Page preloading is utilized to warm up
the cache of the destination host from the storage server when a VM is migrated within
LAN.
Shen et al. [150] design a geo-replicated image file storage to support efficient
migration of VM storage data based on Supercloud [76]. It cuts an image file into
constant size blocks (4KB) and stores several replicas for each block in other cloud data
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Figure 3.5: The optimizations at different points of storage data migration path.
centers. The primary replica (i.e., where the VM is running) propagates block updates
to other replicas according to a transition probability table which is added into the
meta-data of each image file. The transition probability table records the probability
that a VM is migrated from current cloud data center to another. It can be created by
users or trained on the fly. They also assign a priority for each block according the
read/write frequency. During VM migration, the blocks with high priority are firstly
propagated to the destination site and then update other blocks. Besides, many blocks
of a VM image file (e.g., the blocks of base image) remain unmodified during their
whole lifetime, which will be further beneficial to storage data migration.
3.2.8 Summary of Storage Data Migration Technologies
The migration technologies for storage data are summarized in Table 3.2. For the
Pattern column, one pattern denotes the paper only considers storage data migration, a
pattern pair means the paper considers both memory data and storage data migrations,
and All denotes the proposed optimization is suitable for all migration patterns. From
the table, we can find many common phenomena with memory data migration. (1)
Same as memory data migration, data deduplication is still an important optimization
technology for storage data migration. (2) Pre-copy pattern is also widely utilized for
storage data migration due to its robustness, and the majority of optimizations are
designed for it. Combining with pre-copy memory migration pattern, Pre-Pre becomes
the most popular migration pattern for live VM migration over WAN. (3) KVM and Xen
are the two popular experimental platforms. (4) Most of the studies are concentrating
on single migration. Actually, optimizing the performances of correlated VM migration
is strongly desirable as well. (5) The total migration time is still the main concern among
all performance metrics. (6) Computation overhead to the source and the destination
servers are the main side effect. Only a small part of optimization technologies bring in
network and space overheads.
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Table 3.2: The summary of storage data migration technologies.
Main Others Reference Pa G VMM
Metrics Overheads
T N I c n s
SNT -
[108] P-P S VMw
X X X
DBT iDBT X X X X
IOM
MPTCP
BC
[108, 109] P-P S VMw X X X
eSAN CIOA [173] P-P VMw X X X X
Rep
A-S [136] P S X X
BRDB [183] P-P S Xen X X
LIS [98, 97] H S - X X
A,WT [19] P-P S Xen X X X
DD
DCBA [138] - S KVM X X X
HW [17, 16] - S - X X X
DBT [161] - S KVM X X X X
- [3] O C - X X X
SA
NBD [61, 60] P-O S
Xen
KVM
X X
FVD [165] - S KVM X X
IOA
BS [203] All S - X X X X X
PPP [121] H B KVM X X X X X
MPM PM [202] P-P B KVM X X X
IR PIM [201] P C KVM X X
TPM-IM WT [104] P-P S Xen X X X X
HM
LC,SLR
AIO
[206] - S Xen X X X
CWU
PP
PWM
[102] P-P S KVM X X X
ML PPr [4] All B - X X X X
GRFS PBM [150] H B Xen X X X X X
DHS - [92] All B Xen X X X X
Abbreviations: Main: main migration strategy. Pa: pattern. P: pre-copy. O: post-copy. H: hybrid-copy.
G: granularity (S: single, C: Correlated, B: both). VMw: VMware. Others: other optimizations. SNT:
snapshotting. DBT: dirty block tracking. iDBT: incremental DBT. IOM: IO Mirroring. eSAN: extended
SAN. Rep: replication. A-S: asynchronous and synchronous replication. A: asynchronous replication.
IOA: I/O-Aware. MPM: migration process management. SA: software-based. IR: interference reduction.
RM: resource management. MS: migration sequence. TPM-IM: Three-Phase Migration and Incremental
Migration. HM: heterogeneous migration. CWU: cache warm-up. BC: buffer congestion control. CIOA:
Cisco FCIP I/O Acceleration. WT: write throttling. DCBA: distributed content-based addressing. HW:
hiberwake. DD: distributed data deduplication. BS: block scheduling. PPP: push/prioritized prefetch. PM:
performance predict models. MC: migration coordination. PIM: performance impact model. PP: page
preloading. PWM: Piggyback warm-up on migration. ML: machine learning. PPr: performance prediction.
GRFS: geo-replicated file storage system. PBM: priority-based block migration. DHS: device hot-swapping.
We also illustrate different migration technologies and optimizations through the mi-
gration path in Figure 3.5. The majority of migration technologies take the synchronization-
like manner, i.e., the original disk image is copied in bulk and the new disk writes are
recorded and iteratively transferred to the destination site, such as snapshotting, DBT
[108], IO mirroring [108, 109], replication [183, 136, 98, 97, 19]. Other available
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Figure 3.6: The comparison between VM migration in cloud computing and MEC. (a) Cloud
computing, (b) No VM migration in MEC, (c) VM migration in MEC. The double-
arrowed lines denote the communication between a UE and its VM.
migration mechanisms include NBD [61, 60], central base image repository [192], etc.
On the basis of these technologies, many optimization strategies are designed to further
improve the migration performance, such as data deduplication [194, 204, 3, 199,
197], write throttling [104], layered image structure [194, 192, 98, 97, 21], new image
format [165], cache warm-up [102], bandwidth allocation [172, 171], etc.
3.3 User Mobility-induced VM Migration
MEC has two basic differences from conventional cloud computing: (1) an edge
cloud data center is close to users (sometimes only one-hop away); (2) users are with
a high mobility. Conventional cloud computing denotes that users offload tasks to
a remote central cloud data center (as shown in Figure 3.6(a)). These differences
introduce new problems for live VM migration in MEC besides solving the three tasks of
live migration in WAN environments. For example, when a user moves out the coverage
area of the current edge cloud data center, two options are available for how to tackle
with the corresponding VM. The first one is that the VM is not migrated and the user
remotely accesses it (as shown in Figure 3.6(b)). The second one is that the VM is
migrated to the edge cloud data center where the user is currently at (as shown in
Figure 3.6(c)). Both options also face a trade-off between migration costs and gains
to decide whether a VM will be migrated or not. In this section, we will review the
works on live VM migration in MEC from two perspectives: migration performance
improvement and migration performance analysis. At last, these studies are summarized
and discussed with the metrics extracted from the literature.
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3.3.1 Migration Performance Improvement
Ha et al. [53] create a VM in an edge cloud data center by generating an overlay
which is the compressed binary difference between a base VM image and the launch
VM image (both memory and disk data). Based on this VM provisioning manner, they
only migrate the overlay while migrating a VM with the assumption that the base
image is present at the destination site [52]. In further, a pipeline of processing stages
(delta-encoding, deduplication, compression) are designed to reduce the overlay size.
The settings of these stages are adaptively configured by dynamically monitoring the
migration performance to achieve the shortest total migration time.
Taleb and Ksentini [163, 164] proposed a Follow-Me-Cloud (FMC) concept, which
aims to ensure a UE to always be connected to and served by the optimal data center.
To achieve this goal, they introduce two additional components to the conventional
network architecture, namely FMC controller and data center/gateway (DC/GW) map-
ping entity. The DC/GW mapping entity is to update the network anchor point of a
UE while it is moving from location 1 to location 2. The FMC controller is in charge of
selecting the optimal data center according to a UE’s current location and migrating
the UE’s service to this data center. Based on this architecture, several mechanisms
are designed to guarantee the service continuity during migration, such as replacing
data anchoring at the network layer by service anchoring, replacing IP addressing by
service/data identification, etc.
Teka et al. [166] solve the network connection problem when a UE is moving
between edge cloud data centers by using Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [114]. Each VM in
an edge cloud data center is assigned two network interfaces. One is operated in the
regular VM operation mode, and the other is activated only after the VM is migrated.
Similarly, MPTCP is utilized by Qiu et al. [133] between two edge cloud data centers to
improve the connection fault tolerance and reduce migration time.
To both improve VM migration speed and reduce the cost of improper VM migration
due to the uncertainty of user mobility, Saurez et al. [147] choose the target node
according to the workload running on the node and initialize VM migration according
to the latency between a VM and its user. A VM is migrated in two steps: (1) when
the latency is bigger than a threshold, all persistent data (such as disk data) generated
by the VM is migrated to the target node, called state migration; (2) when the latency
continues to increase and becomes bigger than another bigger threshold, the remaining
data of the VM is migrated, called computation migration.
Secci et al. [149] link VM mobility to user mobility by leveraging one of the following
three options: (1) moving the VM to an edge cloud data center which is closer to the
user; (2) just switching the data-center routing locator to lower the network access
latency; or (3) performing both the previous operations. These operations also must
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be transparently conducted with respect to the underlying network infrastructure. To
these ends, they propose a cloud access overlay protocol architecture based on LISP
protocol. A controller is introduced to adaptively determine the best entry DC and the
best VM location on a per-user basis.
Ottenwälder et al. [125, 124] propose a placement and migration method for the
VMs of a mobile Complex Event Processing system which is running on infrastructures
which contain both cloud and fog resources. They take both the gains and the costs of
VM migration into consideration. By using the predicted future movement of users, they
design a migration plan for each VM in advance from a systematic perspective to lower
the overall network utilization and meet the user-defined latency requirements.
Sun and Ansari [157] propose to place a number of replicas for each VM virtual
disk at several edge cloud data centers which are selected by a LatEncy Aware Replica
placemeNt (LEARN) algorithm. With this manner, only the newly dirtied disk blocks
need to be migrated to the destination site during VM migration. However, it incurs a
big storage space consumption and a big overhead on VM image management. Machen
et al. [106] store VM images in layers (similar to [194, 192]) and use cloning and
incremental synchronization to recreate the missing layers of the migrated VM at the
destination site.
3.3.2 Migration Performance Analysis
Some studies mainly focus on quantitatively analyzing the VM migration procedure
in MEC, especially the costs and the benefits. They are critical for the design of
a better migration strategy. Gkatzikis and Koutsopoulos [49] list the parameters
which may influence on the efficiency of migration mechanisms in MEC, such as
workload uncertainty, unpredictability of multi-tenancy effects, unknown evolution of
accompanying data volume, etc. They propose that migration strategies can be made
at three different levels: cloud-wide migration policy, server-initiated migration policy
and task-initiated migration policy.
Ksentini et al. [91] formulate the migration procedure in FMC as an Markov Decision
Process (MDP). To solve the trade-off between migration costs and gains, a decision
policy is proposed for whether to migrate a service when a UE is at a certain distance
from the source DC. Wang et al. [178] also model the migration procedure as an MDP.
But they only consider the situation where a UE follows a one-dimensional asymmetric
random walk mobility model. Under this situation, the optimal policy for VM migration
is a threshold policy. Then they propose an algorithm for finding the optimal thresholds.
In comparison with [91], they design an optimal threshold policy to find the optimal
action of the MDP. Taleb and Ksentini [162] use Markovian models to analyze the
performance of FMC. The evaluated metrics include the probability of a user to be
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always served by the optimal DC, the average distance from the optimal DC and the
cost of VM migration.
Nadembega et al. [116] propose two estimation schemes for live VM migration in
MEC. (1) Data transfer throughput estimation scheme, i.e., the data flow size between
a UE and its VM during VM migration. (2) VM handoff time estimation scheme. With
the support of these two schemes, a VM migration management scheme is further
proposed. Sun and Ansari [158] create models for the gains and costs of VM migration
in MEC, respectively. Based on these two models, they design a VM placement strategy
to maximize the profit of live VM migration which is the difference between migration
gains and costs.
3.3.3 Summary of User Mobility-induced Migration
Technologies
Table 3.3: The summary of user mobility-induced migration technologies.
Per Reference Technique Others
Metrics Overheads
T N I c n s
PI
[53] VM overlay DE,DD,DC X X X
[163, 164] FMC DC/GW X X
[166] MPTCP - X X
[133] MPTCP - X X X
[147] TSM - X X X X
[149] CAOP - X X
[125, 124] MP - X X X
[157] DR - X X X X
[106] LIS - X X
Per Reference Technique Others CIF PM
PA
[49] TLMS IF
WL,DS,BW
MLT,DCC
T,I
[91]
MDP
DP UMF,BW,DCU MG,MC
[178] TP UMF MG,MC
[162] - UMF T,ADCU
[116] PES MMS,MDP UMF,DS I,MC
[158] GPM VMP BW,T,DCU MG,MC
Abbreviations: Per: perspective. PI: performance improvement. PA: performance analysis. Others: other
mechanisms proposed in the paper. CIF: considered influence factors. PM: performance metrics. TSM:
two-stage migration. CAOP: cloud access overlay protocol. MP: migration plan. DR: disk replicas. LIS:
layered image structure. TLMS: three-level migration strategy. PES: performance estimation schemes.
GPM: gerneal performance model. DE: delta-encoding. DC/GW: data center/gateway (DC/GW) mapping
entity. IF: influence factors. DD: data deduplication. DP: decision policy. TP: threshold policy. MMS:
migration management scheme. VMP: VM placement strategy. WL: workload type. MLT: multitenancy
effect. DS: data size. BW: network bandwidth. DCC: data center capacity. DCU: the distance between data
center and users. MG: migration gain. MC: migration cost. UMF: user mobility feature. ADCU: average
distance between a user to the optimal DC.
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VMVM
 VM overlay
 Two-stage migration
 Disk replicas
 Layered image structure
 Data deduplication
 Data compression
 Delta-encoding
 FMC
 MPTCP
 Cloud access overlay protocol
 Migration plan
Figure 3.7: The summary of migration optimization technologies in MEC.
The studies on user mobility-induced migration technologies are summarized in
Table 3.3. From the perspective of improving migration performance, the optimizations
can be divided into two categories: (1) reducing the data transferred during VM
migration and (2) keeping a smooth connection between the migrated VM and the
moving user, as shown in Figure 3.7. Regarding the first one, the proposed technologies
include VM overlay [53], two-stage migration [147], disk replicas [157], layered image
structure [106], data deduplication, compression, delta-encoding [53]. Those for the
second issue contain FMC [163, 164], MPTCP [166], cloud access overlay protocol
[149], migration plan [125, 124].
As discussed before, the researches on migration performance mainly concentrate
on analyzing the trade-off between migration gains and costs, which is critical for
migration decision making and destination site selection. MDP [91, 178, 162, 116] is
widely used to formulate the procedure of live VM migration in MEC where both users
and VMs may change their locations.
3.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter summarizes the state-of-the-art technologies of memory data migration,
storage data migration and user mobility-induced migration. All the technologies are
compared with each other by using the performance metrics and overheads discussed in
Section 2.6. From the review, we get the following conclusions: (1) some mechanisms
are needed to improve the controllability of memory data migration (such as, solving the
convergence problem of pre-copy); (2) many optimization technologies are available
for storage data migration, but it is difficult to significantly improve the migration
performance with these optimizations because of the physical conditions (the huge
size of storage data and the slow network bandwidth between data centers); (3) many
outstanding problems are with the migration in MEC due to its novelty.
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Chapter 4
VM Migration in
LAN—Performance Control
According to the review on memory data migration technologies in Section 3.1, in
this chapter we focus on the problems with VM migration in LAN (as presented in
Section 1.1.1). Regarding these problems, we firstly create performance models for VM
migration in LAN, and then a series of relationships between migration performances
and the influence parameters are analyzed based on Xen platform. We find that the
memory dirty rate of the migrated VM and the network bandwidth for migration are
the two important factors which can be tuned to control the performance of a migration
process. Then, a migration control algorithm is designed by using the analytical
results.
4.1 Performance Analysis for Pre-copy
As discussed in Section 2.3.1, pre-copy [29, 119] is a dominant manner for VM
migration in LAN due to its robustness. It can be divided into three phases: full transfer,
iteration and stop-and-copy, as shown in Figure 4.1. In the full transfer phase, all
memory data are sent to the destination host. In the iteration phase, newly dirtied
memory pages are logged and migrated in rounds. The data transferred in current
round i are the pages dirtied during the data transmission of the previous round i− 1.
When the iteration meets one of termination conditions, the VM is suspended on the
source host and all remaining data are copied to the destination host to resume the VM
there, i.e. the stop-and-copy phase.
4.1.1 Performance Model
The notations used in this chapter are listed in Table 4.1. According to the migration
procedure of pre-copy, the performance for each migration phase can be calculated as
follows.
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Figure 4.1: The workflow of pre-copy.
Table 4.1: The notations used in this chapter.
Symbol Description
M The allocated memory size
B Network bandwidth available for migration
d Memory dirty rate
ρ Dirty bandwidth ratio, ρ = dB
n The total number of iteration during the iteration phase
T Total migration time
D Migration downtime
V Total migration network traffic
The full-transfer phase: v0 = M , t0 = MB . v0 and t0 are the transferred data and the
transmission time, respectively.
The iteration phase:
v1 = d · t0 = MdB = Mρ, t1 = v1B = MB ρ;
v2 = d · t1 = d · MB ρ = Mρ2, t2 = v2B = MB ρ2;
......
vn = d · tn−1 = MdnBn = Mρn, tn = vnB = MB ρn.
Here, vi and ti are the transferred data and the transmission time of the ith round of
iteration, respectively.
The stop-and-copy phase: This phase consists of three portions: the time of suspending
the VM, the transmission time of the remaining data, and the time of resuming the VM.
The time for suspending and resuming a VM almost is a constant regardless of the VM
memory size [200], denoted by C and set as 0.1s [29, 119]. The remaining data for the
stop-and-copy phase are the dirtied memory pages in the nth round of iteration. Hence,
the time ts and the transferred data vs in the stop-and-copy phase are calculated as
follows:
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vs = d · tn = Mρn+1
ts = vsB + C =
M
B ρ
n+1 + C
If we ignore the time for logging and scanning the dirtied memory pages during
each iteration round, the total migration time T , downtime D and the total network
traffic V can be gained.
T = t0 + t1 + t2 + ...+ tn + ts =
M(1− ρn+2)
B(1− ρ) + C (4.1)
D = ts =
M
B
ρn+1 + C (4.2)
V = v0 + v1 + v2 + ...+ vn + vs =
M(1− ρn+2)
1− ρ (4.3)
4.1.2 Performance Features
In this chapter, we base our study on Xen platform. Xen sets three termination
conditions to stop an iteration phase and start the stop-and-copy phase [2]:
• C1: Less than 50 pages are dirtied during the last pre-copy iteration, denoted as
Rtc;
• C2: 29 iterations have been carried on, denoted as Itc;
• C3: More than 3 times the memory size allocated to the VM has been copied to
the destination host, denoted as Vtc.
From the performance models of pre-copy migration in Section 4.1.1, we can see that
pre-copy performance is highly related to the dirty bandwidth ratio ρ. To understand
the relationship between ρ and migration performances, in this section a series of
features are found from the performance models for a specific VM, i.e., the VM memory
size M is fixed.
Feature 1: A bigger ρ requires more iterations to decrease the remaining data to a
preset threshold Thd (Thd < M).
We assume that the remaining data of a VM are smaller than Thd after k rounds of
iterations. In other words, the data will be transferred in the (k + 1)th round will be
smaller than Thd. Then, the value of k can be calculated as follows.
vk+1 < Thd,=⇒M · ρk+1 < Thd,=⇒ k = d
lg ThdM
lg ρ − 1e (4.4)
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When ρ > 1, it means that memory dirty rate is bigger than migration bandwidth. It will
be a full transfer of the whole memory data in each iteration round, so it is impossible to
reduce the remaining data to Thd under this situation. We can represent the number of
iteration by∞. When ρ < 1, we have lg ρ < 0. Therefore, k is monotonically increasing
with ρ in Equation (4.4). By combining these two situations, Feature 1 is proofed. 
Feature 2: When the migration process of a VM is terminated by C1, C2, and C3,
the corresponding dirty bandwidth ratios are ρ1, ρ2 and ρ3, respectively. Then we have
ρ1 < ρ2 < ρ3.
If an iteration phase is terminated by C1, the total number of iterations must be
smaller than 29. Otherwise, it will be terminated by C2. According to Feature 1, we
can get ρ1 < ρ2.
Similarly, the number of iteration for C3 also is smaller than 29, denoted by i. From
Equation 4.3, we have the following relationship: the migration process terminated by
C3 transfers more data than that by C2 with fewer iteration rounds (i < 29), as shown
in inequality (4.5).
V2 < V3 =⇒ M(1− ρ2
31)
1− ρ2 <
M(1− ρ3i+2)
1− ρ3 ; (i < 29)
=⇒ 1 + ρ2 + ρ22 + ...+ ρ231 < 1 + ρ3 + ρ32 + ...+ ρ3i
(4.5)
Here, V2 and V3 are the total network traffic when the migration process is stopped
by C2 and C3, respectively. From inequality (4.5), we can easily get ρ2 < ρ3. In
summary, we have the relationship ρ1 < ρ2 < ρ3. 
Furthermore, the ranges of ρ1, ρ2, and ρ3 can be calculated.
(1) For C1, the total number of iteration n satisfies the relationship 0 6 n < 29.
Then, the range of ρ1 can be gained by using the Equation (4.4).
0 6 d lg
Rtc
M
lg ρ1
− 1e < 29 =⇒ 0 6 ρ1 < 28
√
Rtc/M (4.6)
(2) From the definition of C3, we can get that the data transferred during the
iteration phase is bigger than or equal to 3M and smaller than 4M and the data
transferred during the stop-and-copy phase is at most M . Hence, the total migration
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traffic when a migration is terminated by C3 is bigger than or equal to 4M and smaller
than 6M . Then we can get the following inequality:
4M < V < 6M =⇒ 4M < M(1− ρ3
n+2)
1− ρ3 < 6M
=⇒ 4 < 1− ρ3
n+2
1− ρ3 < 6
(4.7)
It is obvious that ρ3 > 1 is a solution of inequality (4.7) according to the migration
procedure of pre-copy. The iteration phase will be terminated after 3 rounds of iterations.
According to Feature 2, actually we only need to find the smallest value for ρ3. Then
all values which are bigger than this value will make the migration process terminated
by C3. According to Feature 1, we can get that the smallest value for ρ3 is the one that
corresponds to 28 rounds of iterations. Then the inequality (4.7) is changed to:
4 < 1− ρ3
28+2
1− ρ3 < 6 (4.8)
Then we can get:
ρ3
30 − 4ρ3 + 3 < 0 (4.9)
ρ3
30 − 6ρ3 + 5 > 0 (4.10)
We represent the left side of inequalities (4.9) and (4.10) with functions and calculate
their derivatives as follows.
y1 = x130 − 4x1 + 3 (0 < x1 < 1) (4.11)
y2 = x230 − 6x2 + 5 (0 < x2 < 1) (4.12)
y1
′ = 30x129 − 4 (4.13)
y2
′ = 30x229 − 6 (4.14)
From the derivative functions, we can get the graphs of Function (4.11) and (4.12)
by using monotonic feature, as shown in Figure 4.2.
By using brute force, we get: a ≈ 0.75 and b ≈ 0.835. Therefore, according to Figure
4.2, the solutions for inequalities (4.9) and (4.10) are 0.75 < ρ3 6 1 and ρ3 < 0.835,
respectively. Then, the solution for inequality (4.8) is 0.75 < ρ3 < 0.835. From Feature
1 and 2, we can get that the migration process also will be terminated by C3 when
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Figure 4.2: The rough diagram of Function (4.11) and (4.12).
0.835 6 ρ3 < 1, which only corresponds to a smaller number of iteration round. In
summary, a migration process which will be terminated by C3 must satisfy: ρ3 > 0.75.
(3) For C2, the dirty bandwidth ratio ρ2 should be somewhere between ρ1 and ρ3
according to Feature 2. Theoretically, 28
√
Rtc/M may be bigger than 0.75. Under this
situation, the migration process will be terminated by both C1 and C3, and never by C2.
In real case, Rtc will be a very small value in comparison with M , so 28
√
Rtc/M won’t
be bigger than 0.75.
Therefore, in conclusion, the relationship between which termination condition will
be met by a migration process and the dirty bandwidth ratio is:
• When 0 6 ρ < Itc−1
√
Rtc/M , the iteration phase will be terminated by C1;
• When Itc−1
√
Rtc/M 6 ρ 6 max{0.75, Itc−1
√
Rtc/M}, the iteration phase will be
terminated by C2;
• When ρ > 0.75, the iteration phase will be terminated by C3.
Feature 3: If an iteration phase is stopped by C1, the corresponding migration process
can achieve the best migration performance in comparison with that stopped by C2 or
C3.
Obviously, when a migration process is terminated by C2, it will have the biggest
number of iterations. According to Feature 2 (ρ1 < ρ2) and the performance model
of vi, we can get that more data will be transferred in each iteration for C2 than C1.
Therefore, a migration process terminated by C2 will result in a longer total migration
time and a bigger network traffic than C1. Similarly, when a migration process is
terminated by C3, it leads to the biggest network traffic, which in turn incurs a bigger
total migration time that C1. For both C2 and C3, the remaining data of the stop-and-
copy phase will be bigger than Rtc (otherwise, the iteration phase will be terminated by
C1), so the downtimes of them are bigger than that of C1. 
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Figure 4.3: The effects of ρ on migration performances.
To clearly show these three features, we illustrate the migration performances with
different ρ in Figure 4.3. We only show the performances within [0,1]. Because when
ρ > 1, it has the same performance as that when ρ = 1. The memory size allocated to
the migrated VM is 1024MB. Hence, we can get: when ρ ∈ [0, 0.736), the migration
process will be terminated by C1; when ρ ∈ [0.736, 0.75], the migration process will be
terminated by C2; otherwise, it will be terminated by C3. From the figure, we can see
that except the number of iteration round, all migration performances (total migration
time, downtime and total network traffic) decrease with the increase of ρ. In other
words, for a specific VM, it can achieve a relatively better migration performance when
the iteration phase is terminated by C1.
4.2 Migration Control Algorithm
According to the analysis in Section 4.1, once the termination conditions are fixed,
VM migration performances strongly depend on ρ. From the opposite perspective, we
can control ρ to achieve the desired migration performance. In this section, a migration
control algorithm is proposed to find a proper ρ for a migration process according
to user’s requirements and to solve the convergence issue of pre-copy, as shown in
Algorithm 1.
Before migration, we can calculate the migration performances, called default perfor-
mances, (total migration time T0, Downtime D0 and total network traffic V0) by using
the monitored parameters (such as the network bandwidth for migration). We only
consider the situation that user’ requirements of migration performances (denoted by
Tu, Du and Vu) are higher than the default performances (i.e., Tu 6 T0, Du 6 D0,
Vu 6 V0). If the desired performances are worse than the default performances, the
migration is started without adjustment. Otherwise, we check whether the migration
process will be terminated by C2 or C3 or not. If ρ0 > Itc−1
√
Rtc/M , to make a migration
process convergent, we firstly change ρ to a value smaller than and close to Itc−1
√
Rtc/M ,
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Algorithm 1 Migration performance control algorithm
1: Calculate T0,V0,D0;
2: if T0 6 Tu and V0 6 Vu and D0 6 Du then
3: Return;
4: end if
5: if ρ0 > Itc−1
√
Rtc/M then
6: ρ1 = ρ0− M;
7: n = Itc − 1;
8: else
9: n = n0;
10: end if
11: Calculate ρt, ρv, ρd;
12: ρf = min{ρ1, ρt, ρv, ρd};
13: Return;
denoted by ρ1 = ρ0− M. Meanwhile, the total number of iteration n is set as the biggest
available value by C1 (i.e., Itc − 1) to lower the adjustment to ρ according to Feature
1. If a migration process will be terminated by C1, we do not adjust the number of
iteration (i.e., n = n0).
After n is fixed, we can gain the corresponding dirty bandwidth ratio (denoted by ρt,
ρd and ρv) to meet user’s requirements on each performance metric (Tu, Du and Vu) by
using Equation (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), respectively. Then, according to Feature 1, the
minimal one among the available values is selected as the final dirty bandwidth ratio
ρf .
The desired value for ρ (i.e., ρf ) can be achieved by three manners: only changing
memory dirty rate, only changing migration bandwidth and changing both of them.
The former two manners only introduce one variable (memory dirty rate or migration
bandwidth), hence it is easy to calculate ρt, ρd and ρv by using Equation (4.1), (4.2)
and (4.3), respectively. However, when a cloud provider plans to achieve the desired
migration performances by tuning both of them, it is impossible to solve Equation (4.1),
(4.2) and (4.3) because there are two variables in each equation. Under this situation,
we can firstly tune one parameter (e.g., memory dirty rate) to a value and then calculate
the other one (i.e., migration bandwidth), and vice versa.
4.3 Implementation
In this section, we will elaborate on how to adjust memory dirty rate and migration
bandwidth and how to provide interfaces for users to set performance requirements.
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Figure 4.4: The network virtualization in Xen.
4.3.1 Memory Dirty Rate Adjustment
The original memory dirty rate of a VM before migration (i.e., d0) can be got by
using the average of a period of logged historical records or analyzing the regularities
of the workloads running in the VM [2].
A VM’s memory dirty rate shows a roughly linear relationship with CPU speed [81],
so we can adjust memory dirty rate by changing the CPU time allocated to the migrated
VM. Xen leverages a Credit scheduler to control the co-located VMs to use the CPU
resources of the underlying host. Each VM on a host has a weight. How many CPU time
can be gained by a VM is determined by its weight. A bigger weight means that the
corresponding VM can get more CPU time. We take the same method in [81] to tune
the migrated VM weight to get the desired dirty bandwidth ratio ρf .
When the CPU time assigned to the migrated VM decreases, the network bandwidth
occupied by the applications may decrease correspondingly. It then results in more
bandwidth available for the migration process. We do not consider this mutual influence
in our algorithm, because it positively affects the final migration performances.
4.3.2 Migration Bandwidth Adjustment
There are two types of migration networks. One is that a dedicated link is built
between the source and the destination hosts for VM migration. The other is that VM
migration shares the same network link with the applications running in the migrated
VM. For the former situation, it is easy to monitor and control the network bandwidth.
In this section, we mainly depict how to adjust network bandwidth for the latter
situation. Xen implements network virtualization with two components: front-end
driver and back-end driver, as shown in Figure 4.4. Each VM runs a front-end driver, and
a corresponding back-end driver is running in the management domain (i.e., Domain
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0). All back-end drivers connect to the NIC of the host through bridging, routing or
NAT. With this structure, we can log the network utilization in the back-end driver,
and use the average value Na as the network bandwidth occupied by the applications
running in the VM. The difference between the max available network bandwidth Nm
for this VM and Na can be regarded as the original bandwidth (i.e., B0 = Nm −Na) for
migration. We change the overall network bandwidth Nm to get the desired migration
performances. However, the applications in the migrated VM will compete for the
network bandwidth with the migration process, so the network bandwidths used by the
applications and the migration process do not follow the relationship (Na : (Nm −Na))
after we changed Nm.
To this end, we adjust the network bandwidth with two steps. In the first step,
the overall network bandwidth is set as the sum of the bandwidth needed by the
applications and the bandwidth needed by the migration process (denoted by Bu),
i.e., Nm′ = Na + Bu. In the second step, VMM tunes the bandwidth to the value
required by migration process with an iterative manner. The VMM monitors the real
bandwidth Br used by the migration process after the first step. If it is smaller than Bu,
the VMM increases the overall network bandwidth by Bu −Br. Otherwise, it decreases
by Br −Bu. This operation is repeated until the desired migration bandwidth has been
achieved. To solve the network jitter problem, we assign more network bandwidth
than the required to satisfy the desired migration performances. The margin can be
set according to the variance of the historical bandwidth utilization of the applications
running in the migrated VM.
4.3.3 User Requirement Setting
Users do not know and also do not want to know the values of related parameters for
VM migration (e.g., memory dirty rate, available migration bandwidth, etc.), hence it is
hard for them to provide reasonable migration performance requirements. For example,
a user may think highly of total migration time. Because he/she does not know what
the default migration performances are and how well the migration performance can
be, it is impossible for him/she to set a proper value for the total migration time. To
this regard, cloud platforms can provide a range for each performance metric and
users make their decisions within these ranges, i.e., Tu ∈ (Ts, T0], Du ∈ (Ds, D0] and
Vu ∈ (Vs, V0]. Ts, Ds and Vs are the best performances the cloud data center can achieve
for total migration time, downtime and total migration traffic, respectively.
It is easy to calculate T0, D0 and V0 with the performance models in Section 4.1 and
the logged parameters. The smallest values for total migration time and total network
traffic are the ones corresponding to non-live migration which directly suspends a VM
on the source host and sends its memory data to the destination host, so we can get
Ts = MBm and Vs = M . Bm is the maximal bandwidth available for VM migration
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Table 4.2: The information on the migrated VMs and user’s performance requirements. Total
migration time and downtime are calculated in seconds (s), and total network traffic
is calculated in megabytes (MB). Each requirement follows the structure: (total
migration time, downtime, total network traffic, adjustment manner). “M” and “B”
denote to use memory dirty rate adjustment and migration bandwidth adjustment
to achieve the desired performance, respectively.
Parameter
VM
Web server Compilation
d0(Mbps) 15 53.6
(T0,D0,V0) (21.7,0.15,1347) (61.8,16.48,5120)
(Ts,Ds,Vs) (11.8,0.1,1024) (11.8,0.1,1024)
R1 (13,0.15,1347,B) (30,16,5120,M)
R2 (21.7,0.11,1347,B) (60,1,5120,M)
R3 (21.7,0.15,1030,B) (60,16,2048,M)
R4 (15,0.15,1200,B) (40,3,3000,M)
between the source host and the destination host. When the remaining data in the
stop-and-copy phase is zero, it will get the smallest downtime. Under this situation,
downtime refers to the time needed by VM suspend and resumption. Therefore, the
lower threshold for downtime is Ds = C.
According to the adjustment methods for memory dirty rate and migration bandwidth
in Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, lowering memory dirty rate will degrade the quality of the
service running in the migrated VM and increasing migration bandwidth faces to assign
more resources to the migrated VM. The former adjustment is painful for the users
of the VM, and the latter makes cloud providers unpleasant and also may introduce
interruptions to the co-located VMs. This problem can be solved from the commercial
perspective. For example, when users choose to adjust network bandwidth to achieve
the desired migration performance, there will be an additional payment with this
operation, and it is free for the selection of memory dirty rate adjustment.
4.4 Evaluation
4.4.1 Experimental Setup
We test the migration control algorithm in an environment with three DELL Precision
T1700 SFF workstations and a PC. Each workstation is equipped with one Intel 8-Core i7
3.6GHz processor, 16GB RAM and 2TB 7200rpm SATA device. The PC is with one Intel
8-Core i7 3.4GHz processor, 8GB RAM and 250GB disk space. The three workstations
act as the source host, the destination host and the shared storage pool, respectively.
The PC simulates the users of the migrated VM. To eliminate the interruption of other
co-located VMs to the migration performance, we only run the migrated VM on the
source and the destination hosts. All migrated VMs are configured with 1GB RAM and
1 VCPU. The default network bandwidth between the source and the destination hosts
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Figure 4.5: The migration performance control of a static web server VM by adjusting network
bandwidth.
are configured with 500Mbps by using network interface shaping tool (TC [71]). The
max available migration bandwidth is 1000Mbps. The hosts are installed with Ubuntu
16.04 LTS, and the Xen version is 4.5.0. We do not test the situation where a dedicated
link is deployed for VM migration, because it is a simple version of the situation using
shared network link.
We deploy two types of VMs to evaluate the migration control efficiency. One is
running a static web server, and 100 clients are downloading a variety of 1MB files. The
other one is installed with Ubuntu 14.04, and is compiling Linux kernel 4.13.11. The
parameters and user’s performance requirements for these two VMs are listed in Table
4.2. We define four types of requirements (denoted by R1, R2, R3 and R4). R1, R2
and R3 have a high requirement on total migration time, downtime and total network
traffic, respectively, and R4 pays attentions to all of the three metrics. There is no
big difference between the three adjustment manners, so we randomly use migration
bandwidth adjustment and memory dirty rate adjustment for the static web server
VM and the Linux kernel compilation VM, respectively. We firstly test the efficiency of
our migration control algorithm (Section 4.4.2), and then evaluate the influence of
migration performance control on the services running in the migrated VM (Section
4.4.3).
4.4.2 Efficiency of Migration Performance Control
The controls on migration performances for the static web server VM and the Linux
kernel compilation VM are shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.6. We have the following obser-
vations: (1) Migration performances can be controlled to satisfy user’s requirements.
Due to the fluctuations of memory dirty rate and migration bandwidth, it is impossible
to tune the performances to exactly identical with the desired performances. (2) Even
though a user only cares about one performance metric (e.g., total migration time),
other metrics will be automatically lowered as well because of a smaller ρ. (3) For
the VM which already has a good migration performance, the improvement space is
small since each migration has upper performance limits (i.e., Ts, Ds and Vs). For
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Figure 4.6: The migration performance control of a Linux kernel compilation VM by adjusting
memory dirty rate.
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Figure 4.7: Service degradation during migration performance control. “0”, “b”, “d” and “B”
represent without adjustment, only migration bandwidth adjustment, only memory
dirty rate adjustment and adjusting both of them, respectively.
example, the migration process for the static web server VM can converge and results in
a small service downtime. Then the times for VM suspend and resumption become the
bottleneck of downtime. (4) Our algorithm avoids the migration convergence problem
of pre-copy. As shown in Figure 4.6(b), the migration for the Linux kernel compilation
VM without adjustment cannot converge and has a big downtime (16.5s) which is un-
bearable for all kinds of network applications. After adjustment, all migration processes
for this VM have a small downtime regardless of user’s performance requirements.
4.4.3 Service Degradation During Performance Control
In this section, we try to understand how migration performance control will in-
fluence the service running in the migrated VM. Because the static web server VM is
running a network-intensive application and Linux kernel compilation is a compute-
intensive application, we use the throughput observed by clients and the CPU utilization
to reflect the QoS of these two VMs, respectively. All the three adjustment manners are
evaluated with the four performance requirements.
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From Figure 4.7, we can see that different performance requirements will lead to
different extents of adjustments, which in turn results in different service degradations.
As expected, lowering memory dirty rate results in a big service degradation for the both
VMs. Specifically, the degradation with memory dirty rate adjustment is on average
74% and 48%, respectively. In particular, to satisfy R1 and R4, the migration of the
web server VM almost is close to non-live migration since the VM is allocated very
small CPU time. Therefore, cloud providers or users should take the workload features
into consideration while using memory dirty rate adjustment to control migration
performances.
To achieve these performance goals, migration bandwidth adjustment incurs a
smaller service degradation in comparison with memory dirty rate adjustment. The
average interruption is 22% and 5% for those two VMs, respectively. One of the reasons
why the static web server VM has a bigger QoS decrease in comparison with the Linux
kernel compilation VM is that it is running a network-intensive application and the
migration process competes for the network bandwidth with it. For the requirements
R2 and R4, the Linux kernel compilation VM even sees an increase of CPU utilization.
This is because it is running a compute-intensive application and the network-accessing
tasks of the application get benefits from the increased network bandwidth.
Additionally, we find that sometimes only changing memory dirty rate or migration
bandwidth cannot meet user’s requirements due to the hardware performance con-
straint. Under this situation, we have to adjust both memory dirty rate and network
bandwidth. For example, in the experiments, even though we tune the network band-
width to the max value for the migration of the static web server VM, we still cannot
get the desired ρ for R4. Hence, we have to simultaneously lower the memory dirty
rate of the VM.
Compared with only adjusting one parameter, changing both memory dirty rate and
migration bandwidth is more gentle. It does not incur a significant decrease of QoS,
and also does not introduce a big network burden to the source and the destination
hosts. With this manner, the static web service and the Linux kernel compilation only
see a degradation of 37% and 21% on average, respectively.
4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we thoroughly analyze the relationship between migration perfor-
mances of pre-copy and its influence factors and find that ρ is an important factor
for migration performance. Based on this study, we propose a migration performance
control algorithm by adjusting the memory dirty rate of the migrated VM and the
network bandwidth for migration. The experimental results validate the efficiency
of the migration control algorithm. It not only can tune a migration process to meet
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the desired performance, but also solves the convergence problem of pre-copy. The
evaluation on the service degradation during performance control can guide users
to choose a proper adjustment manner according to migration environment and the
workloads in the migrated VM.
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Chapter 5
VM Migration over WAN—Storage
Data Migration
Based on the review on storage data migration technologies in Section 3.2, in this
chapter we target to solve the problems with VM migration over WAN (as presented in
Section 1.1.2). We make two contributions to improve the performance of VM migration
over WAN, precisely, improving the performance of storage data migration which is the
bottleneck part. In the first contribution, to lower the side effects of data deduplication
for migration performance improvement, we propose a three-layer image structure
to physically separate the storage data of a VM into three layers. This structure also
improves data sharing between VMs, which is beneficial to correlated VM migration. To
achieve further performance improvement, a central base image repository is introduced
for data centers in the second contribution. All data centers download base images from
the central repository to deploy VMs. This makes data reuse become possible between
data centers during VM storage data migration. Also, optimized data deduplication and
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file sharing are utilized to accelerate storage data migration speed
when base images cannot be reused.
5.1 Three-layer Image Structure
5.1.1 VM Image Structure
Fast creating a VM with a basic running environment is an important task for Infras-
tructure as a Service (IaaS) providers. A running environment is a basic installation
of an OS or a combination of an OS and a software stack. A software stack denotes a
couple of applications which work together to provide a specific service. For example,
MEAN (short for MongoDB, Express, AngularJS and Node.js) is a full javascript stack
for web application development.
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Figure 5.1: VM image structures.
At the beginning of cloud computing, cloud providers create VMs by cloning a
template image. The user of a VM directly operates with a replica of the template image.
All data from users are stored in the replica, as shown in Figure 5.1(a). We name it
as one-layer image structure (without considering snapshots). However, the cloning
operation is time-consuming. The deployment time span is unbearable when a large
number of VMs are requested by a user. Furthermore, each VM will generate a copy of
a template image, which is space-consuming as well.
To tackle the issues with one-layer image structure, a novel VM deployment approach—
COW—was proposed. With the COW, a new empty image is created on the top of a
template image (also called base image) during VM creation. The base image remains
read-only to the upper image, and all new data and the modifications to the base image
are redirected to the new image file, as shown in Figure 5.2. The storage data of a VM
are split into two image files. We name it as two-layer image structure, as shown in
Figure 5.1(b). This structure dramatically improves VM deployment speed because only
a link between a new empty image and a base image is needed for each VM creation.
Furthermore, a base image can be shared by multiple VMs, which lowers the total space
consumption of a data center. With this structure, a software stack will be installed
in either the base image layer or the upper layer. Installing software stacks in the
base image layer leads to repeatedly storing OS data because many software stacks
are running on the same OS. As shown in Figure 5.3(a), an OS must run with each
software stack despite two software stacks are using the same OS. If a base image only
is installed with an OS, the software stack will be installed in the upper layer by users.
Repeated data store is also unavoidable when two VMs are running the same software
stack, as shown in Figure 5.3(b).
The problems with one-layer and two-layer image structures are due to the fact
that VM images are stored in a coarse granularity which leads to limited data sharing
between VMs. The statistics from Cisco [28] on cloud application workloads show
that compute and collaboration (such as conferencing, content management) are the
two main workloads from enterprise users, while social networking and video/media
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streaming are the biggest workloads from normal users. Also, another study [42] shows
that 56.4% VMs in Amazon EC2 are running on Ubuntu. Actually, with the support
of COW technology, storing VM images in a finer granularity to achieve a higher data
sharing is possible. To solve the problem with one-layer and two-layer image structures,
we propose a three-layer image structure. As shown in Figure 5.4, the storage data of a
VM are physically separated into three layers: Operating System (OS) layer, Working
Environment (WE) layer and User Data (UD) layer. With this structure, the OS layer
only contains a basic installation of an OS. Each WE image is deployed with a software
stack and runs on the top of an OS image. In other words, OS images run as the base
images of WE images. A cloud provider prepares a variety of combinations of OS images
and WE images as template images. New VMs are created on the top of WE images,
i.e., WE images in turn run as the base images of UD images. Both OS images and WE
images are read-only, and all new data from a VM are stored in the UD layer.
Three-layer image structure enhances data sharing between VMs. Furthermore, in
most cases, the version of an OS is not critical for the software stack running on it.
Therefore, from the perspective of engineering, cloud providers can share an OS image
with WE images as much as possible to decrease the total space consumption of base
images.
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5.1.2 Space Consumption Analysis
In this section, we analyze the space consumption when a cloud data center uses
different structures to store VM images, and the space benefits resulting from three-layer
image structure. For a better discussion, we set aliases as follows.
• 1L: One-layer image structure.
• 2O: Two-layer image structure, and a base image only contains an OS, as shown
in Figure 5.3(b).
• 2OA: Two-layer image structure, and a base image contains an OS and a software
stack, as shown in Figure 5.3(a).
• 3L: Three-layer image structure.
The parameters used in this section are listed in Table 5.1. Meanwhile, we have the
following assumptions:
• A data center only uses one image structure to store VM storage data.
• All users do not have specific requirements for OS distribution and version. It
means that VMs can share an OS base image as much as possible.
• There is no upper limit on the number of VMs sharing a base image.
Ideal Situation
When VM images are deployed in layers, the modifications to base image(s) are
stored in the top layer. Taking three-layer image structure as an example, the changes
to the OS layer and the WE layer are stored in the UD layer, since base images are
read-only. Therefore, layered image structure will lead to a bigger total image size for a
VM, because both the original data of base images and new modifications to them are
kept. The ideal situation is VMs do not modify base image data during their lifetime.
Then for an individual VM, it has the same space consumption when it is stored in
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Table 5.1: The notations on storing VM images in different structures.
Symbol Description
S1 The total storage space consumption of a data center when VM
images are stored in 1L structure.
S2O The total storage space consumption of a data center when VM
images are stored in 2O structure.
S2OA The total storage space consumption of a data center when VM
images are stored in 2OA structure.
S3L The total storage space consumption of a data center when VM
images are stored in 3L structure.
V1L The image size of a VM when it is stored in 1L structure.
V2Ob The base image size of a VM when it is stored in 2O structure.
V2Ou The UD size of a VM when it is stored in 2O structure.
V2OAb The base image size of a VM when it is stored in 2OA structure.
V2OAu The UD size of a VM when it is stored in 2OA structure.
V3Lo The OS image size of a VM when it is stored in 3L structure.
V3Lw The WE image size of a VM when it is stored in 3L structure.
V3Lu The UD image size of a VM when it is stored in 3L structure.
n The total number of VMs in a data center.
k The total type of software stacks in a data center.
Ro The size of the OS portion when a VM is stored in 1L structure.
Rw The size of the software stack portion when a VM is stored in 1L
structure.
Ru The size of the user data portion when a VM is stored in 1L
structure.
layered or non-layered structure. In this section, we will analyze the storage cost of a
data center under this situation.
Due to without modification to base images, there are some basic relationships
between the three image structures for a specific VM i, as shown in Equation (5.1),
(5.2), (5.3) and (5.4).
V1Li = V2Obi + V2Oui = V2OAbi + V2OAui = V3Loi + V3Lwi + V3Lui (5.1)
V2OAbi = V3Loi + V3Lwi (5.2)
V2Oui = V3Lwi + V3Loi (5.3)
V2Obi = V3Loi , V2OAui = V3Lui (5.4)
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Table 5.2: The space differences between the 3L structure and others.
Difference Value
S1L − S3L
n−1∑
i=1
V3Loi +
n∑
i=k+1
V3Lwi
ideal S2O − S3L
n∑
i=k+1
V3Lwi
S2OA − S3L
k−1∑
i=1
V3Loi
S1L − S3L
n−1∑
i=1
Roi +
n∑
i=k+1
Rwi −
k∑
i=1
βiRoi −
n∑
i=1
αiRwi −
n∑
i=1
γiRoi
real S2O − S3L
n∑
i=k+1
Rwi +
n∑
i=k+1
βiRoi −
n∑
i=1
αiRwi
S2OA − S3L
k−1∑
i=1
Roi −
∑k
i=1 βiRoi
It is easy to calculate the space consumption of a data center when VM images are
stored in 1L structure, as shown in Equation (5.5).
S1L =
n∑
i=1
V1Li (5.5)
The space consumption for 2O structure and 2OA structure are calculated in Equation
(5.6) and (5.7), respectively. With 2O structure, only one OS is needed for all VMs.
However, software stacks are stored n times even though some VMs are running with
the same software stack. With 2OA structure, the OS has to be saved for k times with
different software stacks.
S2O = V2Ob +
n∑
i=1
V2Oui (5.6)
S2OA =
k∑
i=1
V2OAbi +
n∑
i=1
V2OAui (5.7)
The space consumption of 3L structure is shown in Equation (5.8). Only one OS is
needed, and each software stack also is stored only once.
S3L = V3Lo +
k∑
i=1
V3Lwi +
n∑
i=1
V3Lui (5.8)
By using the relationships shown in Equation (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4), the space
differences between 3L and others can be calculated, as shown in Table 5.2. Compared
with 1L, 3L can save the space of (n− 1) OS images and (n− k) WE images. It gains
space benefits of (n − k) WE images and (k − 1) OS images in comparison with 2O
structure and 2OA structure, respectively. The space saved in ideal situation indicates
the upper limit which we can achieve from 3L structure.
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Real Situation
In real cases, when a VM image is stored in layers, the modifications from the top
layer to base image(s) are inevitable. These new data will consume additional space.
We use percentages α, β and γ to denote how many base image data are modified by
upper image(s), as shown in Figure 5.5. For example, α of the WE image data are
modified by users and stored in the UD image. In addition, layered image structure
will lead to more meta-data because of reference management. They are very small,
compared to the image size of a VM. We do not consider them in our analysis.
We use Ro, Rw and Ru to denote the size of the different parts of a VM when it is
stored in 1L structure, as shown in Table 5.1. Then the total image size of a VM i with
1L structure is calculated in Equation (5.9).
V1Li = Roi +Rwi +Rui (5.9)
By using the modification percentages, the image sizes when the VM i is stored with
2O, 2OA and 3L structures can be calculated according to Ro, Rw and Ru, as shown in
Equation (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12).{
V2Obi = Roi
V2Oui = Rwi +Rui + (βi + γi)Roi
(5.10)
{
V2OAbi = Roi +Rwi
V2OAui = Rui + αiRwi + γiRoi
(5.11)

V3LOi = Roi
V3Lwi = Rwi + βiRoi
V3Lui = Rui + αiRwi + γiRoi
(5.12)
We substitute the corresponding parameter in Equation (5.5), (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8)
for Equation (5.9), (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12). Then we can get the real space cost of a
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data center when adopting different image structures in Equation (5.13), (5.14), (5.15)
and (5.16).
S1L =
n∑
i=1
Roi +
n∑
i=1
Rwi +
n∑
i=1
Rui (5.13)
S2O = Ro +
n∑
i=1
Rwi +
n∑
i=1
Rui +
n∑
i=1
(βi + γi)Roi (5.14)
S2OA =
k∑
i=1
Roi +
k∑
i=1
Rwi +
n∑
i=1
Rui +
n∑
i=1
αiRwi +
n∑
i=1
γiRoi (5.15)
S3L = Ro +
k∑
i=1
Rwi +
k∑
i=1
βiRoi +
n∑
i=1
Rui +
n∑
i=1
αiRwi +
n∑
i=1
γiRoi (5.16)
The space benefits achieved from 3L structure are shown in Table 5.2. They are
smaller than the counterparts in the ideal situation because of storing the copies of
modified base image blocks. Compared with 1L structure and 2OA structure, smaller
modification to base images will lead to more spaces saved from 3L structure. 3L
structure has a smaller space consumption in comparison with 2OA structure when
a bigger percentage of modification to the OS image and a smaller percentage of
modification to the WE image are made.
5.1.3 The Trade-off of Data Deduplication
As discussed in Section 3.2.3, data deduplication is a widely used method for
storage data migration performance improvement. However, data deduplication is a
compute-intensive operation. An improper usage will lead to an even worse migration
performance. For example, existing deduplication approaches [3, 138, 94] optimize VM
migration by eliminating the duplicated blocks for the whole disk image of a VM. This
is vulnerable because a portion of the image data of a VM has high similarity with other
VM images due to using the same or similar libraries, such as OS, while other portions
have rare identical blocks, such as user data. If the size of the user data portion of a
VM disk image is huge, current data deduplication manners may even prolong rather
than shorten VM migration time.
To understand the overheads and benefits of data deduplication to VM storage data
migration, we formulate the migration process with data deduplication. The total
migration time of the storage data of a VM after using data deduplication can be
calculated as Equation (5.17). Herein, S is the total image size of the migrated VM,
Sd is the duplicated block size, B is the available network bandwidth for migration,
and Cd is the additional computation time resulting from data deduplication. From
Function (5.17), we can see that data deduplication creates benefits to storage data
migration only when the number of duplicated blocks between the migrated VM image
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and the image(s) at the target site is big enough to compensate for the computation
overhead.
T = S − Sd
B
+ Cd =
S
B
+ (Cd − Sd
B
) (5.17)
Additionally, if we do not consider other network transmission data between the
source server and the destination server, such as protocol overhead, and chunk VM
image into fixed-size blocks, the network traffic ni for each data block can be calculated
as Equation (5.18). Sf is the size of a fingerprint and Sb is the block size. If a block
is duplicated, only its fingerprint is transferred through the Internet, otherwise, firstly
the fingerprint and then the block will be transferred. A unique block refers to a block
without replica at both the source data center and the destination data center.
ni =
{
Sf , duplicated block;
Sf + Sb, unique block.
(5.18)
From the total duplicated data size, we can get the duplication ratio µ = Sd
S
. Then,
the real network traffic Ni for each block is calculated in Equation (5.19).
Ni = µSf + (1− µ)(Sf + Sb) (5.19)
The total network traffic of migrating an image file is gained in Equation (5.20).
There, n is the total number of blocks of the image file.
N = nNi = n(µSf + (1− µ)(Sf + Sb)) (5.20)
Data deduplication benefits VM migration on network traffic only when the total
network traffic N is smaller than the total image size S, i.e. N < S. Then, we can
derive an inequality (5.21) as follows.
n(µSf + (1− µ)(Sf + Sb)) < S ⇒ µSf + (1− µ)(Sf + Sb) < S
n
6 Sb
⇒ Sf < µSb, (µSb ≈ Sd
S
· S
n
= Sd
n
)
⇒ nSf < Sd
(5.21)
Equation (5.21) indicates that data deduplication improves migration performances
only when the total fingerprint size is smaller than the size of duplicated blocks. In
other words, we can get more benefits when more duplicated blocks are found in an
image file. When the duplicated blocks of an image file is small, data duplication will
transfer more data than that without data deduplication. Also, data deduplication
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will bring in computational overhead to the source and the destination hosts of VM
migration.
5.1.4 Migration System
Three-layer image structure not only reduces space consumption, but also separates
the storage data of a VM with different data features into different image files. According
to previous studies [74, 82], there are many intra- and inter-image duplicated blocks
between OS images. There are also many repeated blocks between WE images due to
using the same libraries and applications (see the test in Section 5.1.6). However, UD
images are tightly related to users. They are different from VM to VM, therefore, the
similarity between them is small.
Based on this separation and data features, we design a migration system—LayerMover,
to improve storage data migration performance by optimizing data deduplication. In or-
der to decrease the side effects of data deduplication, according to the image similarity
features in different layers and the analysis in Section 5.1.3, LayerMover only eliminates
the duplicated blocks for OS images and WE images. UD images are migrated without
data deduplication operation.
LayerMover firstly migrates VM storage data and then memory data (i.e., pre-pre, as
discussed in Section 2.3.2). With this migration sequence, at least one site (the source
site) has all the latest data of the migrated VM without the risk of splitting VM storage
data into the source and the destination sites, which is robust against migration failure.
Furthermore, migrating storage data before memory data avoids remotely-accessing
disk blocks from the source data centers which will result in a big disk I/O latency or
even destroying the VM, after the VM is resumed at the destination server.
Based on above analysis, LayerMover migrates a VM as follows.
• Base image migration. Before OS image and WE image are transferred to the
destination data center, the blocks which are identical with these at the destination
site are eliminated, i.e. data deduplication. The source host only transfers the
blocks which are not located at the target site to reduce the data transferred over
the Internet.
• UD layer migration. UD image is writable to users, so it is directly synchronized
to the destination site. The three layers of the storage data of the migrated VM
are migrated concurrently.
• Memory data migration. After finishing base image migration and the first
round synchronization of UD image, LayerMover starts to migrate memory data
in a pre-copy manner [29].
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Figure 5.6: The general steps of data deduplication for VM storage data migration. Our
optimizations mainly focus on parts 1© chunking and fingerprint calculation and 2©
duplicated block elimination.
• Handover. The resources of this VM are released at the source site after it is
resumed on the destination host.
As shown in Figure 5.6, data deduplication firstly chunks the images into blocks
and then calculates a fingerprint for each block. The fingerprints are used to find the
blocks which already are located at the destination data center. At last, the source
data center only sends unique blocks to the destination data center. To reduce the side
effects of data deduplication, we design optimizations for the chunking and fingerprint
calculation step and the duplicated block elimination step in the following two sections,
respectively.
Fingerprint Calculation
Since OS image and WE image are unmodified during their whole lifetime, we can
change the chunking and fingerprint calculation step from an inline manner to an
off-line manner, i.e. the fingerprints for all base images are pre-calculated and saved to
avoid repetitive calculation operation. Then, during VM migration, the fingerprints of
base images can be immediately sent to the destination site without the chunking and
fingerprint-calculating operations.
To further improve the efficiency of the next step (duplicated block elimination), we
design two two hashtable structures to store the fingerprints of base images: individual
hashtable and group hashtable, as shown in Figure 5.7. The fingerprints of a base
image are stored in an individual hashtable. At the same time, LayerMover puts the
fingerprints of several similar images into a group hashtable. These two hashtable
structures decrease the total blocks for comparison. An individual hashtable can
eliminate the duplicated blocks located in the image, and a group hashtable eliminates
these located between the images of this group.
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Figure 5.7: Hashtable structure of base images.
Duplicated Block Elimination
During data deduplication, the main work for the destination data center is to
find duplicated blocks for the source image. This operation faces a trade-off between
computational cost and the amount of duplicated block found by it. Comparing the
source image with more images at the destination site will find more duplicated blocks,
but the comparison time also is longer.
If the destination site uses a deduplication system for its storage system, it is easy to
find the duplicated blocks for the source image during VM migration. This means to
compare the source image with all the data at the destination site. Even though it can
find all duplicated blocks, the comparison time also is long. Another implementation
is to compare the source image with one image which is highly similar to the source
image. The highly similar means this image contains the same or a close version of the
OS or the same software stack as the source image. This reduces the comparison time
with the risk of transferring duplicated blocks to the destination site.
With the support of these two hashtable structures, when LayerMover conducts data
deduplication at the destination site, it takes the following rules to select image(s) for
comparison:
• When there is an image at the destination site which is highly similar to the source
image. The individual hashtable of this image is chosen for data deduplication.
To be precise, for an OS image the highly similar image denotes it is running the
same OS as the source OS image, and for a WE image it refers to an image is
installed with the same software stack and running on the same type of OS image
as the source WE image.
• Otherwise, a group hashtable which contains the most similar OS or applications
to the source image will be selected for comparison.
As the hashtable contents are fixed once they are created, the similarity information
between the base images in a data center can be preserved in advance. Furthermore,
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Figure 5.8: The structure of LayerMover.
after each VM migration, the similarity information between the source image and
the image selected for comparison is saved as well. This information can guide next
migration to choose a better hashtable at the destination site for data deduplication.
5.1.5 Implementation
To indicate the feasibility of our proposals, we implement a prototype based on KVM.
LayerMover has no intrusive modification to VMM. Constructing three-layer image
structure is an engineering task. It can be implemented by any VMM which supports
COW technology. Because LayerMover uses data deduplication to optimize VM storage
data migration, in order to achieve a high deduplication efficiency, it is better for both
the source data center and the destination data center to utilize a storage pool (such as
NAS, SAN) to store their own VM images. LayerMover composes of several modules
which are distributed at the source data center and the destination data center, as
shown in Figure 5.8.
Migration coordinator. VM migration starts from the migration coordinators. They
control all migration modules according to the steps presented in Section 5.1.4.
Hashtable constructor. Individual hashtables and group hashtables for base images
are created by the hashtable constructor. When a new base image is deployed, its
individual hashtable is firstly built, and then its similarities with other hashtables are
calculated and stored in the similarity table. Based on the similarity information, it
joins in a group which has the highest similarity with it. At last, hashtable constructor
updates the corresponding group hashtable.
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Similarity table. It stores the information of inter- and intra-image similarities. In
addition, after each VM migration, the similarities between the source image and the
target image(s) also are added into the similarity tables of both the source and the
destination data centers for potential future migration.
Storage data migration modules. The three layers of a VM image are transferred
by three corresponding modules. OS migration module and WE migration module
are same, and the destination server runs a receiver for each layer. Base images are
constructed by collecting unique blocks and duplicated blocks at the destination data
center. UD migration module employs DRBD [38] to asynchronously copy UD image
data to the target site.
Memory migration module. The performance of memory data migration [29] has
reached the ceiling after more than ten years’ development. In this chapter, we do not
design optimizations for memory data migration, therefore, LayerMover directly calls
the memory migration module of KVM to transfer memory data.
Deduplicater. The comparison operation of data deduplication is conducted by a
deduplicater running on the target host. It chooses an individual hashtable or a group
hashtable for comparison according to the previously stored similarity information in
the similarity table.
5.1.6 Evaluation
In this section, we firstly evaluate the performance of three-layer image structure,
and then test the migration performance of LayerMover with different conditions.
I/O Performance of Three-layer Image Structure
The three-layer image structure increases the I/O path depth. We explore whether
and how it affects VM I/O performance in this section. A VM image is deployed in 1L
structure, 2O structure and 3L structure, respectively. Only one of the two types of
two-layer structures is tested because they should have the similar I/O performance.
We use Iometer [72] to imitate three I/O access models: 100% random read, 100%
random write and a mix of 33% random read and 67% random write (represents a
typical database workload). Average I/O speed and response time are tested with
different data sizes per I/O.
As shown in Figure 5.9, we can see that a bigger data size per I/O leads to a
better I/O performance. Layered image structures almost have no influence on the
read performance (see Figure 5.9(a)), regarding both access speed and response time.
Compared with 1L structure and 2O structure, 3L structure sees the lowest write speed
and the longest response time, as shown in Figure 5.9(b). Precisely, its speeds are
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Figure 5.9: I/O performance with different image structures.
slower than 1L structure and 2O structure by 4% and 2%, 1.8% and 1.2%, and 1.4%
and 0.8% for 4K, 16K, and 32K data size per I/O, respectively. The response time
shows a similar trend. However, for the mixed I/O access model, 3L structure only
slightly lowers the I/O performance, as shown in Figure 5.9(c). In comparison with 2O
structure, it only drags down the I/O speed by 1%, 0.5% and 0.2% for 4K, 16K and 32K
I/O request size, respectively. Overall, three-layer image structure will not incur a big
performance degradation to VM I/O operations.
Similarity between WE Images
Jin et al. [82] and Bazarbayev et al. [10] have done experiments for OS image
similarity. According to the results, there are many duplicated blocks between different
OS images. The similarity ratio between two OS images can be more than 60%. In this
section, we further evaluate the similarity feature between WE images.
We deploy two common cloud software stacks (LAMP and MEAN) on different
versions of Fedora and openSUSE base images. LAMP is short for Linux, Apache,
MySQL and PHP, and MEAN is a software bundle of MongoDB, Express, AngularJS and
Node.js. The information of these WE images is shown in Table 5.3. We explore both
individual similarity and group similarity according to the hashtable structure designed
in Section 5.1.4.
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Table 5.3: The size (in MB) of WE images.
Base Image
Kernel Size
Version LAMP MEAN
Fedora 21(32bit) 3.17.4 424 1,282
Fedora 21(64bit) 3.17.4 470 1,499
Fedora 22(32bit) 4.0.4 340 922
Fedora 22(64bit) 4.0.4 342 948
Fedora 23(32bit) 4.2.3 366 925
Fedora 23(64bit) 4.2.3 369 971
openSUSE 12.2(32bit) 3.4.6 189 776
openSUSE 12.2(64bit) 3.4.6 189 746
openSUSE 12.3(32bit) 3.7.10 235 717
openSUSE 12.3(64bit) 3.4.6 295 731
openSUSE 13.2(32bit) 3.4.6 309 929
openSUSE 13.2(32bit) 3.4.6 384 690
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Figure 5.10: Individual similarity between the WE images based on the same version of OS but
for different architectures. Regarding the denotations on the x-axis, “F” is short
for “Fedora”, and “O” for “openSUSE”. The first number is the version of the OS,
and the second one is the CPU architecture it aims for. For example, “O122-32”
denotes “openSUSE 12.2(32bit)”. Each bar pair indicates a comparison between
these two WE images.
Individual Similarity. Individual similarity means the ratio of duplicated blocks
between two images. When there is a highly similar image located at the destination
site, the source image will compare with it for data deduplication. In this section, we
only test the similarity between the WE images which are based on the same OS version
but for different CPU architectures, such as LAMP on Fedora 21 (32bit) vs. LAMP on
Fedora 21 (64bit).
As shown in Figure 5.10, for each comparison, the two images will get different
final similarity ratios, because they have different total image sizes and also will get a
different amount of duplicated blocks. For example, there is one block A in one image,
but five block As in another. That is why each comparison has two bars in the graphs.
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Figure 5.11: Group similarity. The x-axis uses the same denotations as Figure 5.10.
We can see that many duplicated blocks exist in these WE image pairs. For both LAMP
and MEAN images, these based on openSUSE show a higher similarity ratio than these
on Fedora, but the similarity between the MEAN images on Fedora also can be around
40%, such as between the two MEAN images on Fedora 21(32bit) and Fedora 21(64bit).
Additionally, for both types of WE images, the similarity ratio can reach approximately
50%.
Group Similarity. Group similarity is the duplicated blocks between one image and
a group of images. As is discussed in Section 5.1.4, a group hashtable is chosen for
data deduplication when no highly similar image exists at the target site. We take the
images in Table 5.3 one by one as the source image, and put the rest of WE images
which are based on the same OS distribution (except the one utilized for individual
comparison) into a group as the counterpart for each comparison. For example, when
the LAMP image on Fedora 21(32bit) is the source image, the target group contains
the LAMP images on Fedora 22(32bit), Fedora 22(64bit), Fedora 23(32bit) and Fedora
23(64bit).
As shown in Figure 5.11, for LAMP images the source image also can discover
more than 30% duplicated blocks from a group hashtable, such as the LAMP image on
Fedora 22(32bit). However, all MEAN images find more duplicated blocks from group
comparison than individual comparison. It indicates that even though no highly similar
image at the destination data center with the source image, group comparison also can
keep deduplication benefits at a relatively high or even better level.
Choosing images at the destination site for data deduplication is an important step,
which is not our main focus of this paper. It is impractical to evaluate the similarities
for all possible combinations. We only test one possibility for individual comparison
and group comparison. It aims to show that VM storage data migration can get benefits
from data deduplication for WE images.
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Migration Performance
Experimental Setup. We evaluate the migration performance of LayerMover on
two DELL Precision T1700 SFF workstations. Each is equipped with one Intel 8-Core i7
3.6GHz processor, 16GB RAM and 2TB 7200rpm SATA device. They are connected with
1Gbit/s HP ProCurve switch. We do not consider the network connection problem of
VM migration for LayerMover, therefore, we evaluate the performances of LayerMover
in LAN by simulating a WAN environment. The source server and the destination server
are in the same subnet and the VM will keep its IP address after migration. The network
performance is shaped as 400Mbit/s and 50ms round-trip latency by using Linux Traffic
Control [71]. All migrated VMs are configured with 1 CPU and 1GB RAM. LayerMover
is compared with the following migration approaches:
• 1L. VM images are deployed in 1L structure. VM storage data are migrated
without data deduplication. This runs as the baseline.
• 2O. VM images are deployed in 2O structure. Data deduplication is conducted
on the whole image data during VM migration. Current data deduplication
methods do not take image structure into consideration, so we only test one type
of two-layer image structures.
1L is implemented by directly calling the migration API of KVM, and 2O adds
data deduplication functionality on it. In order to thoroughly evaluate migration
performances under different situations, we adapt the Deduplicater to generate different
percentages of duplicated blocks at the destination site for the source image during
migration. Data deduplication use 4KB fixed block chunking. The hashtable at the
destination data center contains around ten million records (for around 50GB image
data). The similarity conditions for the source base images are denoted as (a,b). a
and b represent the similarity ratio for OS image and WE image of the migrated VM,
respectively. We assume that the same amount of duplicated blocks can be found at
the destination site for a specific VM regardless of how the VM image is deployed (in
1L structure, 2O structure or 3L structure). We test the migration performances of
LayerMover under two similarity conditions, (5%,5%) and (70%,70%).
Single Migration. Single migration refers to migrating one VM for each migration.
The VM works independently without connection with other VMs. The following four
type of VMs are deployed to measure the migration performance. The information on
these four VMs is shown in Table 5.4.
• Idle. This VM is deployed for daily use and in idle status during migration.
• Static web application. The VM runs as a static web server. 100 concurrent
users are downloading a 512KB file from it.
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Figure 5.12: Memory and storage data dirty features of different applications.
Table 5.4: The image size (in MB) of different workloads with different image structures.
VM Type
Two-layer Structure Three-layer Structure
OS WE+UD Total OS WE UD Total
Idle 1,340 158 1,498 1,340 145 24 1,509
Static 1,340 1,368 2,708 1,340 1,138 235 2,713
Dynamic 1,340 5,068 6,408 1,340 2,528 2,563 6,431
Compile 1,340 4,287 5,627 1,340 2,356 1,945 5,641
• Dynamic web application. A transactional web e-Commerce benchmark—TPC-
W [168]—is running on this VM.
• Linux kernel compile. Linux kernel 4.8.1 is compiled in this VM. It is a compute
and I/O intensive application.
Both UD image data and memory data are migrated in a pre-copy manner, therefore,
dirtied data during migration will be retransferred. To better understand these migrated
VMs, the dirty features of memory data and storage data are shown in Figure 5.12.
We test the size of dirtied memory pages and the increase of disk size for a period of
500s with a 5s interval. The increment of disk size is used to approximately show disk
dirty rate. The idle VM has almost no dirty data, and its results are abridged. There are
regular points with a small memory dirty rate for the static web VM and the dynamic
web VM, which is good for migration convergence. The Linux kernel compile VM has
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Figure 5.13: Migration performances for different type of VMs under different similarity situa-
tions.
big memory and disk dirty rates, and the memory data also show a complicated dirty
feature.
As shown in Figure 5.13, both 2O and LayerMover result in longer migration times
in comparison with 1L when the similarity ratio is small, at (5%,5%). 2O prolongs
the total migration time by 19%, 19%, 21% and 18% for the four VMs, respectively.
However, LayerMover only experiences 12%, 7%, 4% and 4% longer migration times for
them than 1L due to the optimizations for data deduplication. When the similarity ratio
reaches (70%,70%), both of them reduce the total migration time, but LayerMover shows
a better performance than 2O. It achieves 7%, 8%, 17% and 14% of improvements for
the four VMs, respectively, compared with 2O. This further proves that LayerMover
lowers the overhead of data deduplication. In other words, the deduplication for the
UD layer of a VM decreases migration performance.
The last round of UD layer data synchronization will compete for the network band-
width with the last iteration of memory data migration (i.e., VM handover). To evaluate
the influence of the final stop-and-copy phase on the running services, the downtime of
LayerMover is tested. As shown in Figure 5.14, all four VMs only experience less than
one second downtime. It is invisible to almost all kinds of applications.
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Figure 5.14: The downtime of LayerMover for different applications.
Table 5.5: The image size (in MB) of the VMs in a three-tier application with different image
structures. The image sharing structures are also indicated in the table.
Layer Frontend Web 1 Web 2 Database 1 Database 2
1L
- 2,195 2,224 3,229 7,398 8,876
Total 23,922
2O
Base 1,340
UD 934 2,018 2,025 6,129 7,630
Total 20,076
2OA
Base 2,061 2,907 3,350
UD 199 429 526 4,094 5,616
Total 19,182
3L
OS 1,340
WE 893 1,934 1,246
UD 68 109 98 4,856 6,415
Total 16,948
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Figure 5.15: Migration performance of multiple VMs under different similarity conditions.
Correlated VM Migration. Three-layer image structure increases the data sharing
between VMs, LayerMover, therefore, should have better performance while migrating
multiple correlated VMs which share base images. To investigate this performance of
LayerMover, a typical three-tier application is deployed. It contains a frontend VM, two
web VMs and two database VMs. They are deployed in 1L structure, 2O structure, 2OA
structure and 3L structure, and share base images as much as possible. In this section,
we also consider the 2OA structure, because it has a different data sharing model as the
2O structure, which will lead to different migration performances. The image structures
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and sizes are listed in Table 5.5. From this table, we can see that 3L has the smallest
total image size.
We can get from Figure 5.15 that when the similarity ratio is (5%,5%), both 2O and
2OA get a longer migration time than 1L, because the deduplication benefits are smaller
than its computational cost. However, at this situation, LayerMover still can benefit
the migration due to significantly reducing the total image size of the migrated VMs
and a smaller deduplication cost. It is faster than 1L, 2O and 2OA by 22%, 29% and
25%, respectively. When the similarity ratio is (70%,70%), data deduplication makes
contributions to all migrations. LayerMover sees a shortest total migration time and
improves migration performance by 51%, 27% and 24% in comparison with 1L, 2O and
2OA, respectively.
5.2 Central Base Image Repository
5.2.1 System Design
The base images of a VM are read-only during their whole lifetime with three-layer
image structure, so we further advocate an architectural rethink on storing VM storage
data and propose a novel migration system—CBase—to improve VM storage data
migration performance. A central repository is introduced to deploy and store base
images (OS and WE images) based on the three-layer image structure, as shown in
Figure 5.16. Data centers directly download base images from the repository to its
local storage system rather than deploy them locally during VM creation. Because base
images can be shared between VMs, each cloud data center only needs to download
the needed base images once from the central repository. This not only reduces the
workload of deploying base images from n (the number of data centers) to 1 (only
deploy once in the central repository), but also improves base image reusability between
data centers. The reusability denotes that if the base images of a VM are present at
the target data center during VM migration, they can be directly used and do not need
to be transferred from the source data center. We assume that data centers and the
central repository use the same type of VMM and there is no compatibility issue. In
CBase, the roles involved in cloud computing and the service provisioning procedure
are correspondingly changed.
Cloud Roles
Currently, IaaS generally involves three roles [75]: cloud provider, cloud user and
end user, as shown in Figure 5.17(a). A cloud provider maintains a set of hardware
resources and prepares some base images for fast VM deployment. A cloud user leases
resources from a cloud provider to host applications which are then offered to end
users. End users are at the bottom of the service chain. They generate requirements and
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Figure 5.16: The architecture of CBase.
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Figure 5.17: Cloud computing roles. (a) Current roles in cloud computing. (b) Roles in CBase.
The double-arrow lines in (b) indicate the functionality of uploading base images
to the central repository.
workloads and get services either directly from a cloud provider or a cloud user. We call
cloud user and end user as user for short in the remaining part of this dissertation.
In CBase the responsibilities of a cloud provider are split into two parts: hardware
maintenance and base image preparation. Now, cloud providers are only in charge
of hardware maintenance, and the task of base image preparation is moved to the
central repository. We name these two roles as hardware provider and image provider,
respectively, as shown in Figure 5.17(b).
Furthermore, the central repository can act as an image-sharing platform as well.
Base images are not only deployed by the image provider, but also can be uploaded from
the other three roles according to the rules set by the image provider (such as image
format, image description, etc.). This feature is valuable for academic researchers.
They can quickly reproduce an experimental environment by directly downloading
the images shared by others. Each image uploader can determine the access model of
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Figure 5.18: Service provisioning procedure of CBase.
the images he/she uploads: public or private. A public-access image can be used by
everyone, while a private-access image is only available for some nominated users.
Service Provisioning Procedure
Correspondingly, the service provisioning procedure of cloud computing changes
with the new structure of CBase. A user gets services through the following three steps:
1© select a hardware provider, 2© prepare base images and 3© launch VMs, as shown in
Figure 5.18. The detailed procedure is presented as follows.
1© Select a hardware provider. Users choose a hardware provider according to
their requirements and reserve the required hardware resources at the selected
data center.
2© Prepare base images. Users check whether the base images they need exist in
the central repository. If not, users can create the necessary base images locally
and upload to the central repository, or pay the image provider to deploy them.
3© Launch VMs. Users offer the information of the required base images to the
selected hardware provider. The hardware provider downloads the base images
which are not present in its local storage system from the central repository and
launches VMs on them.
5.2.2 Storage Data Migration
In CBase the base images of the migrated VM have replicas in the central repository
and may also be used at the destination data center, which provides new optimization
options for storage data migration. If the base images exist at the target site, they
can be used directly without the necessity of transferring them from the source site, a
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situation called base image reuse. For the three-layer image structure, there are two
types of reuse: OS reuse and WE reuse. We assume that the OS image also is located
at the destination site when WE reuse is possible since the OS image is the backing
file of the WE image. If base images cannot be reused at the destination data center,
two migration mechanisms are designed for CBase to accelerate the transfer speed of
base images by using data deduplication and P2P file sharing technology, respectively.
Additionally, we also devise a strategy for migrating UD image and an orchestration
algorithm for coordinating the migration processes of the central repository and the
source site to improve the robustness of CBase.
Base Image Migration with Data Deduplication
Same as LayerMover, CBase also only make data deduplication for base images.
With the central repository, we further design a mechanism to lower the overheads of
data deduplication besides the optimizations of LayerMover. In CBase, base images
are migrated from the central repository rather than from the source data center.
With this manner, it is unnecessary to transfer the hash table of the migrated image
during VM migration because the central repository has all of the information. Then,
Equation (5.19) and (5.20) are correspondingly changed into Equation (5.22) and
(5.23). Because 1−µ < 1, there must be N ′ < S, which indicates that our optimizations
eliminate the risk of increasing the total network traffic no matter how many duplicated
blocks are found during migration.
N ′i = (1− µ)Sb (5.22)
N ′ = nN ′i = (1− µ)nSb = (1− µ)S (5.23)
Based on above discussion, base images are migrated by data deduplication as
follows. The migration processes of OS and WE images are identical, so we take the
migration of an OS image as the example. We assume that the Universally Unique
Identifier (UUID) of the migrated OS image is X. The destination data center has a list
〈X1, X2, ..., Xk〉 which is the UUIDs of all the OS images in its local storage system.
1. The source VMM sends X to the destination VMM.
2. If there isX ∈ 〈X1, X2, ..., Xk〉, the destination VMM informs the source VMM that
the OS image is ready (i.e. OS reuse). Otherwise, it sends X and 〈X1, X2, ..., Xk〉
to the central repository.
3. The central repository chooses the base image Xi ∈ 〈X1, X2, ..., Xk〉 which has
the highest similarity ratio with X according to the similarity table, and sends the
duplicated block ID list to the destination VMM.
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4. Then destination VMM constructs X by receiving the unique blocks from the
central repository and copying the duplicated blocks from the local image Xi.
Base Image Migration with P2P File Sharing
As depicted before, base images are not only stored in the central repository, but also
have replicas in different data centers, which provides another migration option for
base images—P2P file sharing. The destination data center can get base image blocks
simultaneously from the central repository and other peer data centers.
Firstly, we elaborate on some basic concepts about P2P file sharing. We take BitTor-
rent as an example, which is the most popular P2P protocol [129]. With BitTorrent,
files are cut into chunks which are the communication unit between peers. All metadata
of a file is saved in a .torrent file. This file is distributed to many .torrent file servers.
Each .torrent file contains the information of a special server, i.e. a tracker, where the
uploader, all downloaders and seeds of this file are registered. Each node in a P2P file
sharing system is both a downloader and an uploader. When a node has downloaded a
file and is willing to upload some chunks of this file to other peers, this node is called a
seed of this file. When a user wants to download a file, he/she firstly gets the .torrent
file of the requested file from a .torrent file server. From the .torrent file, the user is
directed to the tracker where the seeds which the user can connect to are gained. Then
the user assembles the file by receiving chunks from these seeds. P2P file sharing can
be also run in a trackless model with a DHT method, but it is accompanied by a slow
seed-discovering speed.
In CBase, the central repository is an ideal place to run as a .torrent file server and
a tracker because it has all the metadata of base images and the information of the
data centers connecting with it. In particular, with this migration manner, when a data
center deletes a base image from its local storage system, it should inform this operation
to the tracker (i.e. the central repository) to update the seed list of this base image.
A basic characteristic of P2P file sharing is: the more seeds a file has, the faster
the downloading speed is. However, downloading is delightful, while uploading is
painful. Therefore, P2P file sharing faces another issue–free riding [1], which means
that a user only downloads files without uploading chunks for others. There are many
studies to solve this problem [1, 46]. We design an example incentive mechanism for
CBase regarding this issue. The central repository can periodically count the data size
of downloading operation D and uploading operation U for each data center, and then
punishes or rewards each data center based on the value of D − U . If Di − Ui > 0, the
data center i should pay money in proportion to the value of Di − Ui; otherwise, it gets
money. To reduce the interference of P2P file sharing to the migration of UD image
and memory data, the source data center will be eliminated from the seed list. The
destination data center downloads base image chunks from other peer data centers
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Figure 5.19: Migrating base images with P2P file sharing.
except for the source data center. Additionally, to take security and privacy issues
into consideration, it is better to apply P2P file sharing for base images in a private
community, such as in the scenario of cloud federation.
In sum, CBase migrates base images by using P2P file sharing with the following
steps, as shown in Figure 5.19.
1. The source VMM sends X to the destination VMM.
2. If there is X ∈ 〈X1, X2, ..., Xk〉, the destination VMM informs the source data
center that the OS image is ready. Otherwise, it sends the request for X to the
base image repository.
3. The base image repository responds with the .torrent file of X to the destination
VMM.
4. After opening the .torrent file, the destination VMM connects to the tracker, which
also is the base image repository.
5. The base image repository replies to the destination VMM with a list of data
centers 〈DC1, DC2, ..., DCn〉 which have the replicas of X.
6. The destination VMM connects to these data centers except for the source data
center and downloads chunks from them to assemble X.
UD Layer Migration
The UD layer of the migrated VM is writable to users and is constantly changing
during the whole migration process. CBase migrates this layer in a pre-copy manner,
similar to that for memory data migration. We firstly migrate the whole UD image data
to the destination site. During this period, the dirtied and newly-written blocks are
logged in a bitmap. The next round of transmission migrates these blocks logged in
the bitmap. The operation loops until the VM is suspended at the source server. Then
all remaining dirtied blocks are copied to the destination site to resume the VM. This
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Figure 5.20: UD layer migration.
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Figure 5.21: The comparison between two types of bitmaps for a UD image. (a) A bitmap for
the whole UD image, (b) A bitmap only for the writable layer of a UD image.
migration can efficiently take advantage of I/O spatial locality. In other words, because
some blocks are frequently dirtied, this approach allows to only transfer the latest write
of a block rather than transfer every write, i.e. enables write coalescing.
To lower the workload of logging dirtied blocks and scanning the bitmap in each
round, snapshotting technology is used to condense newly-dirtied blocks together, as
shown in Figure 5.21. When the UD image migration is initialized, an external snapshot
is taken for the UD image. This will save all original UD image data into a snapshot,
and creates an empty new image file to hold all new data written from the VM. We only
need to build a bitmap for the new image file because the UD snapshot is read-only.
The snapshot is migrated in the first round of transfer, and then the new image file is
migrated in a pre-copy manner with the support of the bitmap.
Migration Orchestration
In CBase, base images are migrated from the central repository or other peer data
centers, the UD image and memory data are migrated from the source data center, as
shown in Figure 5.22. To guarantee the pre-pre migration manner, these two migration
processes are initialized as follows:
• The source data center firstly migrates the UD snapshot, and then migrates
memory data and the writable layer of the UD image.
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Figure 5.22: The orchestration of different migration processes. (a) Tb < Tu + Tm, (b) Tb >
Tu + Tm.
• The destination data center initializes the preparation of base images simultane-
ously with the migration process of the source data center.
The two migration processes may finish with different durations. We denote the
time of UD image snapshot migration as Tu, the time of memory data migration and
the transfer of new disk writes as Tm, and the time of base image migration as Tb. All
of them are predictable by monitoring the critical parameters [2], such as available
migration bandwidth, memory dirty rate, disk dirty rate, etc. When base images can
be reused at the destination site, Tb ≈ 0. There are two possible relationships between
the two migration processes. (1) Tb < Tu + Tm, i.e. the destination site prepares base
images before the VM is handed over to it, as shown in Figure 5.22(a). (2) Tb > Tu+Tm,
as shown in Figure 5.22(b).
Under the first situation, everything will go well as we expected (migrating storage
data before memory data). However, for the second situation, if memory data migration
is started at Tr in the Figure 5.22(a), it will lead to the problem of remotely-accessing
base image blocks. To this end, CBase initializes memory data migration and new
disk write transfer at Ti to make base image and memory data migrations finish at the
approximate time. From Figure 5.22(b), we can get that Ti = Tu + (Tb − Tm).
5.2.3 Evaluation
In this section, the performance of CBase is evaluated under a variety of conditions
and compared with existing related migration mechanisms. There are many metrics
used for assessing a migration strategy, such as total migration time, total network
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Figure 5.23: The experimental testbeds. (a) The testbed for the migration with data deduplica-
tion, (b) the testbed for the migration with P2P file sharing.
traffic, downtime, service degradation level, etc. For storage data migration, total
migration time and total network traffic are the two main performance metrics. Since
our optimizations are focusing on storage data migration, we will evaluate CBase from
these two aspects.
Experimental Setup
We evaluate the performance of CBase in an environment with three DELL Precision
T1700 SFF workstations and 50 virtual servers. Each workstation is equipped with
one Intel 8-core i7 3.6GHz processor, 16GB RAM and 2TB 7200rpm SATA device.
One of them is running as the central repository, and the other two are virtualized
and act as the source and the destination data centers, respectively. The 50 virtual
servers are the peer nodes to test the migration performance of P2P file sharing. As
shown in Figure 5.23, the network performance between data centers is shaped as
400Mb/s bandwidth and 50ms latency. Because each data center gets base images
from the central repository, we assume that there is a high-speed link between the
central repository and the destination data center. The performance is set as 1000Mb/s
bandwidth and 25ms latency. All migrated VMs in our test are configured with 1 CPU
and 1GB RAM. To eliminate the interference of other co-located VMs on migration
performance, the source host and the destination host only run the migrated VM(s).
All tests are conducted 10 times, and the average is set as the final result. Because
the one-layer image structure (storing the storage data of a VM in a single image file) is
rarely used by cloud provider at present, we evaluate our proposals by comparing with
the following migration mechanisms.
• NN2. No data deduplication operation is conducted on VM storage data during
migration. It indicates that the whole virtual disk of the migrated VM will be
transferred to the destination site. There is no central repository for base images.
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Different data centers deploy and use their own base images. VM images are
stored in the two-layer structure. This is the baseline of our experiment.
• DN2. Data deduplication is conducted on the whole storage data of a VM during
migration. There is no central repository for base images, and VM images are
stored in the two-layer structure.
• DN3. The migration method of LayerMover. Data deduplication is only conducted
on base images during VM migration. The fingerprints and similarities of base
images are pre-treated as discussed in Section 5.2.2. There is no central repository
for base images, and VM images are stored in the three-layer structure.
• DR3. The system designed in this chapter, and base images are migrated with
optimized data deduplication.
• P2P-25. The system designed in this chapter, and base images are migrated with
P2P file sharing. 25 peer nodes (seeds) exist in the P2P file sharing system.
• P2P-50. The system designed in this chapter, and base images are migrated with
P2P file sharing. 50 peer nodes (seeds) exist in the P2P file sharing system.
Data deduplication uses 4KB fixed block size [120, 52]. We assume that for a specific
VM it can find the same amount of duplicated data blocks at the destination site no
matter how its image is stored (in two-layer structure or three-layer structure). The
similarity situation between the migrated VM image and the images at the destination
site is denoted as (a,b). a and b indicate the duplication ratios of the OS image and
the WE image of the migrated VM, respectively, when the image of the migrated VM
is stored in three layers. We assume that there are 1% duplicated blocks located in
the UD portion of the migrated VM image for NN2 and DN2. We generate different
amount of duplicated blocks at the destination site to simulate different image similarity
conditions. For P2P file sharing, the destination site is the only one node which is
downloading, which denotes that it does not need to upload blocks to other peer data
centers.
Single Migration
For the two types of deployment methods for two-layer image structure: applications
are installed with OS image and applications are stored with user data, we only take
the latter one in our experiments. Because existing migration methods with data
deduplication do not take image structure into consideration, different image structures
have no impact on migration performance. The same four types of VMs as Section 5.1.6
are deployed for evaluation (as shown in Table 5.4).
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Figure 5.24: The total migration time with different migration mechanisms and different VMs.
S-Sto is the migration time of the storage data of the migrated VM, and S-Mem is
that of memory data migration. Especially, for DR3, P2P-25, and P2P-50, S-Sto
denotes the migration time of the UD image from the source site, and C is the
migration time of base images from the central repository. This denotation is
applicable for all figures in this chapter.
Three similarity conditions are used to evaluate the migration performance of DN2,
DN3, DR3. According to Figure 5.24, we have the following observations: (1) NN2,
P2P-25 and P2P-50 are not affected by image similarity because of not using data
deduplication. (2) DN2 and DN3 almost show the same trend, but DN3 is better than
DN2. This illustrates that the optimizations to data deduplication proposed in Section
5.2.2 lower the overheads of data deduplication and increases deduplication efficiency.
Both DN2 and DN3 prolong the total migration time when the image similarity is small
(i.e. (5%,5%)). The bigger the VM image size is, the more they will prolong. It indicates
that a big image size and a small amount of duplicated blocks found for it results in a
big overhead and a small benefit to migration performance. When the similarity ratio
reaches (30%,30%) and (60%,60%), DN2 and DN3 get a better migration performance
than NN2. These results show that the optimization of existing data deduplication to
the total migration time is highly related with the image similarity condition, even
though only conducting data deduplication for base images (DN3). (3) DR3 can reduce
the total migration time despite the similarity is small, at (5%,5%). This is because
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Figure 5.25: The total network traffic when migrating different applications with different
migration methods.
the deduplication operation is moved to the central repository, and its side effects
are overlapped by the migration of UD layer data and memory data from the source
data center. Compared to NN2, DR3 improves the migration performance for different
applications on average by 39%, 45%, and 49% under the three similarity situations,
respectively. (4) When the similarity ratio is (5%,5%), P2P-25 and P2P-50 can finish
migrating base images faster than DR3, while DR3 becomes faster than P2P-25 and
P2P-50 as the similarity ratio increases. However, even though when P2P-25 and P2P-50
are better than DR3, they lead to longer total migration times. This is due to the fact
that P2P file sharing takes up too much network bandwidth of the destination host,
which decreases the migration speed of UD image from the source site. This is verified
by the longer migration time for UD image with P2P-25 and P2P-50 in comparison with
DR3. (5) Due to the same reason, P2P-50 exhibits a worse performance than P2P-25.
We assume that there is a value in the number of seeds which will result in a proper
migration speed for base images to achieve a shorter total migration time than DR3.
(6) DR3, P2P-25 and P2P-50 see a small performance improvement as the similarity
ratio increases. This results from the fact that the migration process of the source site
becomes the bottleneck of VM migration. (7) Overall, the separation of base image
migration from the source data center can significantly improve the total migration time,
and migrating base images with data deduplication is better than P2P file sharing.
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Figure 5.26: The total migration time and total network traffic for OS reuse.
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Figure 5.27: The total migration time and total network traffic for WE reuse.
The total network traffic of live VM migration is affected by a variety of factors, such
as memory dirty rate, disk dirty rate and total migration time, etc. It is an important
metric to measure the interruption of VM migration to the services running in the
source data center and the destination data center. The results regarding the total
network traffic of migrating the four types of VMs with different migration methods
are shown in Figure 5.25. Straightforwardly, for all of the four applications, NN2 has
the same network traffic under different similarity ratios. We can see that even though
DN2 increases the total migration time when the similarity ratio is (5%,5%), it still
reduces the network traffic, compared with NN2. It indicates that existing migration
mechanisms with data deduplication can only guarantee lowering network traffic rather
than total migration time. Obviously, the network traffic decreases with the increase
of similarity ratio. DN3 is better than DN2, and in turn DR3 is better than DN3. This
is because a shorter migration time leads to less newly-dirtied data transferred from
the source site. For P2P file sharing, no optimization is observed in comparison with
NN2. In our experiment, the destination host does not upload base image blocks to
other peer data centers. We can predict that when there are other peers which are also
downloading the base image, P2P will result in more network traffic than NN2.
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Base Image reuse
One advantage of the central base image repository is that base images can be
reused between different data centers. In this section, we explore the performance
gains resulting from reusing base images at the destination site during VM migration.
However, it is impossible to reuse base images for NN2, DN2 and DN3 because base
images are created in individual data centers. Even though there is a base image which
runs the same OS or software stack with the migrated VM at the target site, they still
need to use data deduplication to construct the base images of the migrated VM.
For a fair comparison, when the base images of the migrated VM can be reused at the
destination site for CBase, we generate a high ratio of duplicated blocks for DN2 and
DN3 at the destination site. As is discussed in Section 5.2.2, there are two situations for
base image reuse: OS image reuse and WE image reuse. We set the similarity ratio as
(60%,60%) [10, 194] for DN2 and DN3 under these two reuse situations. For the first
situation, the similarity ratio of the WE image is set as 60% for DR3. For the second
situation, there is no data transferred from the central repository for DR3 because both
OS and WE images exist at the destination site.
For OS image reuse, both the total migration time and the total network traffic see
the similar trend as the results in Figure 5.24 and 5.25, respectively. But because the
OS image will not be migrated in CBase, DR3, P2P-25 and P2P-50 show a further better
performance in comparison with NN2, DN2 and DN3. For WE image reuse, CBase
only transfers data from the source site without base image migration, so DR3, P2P-25
and P2P-50 have the same migration performance. We combine and denote them as
CBase, as shown in Figure 5.27. From the results, we can see that CBase is much better
than other migration mechanisms regarding both the total migration time and the total
network traffic. Furthermore, the migration for the VM which has a bigger base image
size can get more performance benefits from CBase.
UD Image Migration
To evaluate the performance of the optimization to UD image migration in Section
5.2.2, we compare CBase with DN3. The migration of the newly written disk blocks
is overlapped with memory data migration. We can use the total migration time of
these two parts to deduce the performance of the UD image migration, because for a
specific VM which is running a stable workload the migration time of memory data
almost is a constant. As shown in Figure 5.28, we pre-migrate OS and WE images and
the original UD image to the destination site for DN3, and assume OS and WE images
can be reused at the destination site and the snapshot of UD image is also transferred
to the destination site for CBase. Now, both DN3 and CBase only need to iteratively
copy the newly-dirtied disk blocks and simultaneously migrate memory data to the
destination site.
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Figure 5.28: The experimental environments of DN3 and CBase for testing the performance of
UD image migration.
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Figure 5.29: The migration time of DN3 and CBase for newly-dirtied disk blocks and memory
data.
From Figure 5.29, we can observe that CBase has a smaller migration time for
the four types of VMs than DN3, which indicates that CBase has a better migration
performance for the new-written disk blocks than DN3. In other words, CBase has a
faster migration speed for UD image than DN3. Furthermore, the bigger the size of the
original UD image is, the better CBase performs compared to DN3. In particular, CBase
increases the migration performance in comparison with DN3 by 0.5%, 3.7%, 18.9%
and 9.4% for these four VMs, respectively.
Correlated VM Migration
In this section, the performance of migrating multiple correlated VMs is explored. We
deploy a popular three-tier web benchmark, the Rice University Bulletin Board System
(RUBBoS) [140]. The presentation tier, the web tier and the database tier consist
of 1 VM, 2 VMs and 2 VMs, respectively. Because the two types of two-layer image
structures will incur different total storage data size for these VMs, we compare CBase
with the migration performances of these two image structures. For a better description,
we name the two types of two-layer image structures as 21 and 22, respectively. The
image sizes of these VMs and the data sharing structure of them are shown in Table 5.6.
Sequentially or simultaneously migrating multiple VMs is an issue orthogonal to our
focus of this paper. We simultaneously migrate the VMs of RUBBoS. The total migration
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Table 5.6: The image size (in MB) of the VMs in RUBBoS. The data sharing of base images is
also illustrated in this table. For example, for the second type of two-layer image
structure, the base image of web server is shared by two VMs.
Layer Frontend Web 1 Web 2 DB 1 DB 2
Two-layer(21)
OS 1,340
WE+UD 5,053 2,309 2,540 20,769 21,202
Total 53,213
Two-layer(22)
OS+WE 6,210 3,505 5,889
UD 167 134 128 16,176 16,269
Total 48,478
Three-layer
OS 1,340
WE 4,908 2,204 4,583
UD 156 114 123 16,195 16,258
Total 45,881
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Figure 5.30: The total migration time of different approaches for RUBBoS. TT: total migration
time, TN: total network traffic.
time is the duration between migration initialization and the time when all VMs are
handed over to the destination site. The total network traffic is the data received by the
destination site during the entire migration time.
We test the total migration time and total network traffic under two image similarity
conditions ((5%,5%) and (60%,60%)) for data deduplication and two peer conditions
for P2P file sharing (25 seeds and 50 seeds). From Figure 5.30, when the similarity
is (5%,5%), same as the performance of single migration, DN21 and DN22 lead to a
longer migration time in comparison with NN21 and NN22, respectively. The migration
for the VMs with 21 image structure has a worse migration performance than that with
22 image structure. This is because 22 image structure has a smaller total image size
than 21 image structure, as shown in Table 5.6. Under both similarity conditions, DR3
is better than DN3, DN3 is better than DN2, and in turn DN2 is better than NN2 on
both performance metrics. DR3 increases the total migration time by 34%, 40%, 28%,
35% and 19% when the similarity condition is (5%,5%), compared with NN21, DN21,
NN22, DN22 and DN3, respectively. When the similarity condition is (60%,60%), they
are 35%, 28%, 29%,24% and 5%. DR3 also results in a significant decrease in the total
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migration network traffic. For example, when the similarity is (60%,60%), it reduces
the network traffic by 27%, 9%, 20%, 4% and 0.3% in comparison with NN21, DN1,
NN22, DN22 and DN3, respectively. Similar to the migration of a single VM, both
P2P-25 and P2P-50 have worse performances than DR3 on total migration time and
total network traffic. However, P2P-50 has a slightly shorter total migration time than
P2P-25, which indicates that P2P file sharing can show its strength when a huge file
will be shared. Both P2P-25 and P2P-50 gain better migration performance than other
migration mechanisms except DR3.
5.3 Chapter Summary
Many issues accompany with live VM migration over WAN. The most difficult one is
how to fast migrate the big storage data of a VM through the Internet. In this chapter,
we propose two optimizations for storage data migration: a three-layer image structure
and a central base image repository.
In the first optimization, the storage data of a VM is physically separated into three
layers. Combining the new image structure and the similarity feature of VM images,
we design a migration system—LayerMover. Several mechanisms are designed for data
deduplication to improve VM storage data migration performance.
In the second optimization, based on the three-layer image structure, a central
repository is introduced to store base images for cloud data centers. With this structure,
two technologies (data deduplication and P2P file sharing) are utilized for storage
data migration. A migration strategy also is proposed to lower the overhead of UD
image migration, and a mechanism is designed to improve the robustness of migration
process.
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Chapter 6
VM Migration in MEC—User
Mobility-induced VM Migration
According to the review of the migration technologies for MEC environments in Section
3.3, many problems are outstanding for live VM migration in MEC. Regarding the
problems discussed in Section 1.1.3, two contributions are made in this chapter. Specif-
ically, the first one (Section 6.2) is to decrease storage data migration time and the
service degradation during migration when users have high latency requirements. The
second one (Section 6.3) is to make a migration plan to reduce the network overhead
of constant VM migration when users’ latency requirement is not so high (i.e., a VM
can be several hops away from its users).
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) only proposed a reference
architecture for MEC [45]. Different deployment variants are possible. Our study is
based on the following deployment structure [105].
• Each UE only offloads computation tasks to one VM. A VM in an edge cloud data
center can be shared by several users [52]. Also, one UE may request several VMs
in an edge cloud data center. We assume that a UE only corresponds to one VM,
and each VM also only provides services to one UE.
• A UE only offloads one type of computation task to an edge cloud data center at any
time. This is based on the users’ habitats of using UE. It is seldom to open two or
more compute-intensive mobile applications simultaneously on a UE. In addition,
some UE, such as sensors, has a very simple and fixed function.
6.1 UE Mobility
According to the presented environments for VM migration, we classify UE mobility
into two categories: certain moving trajectory and uncertain moving trajectory. The
mobility with certain moving trajectory means that the cells which a UE will visit are
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known. For example, the moving trajectory of a UE can be gained from a navigation
application (e.g., Google maps) running on the same UE. Also, some UE may have
a fixed moving trajectory, such as, the sensors on a bus. A trajectory is denoted by
〈S1, S2, S3, ..., Sn〉, and n is the total number of cells visited by a UE. The corresponding
edge cloud data centers on the path are denoted by 〈E1, E2, E3, ..., En〉. However,
sometimes only the start point S1 of a UE is known before initializing VM migration.
We have no idea about which cell a UE will access next and where its destination is, i.e.,
uncertain moving trajectory. To take full advantage of the environment features, we
design optimization mechanisms for VM migration in MEC based on this classification
of UE mobility in this chapter.
6.2 Migration Performance Improvement
6.2.1 Problem Statement
As discussed in Section 2.5, VM migration in MEC faces the same challenges as the
migration over WAN. However, the new environment features of MEC also bring new
challenges and optimization opportunities for VM migration. VM migration over WAN
is a one-time operation, while the migration in MEC is a constant operation. When a
UE is roaming in the RAN, its VM must be constantly migrated between edge cloud
data centers to meet the latency requirement, which imposes a higher requirement for
migration performance, especially storage data migration. According to this migration
characteristic, a question comes to mind: can we let edge cloud data centers cooperate
with each other to improve VM migration performance?
Another problem with live VM migration in MEC is: when will the migration of a VM
be initialized when its UE is moving between cells. Some mobile applications (such as
online gaming) have a very high requirement on service latency so that the VM must be
located in the edge cloud data center where the UE is located at. In other words, the VM
must be migrated along the movement of the UE. Under this situation, a too-early or
too-late VM migration start-up will hand over a VM to the next edge cloud data center
before and after the UE moves into the corresponding area, which in turn leads to an
increase of latency and a degradation of service quality, a problem called inconsistency
between UE mobility and VM migration. As shown in Figure 6.1(a), when the UE moves
into the service area of edge cloud data center (EC) B and its VM has not been handed
over to EC B, we denote this situation as late VM handover. The other situation is the
VM is handed over to EC B before the UE arrives at the service area of EC B, as shown
in Figure 6.1(b), called early VM handover.
Based on above discussions, we illustrate VM migration steps and the relationship
between VM migration and UE mobility in Figure 6.2. The goals of our first contribution
are twofold.
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Figure 6.1: The inconsistency problem between VM migration and UE mobility.
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Figure 6.2: The relationship between VM migration and UE mobility. Both early and late VM
handovers are shown in this figure.
• Firstly, based on the optimizations in Chapter 5, we further try to improve the
storage data migration speed (i.e., Ts in Figure 6.2) between edge cloud data
centers in the MEC environments by taking full advantage of UE mobility features.
• Secondly, the tasks of a VM migration process are carefully orchestrated to
alleviate the service degradation resulting from the inconsistency between UE
mobility and VM migration, i.e., decreasing TD in Figure 6.2. In other words, it is
to make VM handover and UE entrance to a new cell close to each other.
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6.2.2 Algorithm Design
We deploy and store VM storage data with three-layer structure. The storage data
of a VM is denoted by 〈Bo, Bw,W 〉. Bo, Bw and W represent the OS layer, the WE
layer and the UD layer of a VM, respectively. Base images (OSes and WEs) can be
pre-deployed and stored in a repository which is accessible to a region of edge cloud
data centers, such as, in the place of Base Station Controller (BSC) or a central cloud
data center. All edge cloud data centers download base images from the repository to
their local storage systems to create VMs, like the structure of CBase.
With this deployment structure, we assume that both the OS image and the WE image
(Bo, Bw) of the migrated VM exist at the target site for each migration. This assumption
is based on the following facts. In MEC environments, what users mainly care about is
whether an edge cloud data center can return computing results as soon as possible
to meet the low-latency requirement. In most instances, there is no constraint on the
selection of the OS image which the VM is running on [145]. Therefore, an OS image
can be shared by as many WE images as possible to improve the reuse possibility of OS
images between different edge cloud data centers during VM migration. Furthermore,
each edge cloud data center is serving a variety of users within its coverage area. It
is highly possible that the users in different cells are using the same application [14].
Therefore, WE images have a high reuse possibility among edge cloud data centers as
well. In addition, even though the base images of the migrated VM do not exist at the
destination site, the source site can inform it to download them from the base image
repository before or during VM migration. With this assumption, the step transfer of
original disk data in Figure 6.2 only needs to transfer the UD layer W of a VM.
In this section, two migration algorithms are designed for the two types of UE
mobility to improve storage data migration performance, specifically, a Jump and Delta
Migration (JDM) algorithm for the certain moving UE and a Speculation and Snapshot
Migration (SSM) algorithm for the uncertain moving UE. At last, two migration initial-
ization mechanisms corresponding to the two migration algorithms are proposed to
alleviate the inconsistency problem.
Jump and Delta Migration Algorithm
Since the edge cloud data centers the UE will pass are known before migration,
〈E1, E2, E3, ..., En〉 (n > 2), the core idea behind Jump and Delta Migration (JDM)
algorithm is to let these edge cloud data centers cooperate with each other to improve
migration speed, as shown in Algorithm 2.
We take three successive edge cloud data centersEi, Ei+1, Ei+2 ∈ 〈E1, E2, E3, ..., En〉
to elaborate on the migration procedure of the JDM algorithm. The corresponding
cells of the three edge cloud data centers are Si, Si+1, Si+2. When the VM is run-
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Figure 6.3: Migration procedure of JDM algorithm. (a) Delta migration or the migration
between the first and the seond edge cloud data centers. (b) Jump migration. (c)
Delta migration.
ning in an edge cloud data center, some disk blocks will be changed and new data
will be constantly written to the UD image. We denote the UD image versions in Ei,
Ei+1 and Ei+2 by Wi, Wi+1 and Wi+2, respectively. The extreme situation is that no
new data is written to the UD image in each edge cloud data center, we will have
Wi = Wi+1 = Wi+2. Otherwise, Wi+2 is the latest version of the UD image. The JDM
algorithm contains two operations: jump migration and delta migration.
• Delta migration: at the beginning, a UE is moving in cell Si and its VM runs in
the corresponding edge cloud data center Ei. Once VM migration is initialized, if
a previous version of the UD image Wi−1 is present at the next edge cloud data
center Ei+1, only the difference Wi−Wi−1 between Wi and Wi−1 is synchronized
to Ei+1, as shown in Figure 6.3(a). Otherwise, it will be a full transfer of Wi to
Ei+1, which will happen between the first and the second edge cloud data centers
(E1 and E2).
• Jump migration: after the VM is handed over to Ei+1, Ei continues to migrate
the UD image Wi to Ei+2, as shown in Figure 6.3(b). Starting this step after VM
handover is to prevent it from competing for the network bandwidth with the
migration process between Ei and Ei+1. After this step, the resources of the VM
at Ei can be released. When Ei+1 starts to migrate the UD image Wi+1 which
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Algorithm 2 JDM algorithm
1: if n = 2 then
2: Transfer W1 from E1 to E2;
3: Return;
4: else
5: for all Ei ∈ 〈E1, E2, E3, ..., En−1〉 do
6: /*Delta migration*/
7: Transfer Wi from Ei to Ei+1; /*If Wi−1 is not present in Ei+1, it will be a
full transfer of Wi. Otherwise, only Wi −Wi−1 is synchronized to Ei+1*/
8: /*Jump migration*/
9: if (i < n− 2) and (the VM is handed over to Ei+1) then
10: Transfer Wi from Ei to Ei+2;
11: end if
12: end for
13: end if
contains some newly-dirtied blocks, a previous version Wi is already located in
Ei+2.
From the procedure of JDM, we can see that when the UE only moves from one
cell to another, i.e. n = 2, UD image migration cannot get benefits from JDM. In
addition, when a UE frequently moves between two cells, such as office and home, we
can keep the copy of its UD image at both these two edge clouds. The copy which is
using by the UE is a primary copy, and another acts as a secondary copy. When the
UE stops computation offloading in the primary site, the changes of the UD image are
synchronized to the secondary site. When the UE moves to the secondary site, a VM
with the latest data can be fast provided.
Speculation and Snapshot Migration Algorithm
When the next cell a UE will arrive at is unknown, JDM is not applicable anymore.
If no optimization technology is adopted, a VM only can be migrated after the corre-
sponding UE moves into the next cell, which will result in the late-handover problem.
Actually, in most cases, the movement of a UE is not stochastic [190], and it is pre-
dictable by combining different information, such as, movement history, living habitats,
road topology, etc. There are many available algorithms to predict the movement of a
UE [154, 95, 191, 153].
The prediction error and computation overhead of a mobility prediction algorithm
increase in proportion to the distance between the predicted location and the UE’s
current location. Therefore, we only take advantage of the possibilities of a UE moving
in its neighbor cells. By using a mobility prediction algorithm, we denote the achieved
possibilities of a UE moving from its current location to the six neighbor cells as
〈P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6〉.
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Algorithm 3 SSM algorithm
1: Make an external snapshot for the UD image;
2: while S 6= 0 or Pi = 100% do /*loop until the UE stops or the next cell is fixed*/
3: while 1 do
4: Update 〈P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6〉;
5: Select the two biggest possibilities Pi and Pj . /*Pi > Pj*/;
6: if Pi > Td0 or (Pi + Pj > Td0 and Pi − Pj 6 Td1) then
7: break;
8: end if
9: end while
10: if SL is not at Pi or Pj then
11: Migrate SL to the selected edge cloud data center(s);
12: end if
13: end while
14: if S = 0 then
15: Return;
16: end if
17: if Pi = 100% then
18: Migrate WL to this edge cloud data center;
19: end if
In this section, a Speculation and Snapshot Migration (SSM) algorithm is designed
to improve the migration speed of UD images based on UE mobility prediction. The key
insight of SSM is to migrate a portion of UD image data to the possible next edge cloud
data center(s) as early as possible to reduce the service degradation time resulting from
a late initialization of VM migration.
The procedure of SSM is shown in Algorithm 3. At the beginning, the UE is moving
in the cell S1, and its VM is running in the corresponding edge cloud E1. An external
snapshot [132] is taken for the UD image. With this operation, an image file will be
created to save all new disk writes from the VM, and the original disk data becomes
a snapshot file (read-only). Now the UD image is changed into two layers (files): a
snapshot layer and a writable layer, denoted by SL and WL, respectively. We have
〈Bo, Bw,W 〉 ⇒ 〈Bo, Bw, SL,WL〉.
The SSM algorithm contains three steps: selection of the possible next cell(s),
migration of the snapshot layer and migration of the writable layer, as shown in
Figure 6.4. In the first step, a mobility prediction algorithm periodically updates the
possibilities 〈P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6〉. After each update, the two cells with the highest
possibility are selected. Their possibilities are denoted by Pi and Pj (Pi > Pj). When
the two highest possibilities meet one of the following two conditions: (1) Pi > Td0,
(2) Pi + Pj > Td0 and Pi − Pj 6 Td1, SSM moves into the second step. In the second
step, the snapshot layer is migrated to the corresponding edge cloud data center(s) of
the selected cell(s) if the snapshot layer was not migrated to them before.
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Figure 6.4: The procedure of SSM algorithm.
However, the possibilities for next cells may vary with the movement of the UE.
The selected cell(s) (Pi, or, Pi and Pj) may be not the one the UE will arrive at next.
Therefore, SSM repeats the above two steps until the next cell is fixed (getting the
possibility of 100%) or the UE stops moving. During the loop, each neighbor edge
cloud data center at most gets one copy of SL. If the UE stops moving (i.e., S = 0),
VM migration will be terminated correspondingly. Otherwise, one of the neighbor cells
must get the possibility of 100% as the UE moves. The extreme situation is that the
next cell is fixed when the UE moves to the border of the current cell. Once the next
cell is fixed, SSM begins to transfer the writable layer WL to the corresponding edge
cloud data center (more details in Section 6.2.3).
During the selection of the possible next cell(s), Td0 and Td1 can be adjusted to
meet different migration requirements. For example, a bigger Td0 means migrating
the snapshot layer to the next edge cloud data center with a high confidence. This is
beneficial to save network traffic, but it may result in a late migration initialization. A
smaller Td1 makes the snapshot layer be prepared at two neighbor edge cloud data
centers which have similar possibilities to guarantee a good migration performance.
6.2.3 Migration Initialization Mechanism
Both too-early and too-late migration start-up will prolong the service degradation
time. In this section, we design migration initialization mechanisms for JDM and SSM
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algorithms to minimize the service degradation time resulting from the inconsistency
between VM migration and UE mobility.
We set the duration that a UE moves from its current location to the cell border and
enters a neighbor cell as Tb, the time the UE has stayed in the current cell as Tp, and
the total migration time of its VM as Tm. If a UE does not stop in the current cell, Tb
will decrease and Tp will increase along with its movement. The sum of Tb and Tp is the
total time Tu a UE stays in a cell (Tu = Tp + Tb). The key idea behind the initialization
mechanisms is to minimize |Tm − Tb|, as discussed in Section 6.2.1. We assume that
the sojourn time of a UE in a cell is bigger than the total migration time of its VM, i.e.,
Tu > Tm. Because when there is Tu 6 Tm, it indicates that the UE stays in a cell a very
short time or it has a cumbersome VM. Under these situations, the UE can change more
computation tasks to local execution to improve its VM’s mobility.
When the UE’s moving trajectory is certain, Tp and Tb can be calculated by using
the moving speed of the UE. As discussed in Section 4.1, the migration time Tm can be
calculated with monitored parameters as follows [2, 193].
Tm =
Su
B
+ M(1− ρ
n+2)
B(1− ρ) , (ρ =
Dm
B −Ds ) (6.1)
Su and M are the sizes of the UD image and the allocated memory space of the
migrated VM, respectively. B is the available network bandwidth for VM migration.
ρ is the ratio between memory dirty rate Dm and the available migration bandwidth
B − Ds for memory data migration. Ds is the dirty rate of storage data. Based on
above analysis, for the UE with a certain moving trajectory, the migration of its VM
is initialized when there is Tm = Tb for each visited cell to alleviate the inconsistency
issue of UE mobility and VM migration.
When the moving trajectory of a UE is uncertain, the snapshot layer of a UD image
is migrated as early as possible once a possible next cell is selected according to the
SSM algorithm. Hence, we separate a migration process into two parts: the migration
of the snapshot layer and the migration of the writable layer and memory data. The
times for these two parts are denoted by Tsl and Twl, respectively. Tsl and Twl can be
gained by using Equation (6.2) and (6.3), respectively.
Tsl =
Su
B
(6.2)
Twl =
Tt ∗Ds
B
+ M(1− ρ
n+2)
B(1− ρ) (6.3)
Here, Tt is the total time of a UE offloading computation tasks to edge cloud data
centers after a snapshot layer has been created for the UD image of its VM.
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Figure 6.5: The times of a UE moving into its neighbor cells by using mobility prediction.
We represent the times of a UE moving from the current location to a neighbor
cell by 〈T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6〉, as shown in Figure 6.5. They can be achieved with the
predicted routes and the moving speed of the UE. Under this situation, Tb is the one
calculated from the route with the biggest possibility, i.e.:
Tb = Ti; Ti ∈ 〈T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6〉 andPi = max{P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6} (6.4)
As shown in Figure 6.6, we set the time that the next cell is fixed as Tf in the SSM
algorithm. The time that a UE has stayed in this cell until Tf and the time that it needs
to move into the next cell from Tf are denoted by T ′p and T ′b, respectively. There will be
four possible relationships between T ′p, T ′b and Tsl, Twl, as shown in Figure 6.6.
1. Snapshot layer migration finished before Tf and Twl 6 T ′b (Figure 6.6(a)).
2. Snapshot layer migration finished after Tf and Twl 6 T ′b (Figure 6.6(b)).
3. Snapshot layer migration finished before Tf and Twl > T ′b (Figure 6.6(c)).
4. Snapshot layer migration finished after Tf and Twl > T ′b (Figure 6.6(d)).
To minimize the inconsistency between VM migration and UE mobility, the migration
of the writable layer and memory data is started as follows:
• When T ′b > Twl, it is started when Tb = Twl;
• When T ′b 6 Twl, it is started at Tf .
According to the initialization mechanism, for (a) and (b), the migration of the
writable layer and memory data will be initialized when Tb = Twl; and for (c) and (d),
it is started at Tf . When the next cell is fixed too late to leave enough time for the
migration of the writable layer and memory data, i.e., the relationships (c) and (d), it
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Figure 6.6: The possible relationships between VM migration and UE mobility with uncertain
moving trajectory.
will lead to the inconsistency problem between VM migration and UE mobility. This
can be solved from two aspects: shorten the migration time Twl and reduce the moving
speed of the UE.
Twl is determined by two dynamic parameters: the increase rate of newly generated
data (Ds and Dm) and the network bandwidth for migration (B), as shown in Equation
(6.3). Therefore, Twl can be shortened by lowering the increase rate of newly generated
data or increasing the network bandwidth, like the performance control algorithm in
Section 4.2. The increase rate of newly generated data can be controlled from both
the UE’s and the cloud data center’s sides. The UE can decrease the number of tasks
offloaded to the edge cloud data center and the edge cloud data center can assign
less CPU time to lower the execution speed of the VM [81]. However, both these two
manners will introduce a big service interruption, which is opposite to our objective
of lowering service degradation. Also, it is impractical and unfriendly to ask a user
to lower his/her moving speed to wait for the handover of his/her VM. In summary,
the optimal solution is to increase the network bandwidth for migration, such as using
MPTCP or assigning more bandwidth to the migration process [167, 109].
6.2.4 Algorithm Performance
In this section, we evaluate the performances of our proposals by numerical studies,
firstly the algorithm for the UE with a certain moving trajectory and then the algorithm
for the UE with an uncertain moving trajectory. The sojourn time of a UE in a cell is
exponentially distributed with an average of 200 seconds. We set three types of VMs,
as shown in Table 6.1. Because only one type of computation task is offloaded to an
edge cloud data center within a period of time by a UE, we assume that the VMs have
a stable memory dirty rate Dm and disk dirty rate Ds. They are configured based on
some previous practical tests [203, 206, 2]. The network bandwidth available for VM
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Table 6.1: The parameters of the migrated VMs.
VM
UD RAM Dm Ds
(MB) (MB) (MB/s) (MB/s)
VM1 500 512 5 1
VM2 1000 1024 15 6
VM3 2000 2048 25 10
migration is 100MB/s. The termination conditions of Xen [2] are used to stop the
iteration phase of pre-copy and start the stop-and-copy phase.
We compare our migration algorithms and mechanisms with two simple migration
strategies: M-enter and M-leave. M-enter means to start to migrate a VM from the
current edge cloud data center Ei to the next edge cloud data center Ei+1 once the UE
enters the cell Si, while M-leave initializes the migration when the UE enters the next
cell Si+1.
Migration Performance with Certain Moving Trajectory
According to the JDM algorithm, there are two types of conditions for UD image
migration. One is that there is no previous version of the migrated UD image at the
destination edge cloud data center, i.e., the migration between the first and the second
edge cloud data centers, denoted by JDM-1. The other is that a previous version of the
migrated UD image is pre-transferred to the destination site and only newly-dirtied
blocks will be synchronized, denoted by JDM-n.
From Figure 6.7, we can see that M-leave gets the worst performance among these
migration algorithms. This is due to the fact that a late initialization of VM migration
needs to transfer more newly-written disk blocks. Note that migration start time has
no effect on the total migration time of memory data due to the volatility feature of
memory data. Only the memory states during VM migration will be transferred to
the destination site. JDM-1 has longer storage data migration times in comparison
with M-enter for these three VMs due to the same reason for M-leave. JDM-n is better
than both M-enter and M-leave since a previous version of UD image is located at the
destination site except that of VM2. JDM-n gets a longer storage data migration time
than M-enter for VM2, which indicates that the size of newly-dirtied disk blocks exceeds
the size of the original UD image. For these three VMs, JDM-n decreases the storage
data migration time by 21% and 59% on average in comparison with M-enter and
M-leave, respectively. In further, we can get that for JDM, the more cells a UE visits, the
closer the migration benefit is to that of JDM-n, because only the migration between
the first and the second edge clouds is JDM-1 and the rest of migrations are JDM-n.
As shown in Figure 6.8, the migration initialization mechanism for JDM significantly
reduces the service degradation time. Due to a careful orchestration of migration
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Figure 6.7: Total migration time for the UE with certain moving trajectory.
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Figure 6.8: Service degradation time during VM migration for the UE with certain moving
trajectory.
process, the service degradation time only contains the downtime of memory data
migration which has been optimized to the millisecond level by existing technologies
[29, 119, 17, 81]. However, both M-enter and M-leave have a big service degradation
time because of a remote connection between a UE and its VM, even though M-enter
experiences a shorter storage data migration than JDM for VM2. In further, M-enter
is better than M-leave because less newly-dirtied data will be transferred, as shown in
Figure 6.7.
In summary, JDM is beneficial to reduce the migration time of storage data in most
cases except that the migrated VM has a big disk dirty rate (such as VM2). More
importantly, it can dramatically lower the service degradation duration when a user is
roaming in the cellular network.
Migration Performances with Uncertain Moving Trajectory
Since the next cell a UE will arrive at is unknown, it is impossible to use M-enter to
migrate its VM under this situation. We only compare the performances of SSM with
M-leave. SSM prepares the snapshot layer of a VM to the possible next edge cloud data
center before VM migration, so we use the duration of migrating the writable layer
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Figure 6.9: Total migration time for the UE with uncertain moving trajectory.
and memory data as the total migration time of each VM. As shown in Figure 6.9, SSM
greatly decreases the total migration time. Specifically, it is better than M-leave by 56%,
64% and 59% for these three VMs, respectively.
According to the migration start-up mechanism for SSM algorithm (Section 6.2.3),
the service degradation time is determined by two factors: 1) the time Tf when the
next cell is fixed and 2) the remaining data of the snapshot layer when the migration
of the writable layer will be initialized, as shown in Figure 6.6. Therefore, we divide
SSM into two situations: SSM-f and SSM-l. SSM-f denotes that the transmission of the
snapshot layer is finished when the migration of the writable layer will be initialized
(i.e., Figure 6.6(a), 6.6(b) and 6.6(c)), and SSM-l refers to that the snapshot layer is
not fully prepared at the fixed next edge cloud data center at that time (i.e., Figure
6.6(d)). SSM constantly transfers the snapshot layer to the possible next edge cloud
according to the predicted possibilities. We assume that half of the snapshot layer data
are left for SSM-l. Then, we analyze the service degradation time of SSM with different
values of Tf .
From Figure 6.10, we can observe that the service degradation time of M-leave is
a constant value for each VM. When the next edge cloud data center is fixed early,
SSM can guarantee a small service degradation time. For example, if the next edge
cloud data center is known before 190s, both SSM-f and SSM-l have a small service
degradation duration for VM1. Furthermore, a VM with a bigger total size (the size
of memory data and disk data), a bigger memory dirty rate or a bigger disk dirty rate
needs a smaller value of Tf to ensure a small service degradation time, such as 190s
for VM1 while 160s for VM3. This is because these three factors determine the total
migration time of a VM. A migration with a longer migration time must be started
earlier to avoid the inconsistency between UE mobility and VM migration. This is also
applicable between SSM-f and SSM-l. For all these three VMs, SSM-l always sees an
increase of service degradation time before SSM-f. We also can see that even though
the next edge cloud data center is fixed very late (such as 195s), SSM still can get a
smaller service degradation time, compared to M-leave, due to a pre-migration of the
snapshot layer to the next edge cloud data center.
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Figure 6.10: Service degradation time during VM migration for the UE with uncertain moving
trajectory.
To guarantee a small service degradation time in the situation where the next cell is
fixed too late, the additionally required network bandwidth for migration is shown in
Figure 6.11 according to the discussion in Section 6.2.3. A bigger service degradation
time needs more additional network bandwidth to solve the inconsistency problem
between VM migration and UE mobility.
In conclusion, SSM significantly decreases both the total migration time and the ser-
vice degradation time in comparison with M-leave under different migration conditions.
If required, additional network bandwidth can keep VM migration and UE mobility
consistent.
6.3 Network Overhead Alleviation
6.3.1 System Formulation
A cellular network is composed of many hexagonal cells. Each cell is the signal
coverage area of a base station. For better discussion, cells in the RAN for each UE
are labeled as follows: the start cell of a UE is denoted by S0,0, and the other cells
are numbered in rings and clockwise, as shown in Figure 6.12. For each cell Si,j , the
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Figure 6.11: The required additional network bandwidth to solve the inconsistency problem
between VM migration and UE mobility.
corresponding edge cloud data center is Ei,j . The distance between two edge cloud
data centers (Ei,j and Ep,q) and that between a UE and its VM are denoted by d
pq
ij and d,
respectively. They are the minimum number of cells transversed while a UE moves from
one to another rather than Euclidean distance. For example, in Figure 6.12, d1300 = 1
and d2311 = 2.
Each UE has a latency requirement lu for the tasks offloaded to edge cloud data
centers, which is the maximum latency the UE can tolerate. Based on this requirement,
we can calculate the biggest available value for d, denoted by k. Then each edge
cloud data center Ei,j has a coverage area Ai,j . In other words, when a UE’s VM is
running in the edge cloud data center Ei,j and the UE is moving between the edge
cloud data centers of Ai,j , there is no necessity to migrate the VM, as shown in Figure
6.12. Otherwise, the VM must be migrated to an edge cloud data center which is closer
to the UE to reduce the latency. The coverage area Ai,j of an edge cloud data center
Ei,j is formulated as:
Ai,j =
{
Em,n|Em,n ∈ E, dmnij 6 k
}
(6.5)
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Figure 6.12: An MEC structure based on a cellular network. Herein, k = 2 and d = 2. The cells
with gray color belong to A0,0.
When a UE is roaming in the cellular network, its movement and the migration
of its VM are denoted by sequences Γ = {SA0, SA1, SA2, ...} (SA0 = S0,0) and Π =
{EC0, EC1, EC2, ...} (EC0 = E0,0), respectively. ECi is the destination edge cloud data
center of the ith migration. Hence, the total number ts of cells visited by a UE equals to
‖ Γ ‖, and the total number tm of migration for its VM is ‖ Π ‖ −1. A migration plan is
represented by both Π and pi. pi is a cell sequence and each element in it is the trigger
point of the corresponding migration in Π. For example, the ith element in pi is Sm,n
and the ith and (i+ 1)th elements in Π are Eo,p and Es,r, respectively. It means that
the VM will be migrated from Eo,p to Es,r when the UE is moving in Sm,n. We define
the addition operation between a sequence and an element as appending the element
at the end of the sequence, e.g., {SA0, SA1}+ SA2 = {SA0, SA1, SA2}.
6.3.2 Network Overhead of Live VM Migration
To calculate the network overhead of each VM migration, we divide VM migration
into four steps, as shown in Figure 6.13.
• S1: Migrate the original disk data and synchronize the new disk writes to the
destination site.
• S2: Migrate the original memory data.
• S3: Iteratively log and migrate the newly dirtied memory pages to the destination
host. The “iteratively” means that the data transferred in current round are the
pages dirtied in the previous round of data transmission.
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Figure 6.13: The schematic graph of VM migration steps.
• S4: When the remaining data is smaller than a preset threshold, the VM is
suspended and the remaining data are copied to the destination host for VM
resumption, i.e., VM handover.
We denote the data transferred in each step by v1, v2, v3 and v4, respectively.
According to the migration sequence, they can be calculated as follows:
S1: v1 = S + SB ∗Ds. S and B are the size of the original disk data and the available
network bandwidth for migration, respectively. Ds is the disk write rate of the migrated
VM, i.e., disk dirty rate.
S2: v2 = M . M is the allocated memory size.
S3: v3 = MB−Ds ∗ rm + ... + M(B−Ds)n ∗Dnm =
M(1−ρn)
1−ρ [193, 96]. It is calculated by
changing the network bandwidth to B −Ds since the synchronization of disk write will
occupy a portion of network bandwidth. Dm is memory dirty rate and ρ = DmB−Ds . n is
the total number of iterations and can be calculated as follows [193].
n = d lg
Thd
M
lg ρ − 1e (6.6)
Here, Thd is the preset threshold for the size of remaining data. We only consider
the situation where the migration process can converge, i.e., the remaining data of the
migrated VM at the source data center can be reduced to smaller than Thd. It means
that the increased speed (Ds + Dm) of the newly generated data is smaller than the
available network bandwidth (B) for migration.
S4: if we ignore the running states (e.g., CPU registry) due to the relatively small size,
the remaining data for S4 is the memory pages dirtied in the last round of iteration in
S3. Therefore, we can get the data transferred in this step as: v4 = M(B−Ds)n+1 ∗Dn+1m =
Mρn+1
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In summary, the total network traffic V for a VM migration is:
V = v1 + v2 + v3 + v4
= S + SDs
B
+M + M (1− ρ
n)
1− ρ +Mρ
n+1
= S + SDs
B
+ M
(
1− ρn+2)
1− ρ ,
(
ρ = Dm
B −Ds
) (6.7)
In MEC, the network bandwidth between the source and the destination edge cloud
data centers decreases with the distance between them. Because the source edge cloud
data center connects to the destination edge cloud data center through the backhaul
network, a bigger distance indicates that more hops will be transversed for each data
transmission. We assume the network resources (i.e., network bandwidth) are evenly
distributed to all base stations and the network bandwidth between two neighbor base
stations is D0. According to previous studies [47, 186], the network bandwidth between
two edge cloud data centers (Ei,j and Ep,q) roughly follows the following relationship.
Bpqij = γ
dpqij B0 (6.8)
γ is the bandwidth degradation coefficient. It is set as 0.85 according to the practical
measurements in [47, 186]. For a better description, we set ρi = DmBi−Dd and Vk is the
network overhead when the migration distance is k for the rest of chapter. Bi and i are
the network bandwidth and the distance between the source and the destination edge
cloud data centers, respectively.
6.3.3 Problem Statement
When a UE is roaming in a cellular network, the constant migrations of its VM
will incur a huge amount of network overheads, as shown in Figure 6.14(a). The
total network traffic N resulting from constant migration of a VM can be calculated
as Equation (6.9). i and j are the ith migration and the migration distance of this
migration, respectively.
N =
tm∑
i=1
Vij (6.9)
When we consider this issue in a wider view, all the VMs in edge cloud data centers
face the same situation, which derives the network overheads of MEC to a further worse
level, as shown in Figure 6.14(b).
Our objective in this section is to minimize the network overhead N without SLA
violation (i.e., meet the latency requirement lu). From Equation (6.9), we can see
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Figure 6.14: The network overheads resulting from VM migrations in MEC.
Table 6.2: The environment settings for understanding the effects of migration distance and
migration frequency on total network overhead.
S(MB) Ds(MB/s) M(MB) Dm(MB/s) B0(MB/s)
4096 2 1024 10 100
that for a specific movement Γi the total network overhead N can be reduced from
two aspects: decreasing the total number of migration tm and lowering the overhead
of each migration Vi. To satisfy the first aspect, we should migrate the VM of a UE
as far as possible for each migration, i.e., reducing migration frequency. To satisfy
the second aspect, it is the best to always migrate a VM from one edge cloud data
center to its neighbor edge cloud data center according to Equations (6.7) and (6.8)
because of the biggest network bandwidth, i.e., reducing migration distance. If the
total number of cells ts visited by a UE is fixed, these two aspects are contradictory.
A smaller migration frequency means a relatively bigger migration distance, and a
smaller migration distance indicates that the VM will be frequently migrated. Ideally,
the minimal valve for the total network overhead can be achieved by tuning both these
two factors. However, in real case, it is impossible to calculate this value due to the
uncertainty and the diversity of UE mobility.
To understand the impacts of migration distance and migration frequency on the
total network overhead, we quantitatively analyze the network overheads with different
migration distances (per migration every 1 cell, 2 cells, 4 cells and 6 cells, respectively).
The configuration on the migrated VM and the migration environment is shown in Table
6.2 [29, 2]. The total number ts of cells visited by a UE is set as 20, 50, 100, respectively.
From Figure 6.15, we can observe that the network overhead per migration is increasing
with the migration distance. The migrations over 2 cells, 4 cells and 6 cells have 0.7%,
2.6% and 5.7% more network overhead in comparison with the migration to a neighbor
cell, respectively. However, a smaller migration distance does not correspondingly result
in a smaller total network overhead. Specifically, the smaller the migration distance is,
the bigger the total network overhead is. In further, a bigger ts can get more benefits
from a smaller migration frequency.
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Figure 6.15: The network overheads with different migration distances.
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Figure 6.16: Two simple migration algorithms when k = 2. The cells with gray color are the
moving trajectory of the UE (Γ) and those of which are with a rectangle are the
migration trajectory of the corresponding VM (Π).
Even though we migrate the VM with a constant distance for each migration, it is
enough for us to understand the significance of these two factors for the total network
overhead. Migration frequency has a bigger influence on the total network overhead
than migration distance. Actually, the additional network overhead resulting from
a bigger migration distance can be easily compensated by a better selection of the
destination edge cloud data center for each migration (e.g., the algorithm in Section
6.3.4). Based on above analysis, we try to decrease the total network overhead N by
lowering migration frequency.
6.3.4 Algorithm Design
In this section, we firstly discuss two simple migration algorithms (Section 6.3.4).
Then two optimized algorithms are respectively designed to minimize the network
overhead of VM migration for the two types of UE mobility, specifically, a weight-based
algorithm for certain moving UE and a heuristic algorithm for uncertain moving UE.
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Algorithm 4 M-Edge algorithm
1: Γ = {S0,0}, Π = {E0,0}, pi = ∅;
2: while a UE moves into a new cell Si,j do
3: Γ = Γ + Si,j;
4: Calculate d;
5: if d < k then
6: Continue to monitor UE movement;
7: else . d = k.
8: pi = pi + Si,j;
9: Π = Π + Ei,j;
10: d = 0;
11: end if
12: end while
Two Simple Migration Algorithms
One naive migration algorithm is to migrate a VM along with the UE. A VM is always
migrated to the cell where the UE is located at, as shown in Figure 6.16(a). We call this
migration strategy as M-All. With this strategy, each migration is conducted between
two neighbor cells, so they have the same migration bandwidth B0. According to
Equation (6.7) and (6.8), each migration will result in the same network overhead:
V1 = D +
SDs
B0
+
M
(
1− ρn+21
)
1− ρ1 (6.10)
Then the total network overhead Na of M-All for constantly migrating a VM is:
Na = tm ∗ V1 (6.11)
Another simple migration algorithm is to migrate a VM when its UE moves to the
edge of the coverage area of the edge cloud data center where the VM is running,
called M-Edge. The VM is migrated to the corresponding edge cloud data center of the
cell where the UE is located at, as shown in Algorithm 4. Note that d is not always
increasing with UE movement. It can increase or decrease or remain unchanged as the
UE roams in a cellular network. If it increases, the incremental must be 1. That is why
line 7 in Algorithm 4 only can be d = k rather than d > k.
With this migration algorithm, the migration distance alway is k. According to
Equation (6.8), the network bandwidth for each migration is γkB0. Then, we can get
the total network overhead of M-Edge for constantly migrating a VM as follows.
Ne = tm ∗ Vk = tm ∗
S + SDs
γkB0
+
M
(
1− ρn+2k
)
1− ρk
 (6.12)
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Figure 6.17: The illustration of the M-Weight algorithm, here k = 1. The cells with color are
the moving trajectory of a UE. (a) The initialization phase. The number on a cell
is its weight. (b) The weight calculation and migration plan making phases. The
cell with a triangle is a migration trigger point and the one with a rectangle with
the same number is the corresponding destination edge cloud data center for this
migration. The migration plan for this UE mobility is: pi = {S1,1, S3,3, S4,2} and
Π = {E0,0, E2,2, E3,2, E5,2}
Migration Algorithm for Certain Moving Trajectory
When a UE’s moving trajectory is known, i.e., Γ = {SA0, SA1, SA2, ..., SAts−1}, this
information can be used to make a migration plan for its VM to minimize the total
network overhead. For each movement SAi = Sm,n ∈ Γ, we denote the coverage area
of the corresponding edge cloud data center Em,n by CAi, i.e., CAi = Am,n. Then, we
can get the corresponding coverage area sequence Θ = {CA0, CA1, CA2, ..., CAts−1}
for a Γ.
According to the discussion in Section 6.3.2, we get the following conclusions: (1)
For each moving step of a UE, we do not need to migrate the VM correspondingly.
Once the UE is still in the coverage area of the edge cloud data center where the VM is
running at, it is unnecessary to migrate the VM. (2) If an edge cloud data center can
cover more cells in Γ, it should be preferable to migrating the VM to there to reduce
migration frequency, which in turn can lower the network overhead.
Based on above analysis, we design a migration algorithm (called M-Weight) in this
section, as shown in Algorithm 5. The key idea behind M-Weight is to assign each edge
cloud data center in Θ a weight according to the moving trajectory of a UE and migrate
the VM to the edge cloud data center with the highest weight for each migration. It
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Algorithm 5 M-Weight algorithm
1: /*Initialization*/
2: Γ = {SA0, ..., SAts−1}, Π = {E0,0}, pi = ∅, Θ = {CA0, CA1, ..., CAts−1};
3: for each element CAi ∈ Θ do
4: for each element Em,n ∈ CAi do
5: wm,n = 0;
6: end for
7: end for
8: /*Weight calculation*/
9: loc = 1; . To mark the searching position
10: for the locth element CAi ∈ Θ do
11: for each element Em,n ∈ CAi do
12: wm,n = wm,n + loc;
13: end for
14: loc = loc+ 1;
15: end for
16: /*Migration plan making*/
17: x = 0,y = 0; . The current location of the VM
18: Sel = ∅; . The possible destination edge cloud data center for each migration.
19: loc = 1;
20: while loc < ts do
21: Select the locth element Si,j in Γ;
22: if dx,yij = k then
23: Select the edge cloud data center with the highest weight in Ai,j and put
them into Sel;
24: procedure EC-SELECTION;
25: /*If Sel 6= ∅, assume the selected edge cloud data center is Ep,q, i.e.,
Sel = {Ep,q}*/
26: if Sel 6= ∅ and p 6= x and q 6= y then
27: x = p, y = q;
28: pi = pi + Si,j;
29: Π = Π + Ep,q;
30: end if
31: end if
32: loc = loc+ 1;
33: end while
consists of three phases: initialization, weight calculation and migration plan making.
In the initialization phase, the weights w of all the edge cloud data centers in Θ are set
as zero, as shown in Figure 6.17(a).
In the weight calculation phase, the ith element of Θ increases the weights of all
the edge cloud data centers within its coverage area by i, as shown in Figure 6.17(b).
For example, CA0 increases the weights of its elements by 1, CA1 increases by 2, etc.
The weight incremental is increasing along the moving direction of the UE, which is to
make the migration plan making phase opt to select the edge cloud data center which
is far away from the current location of the UE in each migration step to potentially
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Algorithm 6 M-Weight algorithm—edge cloud data center selection
1: procedure EC-SELECTION
2: if Ex,y ∈ Sel and dn 6 k then
3: Sel = ∅; . no migration
4: return;
5: end if
6: if Ex,y ∈ Sel and dn > k then
7: Delete Ex,y from Sel;
8: end if
9: if ‖ Sel ‖> 1 then
10: Only leave the edge cloud data centers in Sel which cover the most un-
scanned SAs in Γ;
11: if ‖ Sel ‖> 1 then
12: Leave the edge cloud data centers which incurs the smallest migration
distance in Sel;
13: if ‖ Sel ‖> 1 then
14: Randomly leave one element in Sel.
15: end if
16: end if
17: end if
18: end procedure
reduce migration frequency. For example, if two edge cloud data centers cover the same
number of cells of Γ, the one which covers more cells in the later part of Γ will get a
bigger weight.
The main task of the migration plan making phase is to find the trigger point and
the destination edge cloud data center for each migration. It scans the elements of Γ in
order. Once a cell Si,j makes d = k, it is a possible migration trigger point. We then
select the edge cloud data centers which have the highest weight among the edge cloud
data center within Ai,j . The set of the selected edge cloud data centers is denoted by
Sel. The final destination edge cloud data center for each migration is fixed with the
following steps, as shown in Algorithm 6 and Figure 6.18.
1. If the edge cloud data center where the VM is currently running at is in Sel
(Ex,y ∈ Sel) and the distance between this edge cloud data center and the next
cell the UE will visit is smaller than or equal to k (dn 6 k), which means that
this edge cloud data center is still an optimal location for the VM, there is no
migration.
2. If the edge cloud data center where the VM is currently running at is in Sel
(Ex,y ∈ Sel) and the distance between this edge cloud data center and the next
cell the UE will visit is bigger than k (dn > k), the VM has to be migrated to a
new location. We delete Ex,y from Sel.
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Select the data centers which 
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Figure 6.18: The procedure of the migration plan making phase. n =‖ Sel ‖.
3. If ‖ Sel ‖> 1, the edge cloud data center in Sel which covers the most un-scanned
elements of Γ will be left.
4. If there is still ‖ Sel ‖> 1, the edge cloud data center in Sel which will result in
the smallest migration distance is left.
5. If there is still ‖ Sel ‖> 1, an edge cloud data center in Sel is randomly selected.
The above operations shrink the elements of Sel step by step. After these steps, if
Sel = ∅ or the selected edge cloud data center Ep,q is same as the one where the VM
is currently running at, we do nothing and continue to make migration plan for the
next element of Γ. Otherwise, Ep,q and Si,j are added into Π and pi, respectively. The
location of the VM is moved to Ep,q.
Different UE moving trajectories present different environments for VM migration.
It is impossible to create a uniform model for the network overhead of M-Weight.
According to the migration procedure of M-Weight, we can calculate the overhead range
once the total number ts of cells visited by a UE is known. If the time of a UE staying
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Figure 6.19: The two extreme situations of UE movement.
in the coverage area Ai,j of an edge cloud data center Ei,j is st, we define the leaving
speed of the UE from Ai,j as 1st . A UE will has the biggest leaving speed when it moves
straight away from the edge cloud data center Ei,j where the VM is running (as shown
in Figure 6.19(a)) and the smallest leaving speed when it moves around Ei,j (as shown
in Figure 6.19(b)). For the first situation, the VM will be migrated once for every 2k
cells. For the second situation, once the UE is moving in Ai,j , it is unnecessary to
migrate the VM. Correspondingly, these two situations will result in the biggest and the
smallest network overheads for a specific UE mobility, respectively.
The total number tm1 of migration for the first situation is1:
tm1 =
{
ts/(2k), ts%2k 6 k;
ts/(2k) + 1, ts%2k > k;
(6.13)
When ts%2k 6 k, the distance for each migration is 2k. When ts%2k > k, the
distance for all migration except the last one is 2k. The distance of the last migration
is ts%2k − k. To simplify the problem, we assume that the VM is also migrated to the
edge cloud data center which is 2k away from the current edge cloud data center in the
last migration step. Then, the network overhead for the first situation can be gained.
nw = tm1 ∗ V2k = tm1 ∗
S + SDs
γ2kB0
+
M
(
1− ρn+22k
)
1− ρ2k
 (6.14)
1“/” represents modulo operation rather than division operation here.
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Figure 6.20: The possibility calculation when k > 2.
The overhead for the second situation is zero. Then we can get the network overhead
range of M-Weight as follows.
0 6 Nw 6 tm1 ∗
S + SDs
γ2kB0
+
M
(
1− ρn+22k
)
1− ρ2k
 (6.15)
Migration Algorithm for Uncertain Moving Trajectory
Most of the time we do not know about how a UE will move, or users do not want
to share their mobility information with a third party. When the moving trajectory
of a UE is unknown, it is infeasible to make a holistic migration plan for its VM.We
still use a mobility prediction algorithm to predict the future movement of a UE. In
this section, we design a heuristic migration algorithm (called M-Predict) based on UE
mobility prediction to lower the network overhead of VM migration.
Same as the discussion in Section 6.2.2, we only take advantage of the prediction
possibilities of a UE moving from the current cell Si,j to its neighbor cells, denoted by
Pi,j = {P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5}, as shown in Figure 6.20. If a UE does not stop in a cell,
there is P0 + P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 = 1, i.e., it must move to a neighbor cell.
If the moving trajectory of a UE is known, we can migrate the VM as far as possible
to reduce migration frequency, like M-Weight. However, we only predict the next cell a
UE will visit. The predicted result also is not fully credible, so migrating the VM too
far from the cell where the UE is located at is risky. When the UE changes its moving
direction or the predicted movement is wrong, an additional migration may be needed
again very soon, which may increase the total network overhead.
To balance the benefits and risks, M-Predict only considers the destination cell within
the following scopes: the edge cloud data center where the UE is at, its neighbor data
centers (the first ring of data centers) and the neighbor neighbor data centers (the
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Figure 6.21: The possibility calculation of the edge cloud data centers in the first ring.
Algorithm 7 M-Predict algorithm
1: while speed 6= 0 and d = k do
2: Calculate {P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5};
3: if k = 1 then
4: procedure SELECT1;
5: else
6: Calculate the possibilities of the edge cloud data center in the second ring;
7: Select the edge cloud data centers in the second ring with the highest
possibility;
8: if x = 1 then
9: Select this edge cloud data center;
10: else
11: if x = 2 and the distance between them is 2 then
12: Select the small edge cloud data center between them;
13: else
14: procedure SELECT1;
15: end if
16: end if
17: end if
18: if d′ > d then
19: Migrate the VM to the selected edge cloud data center.
20: end if
21: end while
second ring of data centers). The ones in the second ring are further divided into two
categories: big EC and small EC. A big EC is a neighbor of two edge cloud data centers
in the first ring, while a small EC is a neighbor of only one edge cloud data center in
the first ring. The possibilities of the edge cloud data centers in the second ring are
the sum of the possibilities of its neighbor edge cloud data centers in the first ring, as
shown in Figure 6.20. They are used to indicate the moving direction of a UE. We can
see that the possibility of a big EC must be bigger than its two neighbor small ECs. This
is reasonable because a big EC covers more edge cloud data centers in the first ring in
comparison with a small EC, which means that a big EC is more resilient to prediction
error.
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Algorithm 8 M-Predict algorithm—edge cloud data center selection (k = 1)
1: procedure SELECT1
2: Select the edge cloud data center in the first ring with the highest possibility;
3: if x = 1 then
4: Select this edge cloud data center;
5: else
6: Update the edge cloud data center possibilities in the first ring;
7: Select the edge cloud data center in the first ring with the highest possibility;
8: if x = 1 then
9: Select this edge cloud data center;
10: else
11: Select the edge cloud data center where the UE is;
12: end if
13: end if
14: end procedure
x=1?
Select the data center in the first 
ring with the highest possibility
no
Update the possibilities of the 
data centers in the first ring
x=1?
yes
Select the data center 
where the UE is
no
yes
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ring with the highest possibility
x=1?
no
Select this 
data center
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x=2 and the distance 
between the two data 
centers is 2?
no
Select the small data 
center between them
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Select the data center in the first 
ring with the highest possibility
k=1
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Select the data center No migration
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Figure 6.22: The destination edge cloud data center selection for each migration in M-Predict.
The core idea behind M-Predict is to migrate a VM as far as possible within these edge
cloud data center scopes along the predicted moving direction. As shown in Algorithm
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7, M-Predict firstly calculates the possibilities of the edge cloud data centers in the first
and the second rings. Then it selects the destination edge cloud data center for VM
migration from the second ring to where the UE is. During the selection procedure,
possibility comparison is only conducted between the edge cloud data centers in the
same ring. We denote the number of selected edge cloud data centers in each ring by
x.
In the second ring, the big ECs which have the highest possibility are selected. If
x = 1, this edge cloud data center is finally selected. If x = 2 and the distance between
these two edge cloud data centers is 2 (i.e., there is only one small EC between them),
this small EC is finally selected. Otherwise, the algorithm begins to search the first ring.
In the first ring, the edge cloud data centers with the highest possibility are selected. If
x = 1, this edge cloud data center is selected. If x > 1, we update the possibilities of
the first ring as follows: the possibility of each edge cloud data center is updated by
adding the possibilities of its two neighbor edge cloud data centers in the same ring, i.e.,
{P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5} ⇒ {P5 +P0 +P1, P0 +P1 +P2, P1 +P2 +P3, P3 +P4 +P5, P4 +
P5 + P0}, as shown in Figure 6.21. Then the edge cloud data centers with the highest
possibility are selected. If x = 1, this edge cloud data center is selected. Otherwise,
it indicates that the mobility prediction algorithm cannot accurately predict the UE’s
moving direction. The edge cloud data center of the cell where the UE is at is selected.
We represent the distance between the finally selected edge cloud data center and the
one where the VM is currently running by d′. If d′ < d, it means that the UE will move
toward the edge cloud data center where the VM currently is in the next step, so there
will be no migration for the VM. Otherwise, the VM is migrated to the finally selected
edge cloud data center.
In particular, when k = 1, it is infeasible to migrate the VM to the second ring of
edge cloud data centers. The latency between the VM and the UE will exceed the
latency limit lu. Therefore, when k = 1, M-Predict starts to search the edge cloud data
centers in the first ring instead of the ones in the second ring. The selection procedure
of M-Predict is shown in Figure 6.22.
M-Predict has a strong resilience to mobility prediction error. When k > 3, even
though a VM is migrated to an edge cloud data center in the second ring, all the edge
cloud data centers in the first ring are still in the coverage area of the new edge cloud
data center no matter which neighbor cell the UE moves to. For example, in Figure
6.20, if the VM is migrated to E4,2 based on Algorithm M-Predict, but the UE changes
its moving direction or a mobility predict error happens and the UE finally moves into
S2,12 or S1,1, these two edge cloud data centers are still in the coverage area of E4,2
and the latency between the VM and the UE still can meet user’s requirement.
However, when k = 1 and the VM is migrated to an edge cloud data center in the
first ring, and when k = 2 and the VM is migrated to an edge cloud data center in the
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Figure 6.23: The method to solve the prediction error when k = 2. The rectangle with color
represents the previous location of the VM, and the rectangle with lines is the new
location selected by M-Predict. The cells with color are in the coverage area of the
edge cloud data center E1,6.
second ring, the latency between the VM and the UE may exceed the requirement lu
when the above mentioned errors happen. To this end, we do not immediately delete
the VM data at the source edge cloud data center after migration for the above two
situations and delete it only when the VM moves out the coverage area of the source
edge cloud data center. Meanwhile, the predict algorithm constantly monitors the
movement of the UE. Once it moves in an adverse direction from the predicted one, the
VM begins to synchronize VM data back to the source edge cloud data center. When
the UE moves out of the coverage area of the new edge cloud data center, the VM
can be fast handed over to the source edge cloud data center. Taking Figure 6.23 as
an example, where k = 2 and the selected new edge cloud data center for the VM is
E4,1, we do not delete the VM data at the edge cloud data center E1,6 after migration.
According to the last step of M-Predict, the finally selected edge cloud data center must
be out of the coverage area of E1,6. From Figure 6.23, we can see that no matter which
edge cloud data center is selected as the new location of the VM, all the neighbor edge
cloud data centers of E2,1 are in the coverage areas of the source and the new edge
cloud data centers (A1,6 and A4,1). However, when the VM is migrated to E4,23 and the
UE moves to S3,2, E3,2 will not be in the coverage areas of E1,6 and E4,23. This also will
happen when k = 1. Regarding this situation, we change the selected edge cloud data
center to its neighbor edge cloud data center. In the example, if the selected edge cloud
data center is E4,23 or E2,3, we change them to E4,24 and E3,3, respectively.
Same as M-Weight, it is also impossible to build a network overhead model for
M-Predict. The two extreme situations which lead to the biggest and smallest network
overheads for M-Weight are applicable for M-Predict as well. Therefore, the smallest
network overhead of M-Predict also is zero, i.e., when a UE always moves in the coverage
area A0,0 of the edge cloud data center E0,0 where the VM is running.
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The worst situation for M-Predict is: a UE leaves the coverage area of each edge
cloud data center where its VM runs at with the biggest speed (as shown in Figure
6.19(a)) and the mobility prediction algorithm cannot predict the moving direction
for each migration. According to the edge cloud data center selection procedure, a
VM will alway be migrated to the edge cloud data center where the UE is located at.
VM migration is conducted once every k cells. With this situation, M-Predict becomes
M-Edge. Hence, the biggest network overhead of M-Predict is Ne, as shown in Equation
(6.12).
By combining these two situations, the range of the network overhead Np of M-
Predict is:
0 6 Np 6 Ne (6.16)
6.3.5 Algorithm Performance
We evaluate the algorithms by numerical studies in this section. Specifically, the
performances of M-Weight and M-Predict are analyzed by taking M-All and M-Edge
as baselines. As stated in Section 6.3.3, we mainly focus on two performance met-
rics: total network traffic and the number of migrations. We select ten UE moving
trajectories from Microsoft Geolife Trajectories 1.3 [205]. This dataset does not record
the telecommunication provider information of each UE. We assume all the selected
ten UE are using the China Mobile. By combining the base station topology of the
China Mobile in Beijing [22], we can get the corresponding edge cloud data centers
a UE transverses during its movement. We set VM parameters for all the ten UE and
migration bandwidth as shown in Table 6.2. The performances of the algorithms are
also studied with different UE service latency requirements: k = 1, k = 2 and k = 4.
Performances of M-Weight
The performances of M-Weight are evaluated and compared with M-All and M-Edge
in this section. According to the requirements of M-Weight, the moving trajectories
are known before VM migration. As shown in Figure 6.24, we can get the following
results. (1) When k = 1, M-All and M-Edge have the same migration performances,
because M-Edge becomes M-All under this service latency requirement. Also, M-All has a
constant migration performance for different service latency requirements because this
parameter is not considered in this algorithm. (2) M-Weight significantly outperforms
M-All and M-Edge for all the ten moving trajectories. Specifically, it reduces the total
network traffic on average by 55% and 55% (when k = 1), 77% and 50% (when k = 2)
and 88% and 46% (when k = 4), in comparison with M-All and M-Edge, respectively.
From this statistic, it is easy to understand the percentages for M-All are increasing
with k. However, the percentages for M-Edge are decreasing with k. This is due to
two reasons: 1) when k is big, a VM does not need to be frequently migrated because
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Figure 6.24: The performances of M-Weight. “NM”: number of migration, “NT”: total network
traffic.
each edge cloud data center has a big coverage area, so the performance improvement
space for M-Weight is small; 2) a bigger k means that there will be a bigger migration
distance difference between M-Edge and M-Weight for each migration, which pushes
down the performance improvement of M-Weight. (3) M-Weight lowers migration
frequency, which means that it has a bigger average migration distance compared with
M-All and M-Edge. The total network traffic is correspondingly decreased rather than
increased. This further verifies the result in Section 6.3.3: migration frequency is more
important than migration distance for reducing total network traffic when a VM has to
be constantly migrated.
Performances of M-Predict
M-Predict heuristically migrates a VM to a location in advance based on mobility
prediction. Therefore, we take prediction error into consideration during evaluating
the performances of M-Predict. Three conditions are considered: no prediction error
(i.e., ideal situation), 10% prediction error and 40% prediction error. For each mobility
prediction error, we migrate the VM to the farthest edge cloud data center in the
opposite direction of the real moving direction of the UE. According to the edge cloud
data center selection procedure of M-Predict, the selected one is from the second ring of
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Figure 6.25: The number of migration of M-All, M-Edge and M-Predict.
edge cloud data centers when k > 2 and from the first ring of edge cloud data centers
when k = 1. This is the worst migration decision for each prediction error. We ignore
the data synchronized back to the old edge cloud data center from the new edge cloud
data center when prediction errors happen, because they are small in comparison with
the total network traffic of VM migration.
Regarding the total number of migration, the differences between M-Predict and
M-Edge are decreasing with k. This is due to the fact that a bigger coverage area of
each edge cloud data center reduces the number of migration, which in turn lowers the
performance improvement of M-Predict. The differences between the three conditions
of M-Predict are very small, even though the latency requirement of the UE is high.
Because of the uncertainty of UE moving trajectory, a bad migration decision for current
step may be a good decision for the future movement of the UE. From Figure 6.25, we
also can get that a smaller service latency requirement further strengthens the resilience
of M-Predict to prediction errors. This can be seen from the decrease of the differences
between the three conditions.
Corresponding to the number of migration, M-Predict results in a smaller network
traffic for all the ten moving trajectories, compared to M-All and M-Edge. Ideally, M-
Predict is better than M-All and M-Edge on average by 54% and 54%, 77% and 51%,
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Figure 6.26: The total network traffic of M-All, M-Edge and M-Predict.
85% and 29% under the three types of service latency requirements, respectively. The
decrease of the improvement percentages between M-Predict and M-Edge is due to the
same reasons as those for M-Weight. 10% and 40% mobility prediction errors only
lead to on average 5% and 12%, 3% and 7% and 1% and 2% more network traffic
for the three types of service latency requirements, compared to the ideal situation,
respectively.
6.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, two optimizations are designed for VM migration in MEC. Different
UE mobility presents different environments for VM migration. To make the best of
environment features, we broadly divide UE mobility into two categories: certain
moving trajectory and uncertain moving trajectory. Both the optimizations are proposed
based on this classification of UE mobility.
The first optimization is designed for the situation where a UE has a high latency
requirement so that its VM has to be migrated with along its movement (i.e., k = 0).
Two algorithms are proposed to improve VM storage data migration performance. To
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decrease the service degradation time resulting from the inconsistency between UE
mobility and VM migration, two migration initialization mechanisms are designed.
The second optimization is to make a migration plan for the UE which does not have
a high latency requirement (i.e., k > 1) to lower the network overhead resulting from
constant VM migration due to UE mobility. We firstly formulate this issue and figure out
the most influential factor for network overhead. Then, two naive migration algorithms
(M-All and M-Edge) are described. Then, two optimized migration algorithms (M-
Weight and M-Predict) are designed to lower the network overhead of VM migration.
Specifically, M-Weight is for the UE with certain moving trajectories, and M-Predict is
for the UE with uncertain moving trajectories based on mobility prediction.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary
In this dissertation, several optimizations are proposed to improve VM migration
performance under different environments. The contributions of this dissertation can
be divided into four parts: literature review, optimization of VM migration in LAN,
optimization of VM migration over WAN and optimization of VM migration in MEC.
In the literature review part, we comprehensively summarize the existing migration
technologies, from single migration to correlated VM migration, from LAN migration
to WAN migration, from normal migration to user mobility-induced migration. These
technologies are compared with each other by the metrics extracted from the literature
as well. From the review, we found a series of problems with live VM migration, which
are the motivations of this dissertation. Also, we draw on many experiences from the
existing technologies of live VM migration for our proposals.
In the optimization of VM migration in LAN part, we mainly focus on the controllabil-
ity of a migration process and the convergence problem with pre-copy migration. Firstly,
performance models are created for the migration procedure and several performance
features are derived. Based on the features, a migration control algorithm is designed.
It not only takes users’ requirements on migration performance into consideration, but
also solves the convergence problem of pre-copy. Controlling a migration process to
meet user’s performance requirement was not considered before. The feasibility was
presented with our algorithm by changing the memory dirty rate of the migrated VM
or/and the network bandwidth for migration. A migration process is not transparent
to cloud managers and users anymore. This is helpful to improve the level of cloud
management. For example, users are clear about what performances they can get before
migrating their VMs. Cloud managers can make a more detailed plan for hardware
maintenance (such as, server replacement).
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In the optimization of VM migration over WAN part, we make two architectural
rethinks on storage data migration. In the first optimization, a three-layer image
structure is designed to increase the data sharing between VMs. The storage data of
a VM is physically stored in three layers: OS layer, WE layer and UD layer, by using
the COW technology. Based on this structure, several optimizations are proposed for
data deduplication to improve VM storage data migration performance. In the second
optimization, a central base image repository is introduced for data centers to increase
the data sharing between data centers. Base images (i.e., OS images and WE images)
are shared by different data centers. With this structure, data deduplication and P2P
file sharing are utilized to accelerate VM storage data migration speed. According to
the experimental results, those two contributions significantly improve storage data
migration performance. Specifically, the first one can decrease the total migration
time up to 14%, and the second one can reach 44%. With the development of cloud
computing, the cooperations between the data centers of a cloud provider and between
the data centers from different cloud providers are becoming more and more frequent,
such as hybrid cloud, cloud federation and across-data-center load balancing. It is
impossible to implement these cooperations without the support of live VM migration
over WAN. Our contributions improve the performance of storage data migration which
is the bottleneck part of live VM migration over WAN. Although we only test them on
KVM in our experiments, they are generic solutions and can be integrated with different
hypervisors/VMMs to migrate a VM across data centers.
In the optimization of VM migration in MEC part, two optimizations are made to
improve the migration performance from different perspectives. In the first optimization,
two algorithms and two migration initialization mechanisms are designed to reduce
the storage data migration time and mitigate the service degradation during migration,
respectively. In the second optimization, two algorithms are proposed to mitigate the
network overhead resulting from constant VM migration due to UE mobility. The two
optimizations for storage data migration (three-layer image structure and central base
image repository) are also utilized for the migration in MEC. Numeric studies validate
the efficiency of our algorithms. MEC is an outcome of the popularity of the IoT and
mobile devices. However, there is still no practical system at present because of many
outstanding problems. How to fast live migrate VMs between edge cloud data centers
is one of these problems because service latency is a vital metric for MEC. MEC also
provides new optimization opportunities for live VM migration. Our contributions are
to utilize the new architectural features of MEC to improve the performance of user
mobility-induced VM migration under the premise of no violation to service latency
requirement, which is a vital aspect for the implementation of MEC.
7.2 Outlook
The work of this dissertation can be extended from the following directions:
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1. The migration performance control algorithm now is only for LAN environments
and also is based on Xen platform. It can be improved and generalized to adapt
to other environments (such as, WAN and MEC) and other platforms (such
as, VMware, KVM). The accuracy of monitoring the related parameters of live
VM migration determines the accuracy of the performance control algorithm.
Therefore, new tools and methods are desired to improve the accuracies of the
monitored parameters and the performance control algorithm.
2. For both LayerMover and CBase, we simply use parallel migration to migrate
multiple VMs. A coordination algorithm is required for correlated VM migration
to lower the service interruption during migration. In addition, because of the
high data sharing of the three-layer image structure and the central base image
repository, further optimizations can be designed based on these two structures
to improve the performance of correlated VM migration.
3. The optimizations to LAN and WAN environments in this dissertation can be
integrated with the algorithms for VM migration in MEC to improve the migration
performance, especially, the optimizations to WAN migration because they face
many common conditions. Our optimizations to user mobility-induced migration
assume that each VM is only used by one user. In real cases, a VM in an edge
cloud data center may be shared by several users and a user also may offload
computation tasks to several VMs, so some optimizations to our algorithms can
be designed by taking these factors into consideration. The SSM algorithm did
not consider the situation when the mobility prediction is wrong. Some strategies
are needed to improve the robustness of the SSM algorithm.
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